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AB STRACT • Q*,*oJ**y
In this paper, a statistical model known as the AMSAA
reliability growth model, is evaluated by measuring how
well it tracks various reliability growth patterns. These
patterns are defined by specified sequences of failure
rates. Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate test data
based on a time-terminated test plan. Estimates of failure
rates, computed using the AMSAA model, are compared with the
specified failure rates. Results for 18 reliability growth
patterns are presented in both tabular and graphical form.
Four modifications in the use of the model are discussed
with selected results of their application presented.
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I . INTRODUCTION
Many methods of modeling reliability growth have been
proposed and used with some success. Reference 1 contains
a detailed discussion of reliability growth, reliability
growth models, and describes several models that are
available to the manager for use in measuring reliability
growth in his program.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the accuracy
of the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA)
reliability growth model [Ref. 1] for systems which provide
limited test data during the development cycle.

II. THE AMSAA RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL
The AMSAA reliability growth model is a statistical
model that estimates reliability growth trends. It is
applicable to systems for which usage data is measured on
a continuous scale.
As with most reliability growth models, the AMSAA
model uses test data to estimate unknown parameters which
are then used to estimate the reliability growth trend.
References 1 and 2 develop the AMSAA model in detail. This
paper addresses the use of the AMSAA model for sequential,
time-terminated testing.
Time-terminated testing occurs when each item is tested
until failure or until that item has been tested a speci-
fied amount of time. If an item does not fail before the
planned test time, then a failure has not occurred and the
next item is tested.
For time-terminated testing, the AMSAA model [Ref . 1]
provides the following estimate for the failure rate of a
type of hardware unit (component, assembly, subsystem,
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with X. = total accumulated test time over all items
-1 tested when the j th failure occurs.
Using these estimators, the accuracy of the AMSAA model




Reliability growth models are often evaluated against
actual test data. The problem with evaluating a model
against actual data is that the failure rate driving the
system at any one time is never known, it can only be
estimated
.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the test
plan under which the analysis was made and define the test
organization used. Figure 1 shows the relationship between

















The key elements of the test plan used for the evalua-
tion of the AMSAA model are described below.
1 . Phases
Tests were conducted in phases consisting of testing
a specified number of items with randomly generated exponen-
tial failure times based on the failure rate specified for
that phase
.
2 . Failure Rates
Each phase had a specified failure r'ate , which was
assumed to be constant for the duration of the phase. The
failure rates specified could be different from phase to
phase. This set of failure rates defined the reliability




A specified number of items was tested in each
phase. In this analysis, the number of items tested was the
same for each phase in any one test.
4. Planned Test Time
Each item in a phase was tested to failure or until
the specified planned test time for that phase was reached.
The planned test time wa,s the same for all items tested
during any one phase.
B, TEST ORGANIZATION
1 , Cases
The AMSAA model was applied to 18 test cases where
each case was defined by a set of failure rates and a
12

specified number of phases. The general shape of the various
cases, classified by number of phases and by trend of
growth, can be found in Figures 2 through 5. Test phases
are plotted, equally spaced, on the horizontal axis and
failure rates are plotted on the vertical axis.
a. Set of Failure Rates
Each set of failure rates defined a reliability
growth curve which was then classified by its general trend
of growth into one of two categories:
(1) Non-increasing Failure Rates
(Figures 2 and 3
)
(2) Failure Rates that Increase
at least once during testing
(Figures 4 and 5)
b. Number of Phases
In addition to their growth trend, cases were
grouped, for comparison, by their total number of phases.
The two groups are those that have 16 phases and those that
have 6 phases.
(1) 16-Phase Cases . Cases 1 through 6
(Figure 2) and cases 13 through 18 (Figure 5) were each
defined by specifying 16 failure rates, one for each of the
16 test phases*
(2) 6-Phase Cases , The growth patterns for
cases 7 through 12 (.Figures 3 and 4) were defined by a set
of six failure rates, Some of the cases reflect the same
growth patterns shown for the 16-Phase cases, except that,
the testing was carried out for only six test phases.
13
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Specification of the number of items to be tested in
any phase for a particular case resulted in a Data Set. The
number of items tested during a phase was the same for each
phase of testing. Three sets of test data were generated
for each case, one set each for tests with 5, 10, and 20
items per phase.
3 Tests
The remaining element of the test plan, Planned Test
Time, was used to define individual tests. Since the failure
rate underlying the exponential test times was known, planned
test times were chosen so that the probability of survival
was such that sufficient failures would occur.
a. Test 1
The planned test times for Test 1 were generated
so that the probability of survival for each item would be
.85.
b. Test 2
Test 2 consisted of generating planned test times
by using a probability of survival for each item of .99,







Using the test data generated above, the shape
parameter for the model was estimated at the end of each
phase, i, using the AMSAA estimator:
N.
3, =i Ni
N.lnT. - Z lnX.11.. i]=i J
where
N. = number of failures that occurred to the
end of phase i,
T. = total accumulated test time over all
items to the end of phase i,
and X. = total accumulated test time over all
-1 items when the j th failure occurs
with a small exception.
2, Failure Rate
The model estimate of the failure rate at the end
of the i th phase was computed in accordance with the AMSAA
model as follows:
It should be noted that the estimate of 3 can only be
computed when N.>1, If N.=l, the failure must not occur as
the las£ item or a phase since, in that case, T.=X., thus
making (? an indeterminate form.
19

r. = 8, ( £ )N,1r-
i
This resulted in a set of failure rate estimates
that was then compared to the set of specified failure rates
used to generate the test data.
B. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The manager using a reliability growth model is inter-
ested in two things, accuracy and variability.
1 . Accuracy
Accuracy measures the ability of the model to track
a reliability growth trend. The measure of accuracy used in
evaluating the AMSAA model was the failure rate estimate
error as a percentage of the actual failure rate.





e. = —i i- x 100
i r.
-*
where r. = mean estimate of the failure rate for the
1 i th phase 2
and r. = specified failure rate for the ,i the phase.
i
This measure of error was calculated at the end of
each phase and used to trace the accuracy of the model oyer
2 ...Sample may be less than the 100 replications simulated.
See footnote 1, page 17,
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all phases of each test case. This estimate error, as a
percentage of the actual failure rate, can be found in the
tabulated statistics for each Data Set of the tests con-
tained in the appendices.
2. Variability
A manager, considering a reliability growth model
for use in a program, will not only be concerned with the
model's accuracy, but will be concerned with the variability
of the estimates the model provides.
The simulation used for this evaluation was repli-
cated 100 times. The mean estimates used to evaluate the
tracking and measure the accuracy of the model only have
value over the long run. A manager, however, is primarily
interested in the one real application of the model. He is
concerned with how well a model performs for a single
replication and is thus ultimately concerned about the
variability of the estimates he gets from the model in
addition to its tracking accuracy.
The measure of variability used for this study was
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As with the failure rate percent error, the standard
deviation of the failure rate estimate is contained in the





The results of the analysis are presented in the following
manner. The output for each test is contained in a separate
appendix to this paper. A data set is identified at the top
of each page. This heading consists of the case number and
the number of items for the data set. The output for each
data set consists of two parts; the tabulated statistics and
a performance plot. Figure 6 is a sample of the presentation
of the results of a typical data set.
1. Tabulated Statistics
The input parameters, model estimates, measures of
performance, and system status at the end of each phase of
testing are tabulated for each data set. The values given
are the average values over all replications for the data
set. Figure 6 shows the format of the tabulated results.
The following paragraphs describe each line of the format,
a. Input Parameters
(1) PHASE « This line indicates the phase of
testing for the results listed below. Throughout the
appendices, results for 6- a,nd 16-phase growth patterns are
presented. For 16^phase ca,ses, the first 8 phases are
tabulated above a row of asterisks. The same format is
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Figure 6. Format for Results of a Data Set
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(2) ACTUAL FAILURE RATE . This row consists of
the sequence of specified failure rates that defines the
reliability growth curve for the test case given in the
heading. In Figure 6, the specified failure rates for
Phases 8 and 9 are 0.1440 and 0.1330 respectively.
(3) PLANNED TEST TIME . Here, the time to
which each item was tested if it did not fail, is given.
This number was based on the actual failure rate and the
specified probability of survival for the test. This test
time was the same for all items tested in a phase. For
example, 10 items were tested in each of the 16 phases shown
in Figure 6. Those items tested in Phase 8 were tested for
1.1286 time units or until failure.
b. Model Estimates
(1) MODEL ESTIMATE . Line 4 of Figure 6 contains
the estimates of the failure rate provided by the AMSAA
model (see Section IV-A) for each phase of testing. Refer-
ring to Figure 6, it can be seen that the model estimate of
the failure rate at the end of the 8th Phase of testing was
0.1681 as compared to the actual failure rate of 0,1440.
c. Measures of Performance
(1) ESTIMATE ERROR, Here, the estimate error
as a percentage of the actual failure rate, is given. Again,
looking at the results for Phase 8 , the percent error of




_ _ x 100 = 16.74
0.1440
The difference in the two percent errors is due to the extra
accuracy carried by the computer.
(2) SAMPLE STD DEVIATION . The next line of
entries is the standard deviation of the model estimate.
This criteria is discussed in Section IV-B. The standard
deviation of the model estimate for Phase 8 is 0.0685.
d. System Status
(1) CUMULATIVE TEST TIME , This row contains
the total test time over all items as of the end of the
indicated phase. At the end of the 8th Phase of testing,
51.176 time units of testing had been performed on the
system.
(2) CUMULATIVE FAILURES . The final entry in
the table is that of total failures on the system to the end
of the phase. As illustrated by Figure 6, an average of
12.01 failures occurred over all replications. This means
that, of the 80 items tested to the end of the 8th Phase,
12 failed.
2 . Performance Plot
As an aid to evaluating the tracking accuracy of the
model , the specified failure rate and the estimated failure
rate are plotted for each phase of a test. Figure 6 contains
an example of a typical plot.

All failure rates are plotted on a scale of to
1.2. If an estimate is greater than 1.2, it is plotted at
1.2 and is noted as a point "out of range". More precise
values of the points plotted can be obtained from the tabu-
lated output above the plot.
The phases, for each failure rate plotted, are
scaled on the horizontal axis. By referring to the CUMULA-
TIVE TEST TIME row of the tabulated statistics above the
plot, the amount of test time on the system, to the end
of a phase, can be found.
For example, in Figure 6, the items tested had
51.176 time units of testing at the end of Phase 8 and
62.421 time units at the end of Phase 9. Thus test Phase 9
consisted of 11,245 time units of testing.
B. TEST 1
The results for Test 1 are given in Appendix A. Model
estimates , made when cumulative test times on the system
were less than 10 hours, had a high percentage error and
large standard deviations. Testing more items per phase
tended to provide better estimates earlier in the testing.
1 , Non-jncreasing Failure Rates
As would be expected, the AMSAA model tracks growth
patterns that approximate continuously decreasing curves
(Case 1) better than those that have drastic step changes
(Case 6), The model had a tendency to provide estimates
which lag behind the actual value of the failure rate.
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This is reflected in the increase in percentage error during
the latter phases of testing. As can be seen in Case 4,
several phases of constant failure rate will cause the
model to lag behind even moderate changes in the failure
rate .
2 . Failure Rates that Increase
As can be seen in the performance plots of Cases 11
through 18, the AMSAA model has a tendency to smooth
oscillations in the failure rate. This also seems to be
due to the tendency of the model to provide estimates of the
failure rate that lag the actual failure rate when the
growth pattern makes large step changes. This characteristic
can cause some large percentage errors and standard devia-
tions in the later phases of testing when the failure rate
increases for any reason.
C. TEST 2
Test 2 used planned test times generated for a proba-
bility of survival of .99. This resulted in far fewer
failures during the testing which severely curtailed the
model's ability to track a reliability growth pattern.
Appendix B contains the results for some representative
cases. As in Test 1, a minimum number of test hours or
failures is required for the model to make an accurate
estimate. This requirement is not met when a high relia-
bility system is being tested.
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The results in Appendix B show a high percent error and
a large standard deviation for the estimates made during
the test.
D. MODIFICATIONS
As discussed above, the percentage error and the sample
standard deviation of the model estimates were high during
the early phases of testing and when failure rates in-
creased. In an attempt to reduce this error, the AMSAA
model was used in four modified test situations. All four
tests used the point estimate of the failure rate
number of failures during a phase
r =
p total test time during a phase
It should be noted that the number of failures and the
test time used to compute the point estimate are not
accumulated over all phases but are only for the current
phase of testing.
The point estimate, r , was used for any phase where the
cumulative test time on the system was less than 10 hours.
Once the 10 hour threshold was exceeded, AMSAA model esti-
mates were used. These estimates were made using all data
from the beginning of testing if the failure rate was not
considered to have increased. The four modified tests




1 . Estimating Slope
In order to determine whether the trend of failure
rates was increasing, the slope of the trend was estimated.
Two methods were used;
a. 2-Point Estimate of Slope
The slope was estimated using the point estimate,
r
,
for the current phase and the last estimate, r . ,
,p' r ' l-l '
which may have been from the model or a point estimate.
Thus SLOPE = r ~ r. , .
p l-l
b, 3-Point Estimate of Slope
This method of estimating slope was used to
reduce the change that the estimated slope would be affected
by a randomly high point estimate. The slope was estimated
using the point estimate, r , for the current phase and the
last two estimates r. , and r. „ . The slope estimated con-l-l i-2 r
sisted of two parts
:
r . ., - r . and r r . ..l-l i-2 p l-l
For the estimate of the slope to be considered increasing,
both parts had to be determined to be increasing.
2 , Determining Increasing Slope
Two methods of determining when an estimate of
slope could be considered increasing were used. The esti-
mates of slope described above were tested in one of the
30








Figure 7 shows the composition of each of the four
modified tests.
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Figure 7. Composition of the Modified Tests
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The results of the modified tests are presented in










Results of Test 1
The results of Test 1 for Cases 1 through 18 are con-
tained in this appendix. Each case consists of three
data sets, one each for 5, 10, and 20 items. The results
are presented in two parts; the tabulated statistics and a
performance plot. The elements of the tabulated statistics
are described below. For 16-phase cases, the first eight




This line indicates the phase of testing for which
the elements listed below apply. All statistics are as of
the end of the indicated phase.
b. ACTUAL FAILURE RATE
This line contains the failure rate specified for
the indicated phase. This failure rate was used to
generate the exponential failure times used as data for the
model.
c. PLANNED TEST TIME
This is the test time to which each item was tested
if failure did not occur earlier. For Test 1, the planned
test times were generated so that the probability of






This is the estimate of the failure rate provided




a. ESTIMATE ERROR AS
PERCENTAGE OF ACTUAL
FAILURE RATE
These entries were computed as a measure of accuracy
to be used for evaluating the tracking accuracy of the AMSAA
model (See Section VI-B).
b. SAMPLE STD DEVIATION
These values were computed as a measure of varia-
bility for the estimate error (See Section IV-B)
.
4-. System Status
a. CUMULATIVE TEST TIME
The times listed are the total test time accumulated
over all phases of testing to the end of the indicated phase
b. CUMULATIVE FAILURES
These entries are the total failuares over all items
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---Z' »S I*. 48 17.2* 14.29 11. el 12.76 11.53 1C.25 IC.S*
;:JC:*TiC! 2f iCTt.il
filll'E FiT?
SiFFlE S7C 3sV!iT:CN C.053* 3.3**7 0.0367 0.0332 C.C298 0.C265 0.C219 O.C2C7
ClUHTIVS TEST TlFe 62.421 75. C54 33.EE7 1C3.S21 119.802 136.897 IS!, 152 174. 54C
ClFUiTIVt r*-LUSE" 13.5230 15.C6CC 16.*50C 17.7903 19.25CC 2C.8200 22.3200 22.EC3C
l.CC
c.*c
• SPECIHEC FFIIURE P»'E
.
• «** 'JTIHTEO F»UL'E KITE
*
i.Sa *.i5








ACTUl FJU1.9E S*7E C.7C2C 0.43*0 0.3200 C.2S50 C.'UC C.1630 O.lfrlC 0-1**0
F"U^EC 1ES1 TI»E 0.2215 0.31*5 0.5079 0.6373 C.163C 0.e88< t.0094 l.l'Et
1.2651 0.527-; 0.3657 C.290? C.243E C.2C63 C.1829 0.'63'





S**»U ST: CeVUTICN 2.0237 0.3178 0.1*90 0.1093 C.C852 0.C65* 0.05SI O.C'tl
ClflUTIVC T£S7 TIfS *.2o8 11.1*9 20.*c3 32.16* *o.215 62.668 61.2C2 IC1.97C
CIPlUTIVi FAILURE! 3.0200 6.C6CC 9.0*00 11.9900 15.C8CC 13.:*CC 21.2300 2*.2CC<"
tn't
IC'IU FilLLS! *ATE 0.i;30 O.lieO 0.10SO C.IOIC C.C93o 0.C676 3.0E'3 I-.C776
FU^cl TEST T I«E 1.2219 1.3773 1.*910 l.o091 1.7363 1.F552 1.9747 2.C<:*3
C.150* 0.13S3 0.1228 C.1136 C.105S C.C993









SilfUe STC 0SVI4TIC.N C.0262 0.02C9 0.0253 C.0229 C.C203 0.C1S4 0.0165 "'.01*0
CfUJlIV: 1EJT 7>E i2*.*27 1*9.585 177.291 206.990 22S.78* 272.789 209.339 5*7. 5C6
C(."LL;T:vE FAILURES 27.o100 30.86C0 33.53CC 26.0200 39.700C <2.E7C0 *5.760C *9.2200
12.25
t.:o
l.CC SPECI'IEC FIULPE F1TE














ACTLA'., FAILlCE BA T E
PL*M>EC TEST Tl*E
3.7003 0.7CCC 0.70CO C.7000 C.700C 0.7CCO 0.7300 0.7CCC
C.2222 0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 0.2322 0.2222 C.2222 0.7227
2.5820 3.6C35 2.3253 1.0?89 C.9719 0.8713 n.P?25 0.! 1 *'
26d.36 414.78 189. 2S 48.41 28.8* 17.33 18.02 19.7?
>CCEL 2«T!»iT£
E5TI«f-c tf»C »!
p;:C :MCi C? JCTL4L
JiP-HE JK CcVHT!CN 2.5-61 13.3555 6.3476 C.3193 C.S932 0.5571 0.5512 C.454S
COUATIVE TEST TIPS 1.062 2.129 3.198 4.280 5.36C 6.437 7.497 a.«6C





0.7C0O 0.7CCC 0.7CCC C.7000 C.73CC C.1CCC C.1CCC 0.7f;c
0.2322 0.2222 3.2222 C.2322 C.2322 0.2222 0.2322 2.2222
0.3858 o.staa o.aoai c.7941 c.7558 0.779a 0.7522 c.??24
26.54 24.12 15.44 13.44 13.68 11.39 7.6C 4.t2
CCEl cSTI-ATj
I«t:»*?s E3*C» 4S
rc-C£"*:CE Cf ;C T L«L
«;Ul-e «*TE
£4»fLE 2TC CiVIATICN 0.58SO 3.6C19 3.4465 C.3972 C.3992 0.2547 3.3149 0.296C
CLXLLi'iVe TEST TII«s 9.63C 10. /01 11.781 12.854 13.916 14.563 16.072 17. H?






H>e2f CF FCIMS CUT OF R<NCE
• SFECIF1EC FMLLBE F»T£
.





rCTl./l. F*!'.l.*E SATE C.7C03 0.7COO 0.7CC3 C.7300 C.1303 O.iCCQ C.7010 Z.Tf.r
ei;NS£C TeJI Tll'E 0.2322 0.2222 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2J22 0.2222 ?.2322
»CCS'. £STI»eTE












1.1457 0.7177 C.5C*5 C.*7It
0.8313 ".ei52
21. C6 1*.*6 u.aa
0.25*7 0.323* C.3188
6.*5l 8.597 1C.720 12.677- 15.018 I7.t*8
*.3701 5.E9CC 7.58CC 9.C 700 IC.56CC L2.26C-
FH'f li
iCTtU fsI'.uM *AT£ 3.7C00 0.7CC0 0.7003 C.7C30 C.7000 0.7CCC C.7C30 0.7C3S
FlAfoSC 1EST 7I*E 0.2322 0.2222 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 C.2322 C.2322 C.i;;2
0.7570 3.742s C.7919 C.7857 0.7816 0.7787 i.77«7
13.35 13.23 13.12 12.2* 11.64 11.2* 'C.67
PCCEL SSTIfiTg 0.31a*
EST!»JT£ ES'CS 45 16.91
FcF-CE^JCE Cf tf\.t{.FMUFE <AT£
it»r\.l ETC CeWATICN 0.3175 0.25*5 3.2765 C.2536 C.2372 0.13*? 0.2367 O.VC
ClM.t*TXVS TEH T!»S 19.27* 21.*17 23.553 25.630 27.822 2S.<iC 32.CS5 '*.2"0
CIKIATIVE FJILiaEE 13.86CC 15.3100 16.9103 18.5100 ;C.C6C0 21.J5C0 2?. 1300 2*.t*3C
S c.«c
• SFECMtfC f* ILUPt P»f£
.
• »E»P> IST1MTIC FMll'E P*T8
l.CC *.75








*CU<1 fJKUP-E "4T5 0.7000 0.7COO 0.7003 C.7000 C.7000 O.^CCC 0.73Ct 0.7:??
ULA.SMC U<7 TIX? 0.2222 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2222 P .22Z2 C.2322
1.3531 0.8084 0.7636 0.7644 C.7506 0.7*11 0.7155 0.1265





S«*HE STC CEVIJTICN 1.5499 0.4719 0.3593 C.2e55 C'471 C.JC83 0.28B? U.I90C
CIH.157IVE TEST T!»6 «..236 3.548 12.808 17.375 2'. 356 25.43e- ?S.9->9




«CTUl F4IH.FE SATE C.70O0 0.7000 0.7000 C.7000 C.7O0C 3.7CC0 C.7CCC C.TtOC








St»l\.t STC CJVU7KN 0.1755 0.iei2 0.1664





C.1608 0.1567 0.14C2 0.1365
59.526 64.236 69.542!.o36





»l>(Ef CF FCIMS CUT OF P»SCE
• S»tCIFIFC FftlLlRE «» T F






fiahkEC TE5T t: pe
0.7C03 0.0500 0.0500 C.0503 C.C5CC 0.35CO C.C5CC C.C530
0.2322 3.25C* 3.250* 3.250* 3.250* 3.25C* 3.25?* 3. 2504
KCCSl EHIKSTE
SSTIKiTE E = = CS iS
*«: k LfE SMS
2.6*** 0.09C7 0.1386 c.os*a O.CSll O.C526
277.77 31 ,3C 177.21 9.6* 2.17 5.23
o.r*so o.c*97
4.0! £.55
«i»F(.E ETC CEVIATICN 3.0393 0.0994 0.5117 C.0532 O.C**l G.C452 e.c*:<: O.C«*3
CtKUATIVE TEST TIKE 1.C65 15.995 30.469 *6.032 6C.971 75.65! 91. £11 L 06. 100
CtKlL/TlVE F4ILCSEE C.69C0 I.S2C0 2.3100 2.9200 3.700C *.49CC 5.10CC 5.63CC
JCTIU fiIH.SE «iTE 0.0500 0.05C0 0.0500 C.0500 C.C500 0.C5C0 0.C5C0 C.C"
FKKMC TEST TIKE 3.250* 3.250* 3.25C* 3.250* 3.250* 3.2SC4 3.250* -.253*
»CC2l ESTIVJTE
E«TI.**T£ E = s:? ;<
PSSCE^iOE CF iCLil.
FJiUFE fits
0.3*5* 0.3*22 0.0*25 C.C*23 C.C-3* 0.C453
9.28 15.58 1*.9* 15. *6 13.25 9.3e
0.0*53 O.C-5
s.«e n.ct
stffn st; csvuticn 0.0317 0.0262 0.C2E1 C.0253 C.0232 O.C221 0.C20O 3.C194
Cl-ftl *TIVE TEST TIKE 121.177 136. *C6 l9l.SC* 166. *59 1E1.230 196.131 211. C27 226. C1E
CIMUTIVE FJILUSES 6.5600 7.1300 7.8700 8.6500 9.5100 1C.*5C0 11.2100 U.C73C
i.ee *.1S 8.50 12.25 U.C
1.2C •















0.7000 0.0JC0 0.0500 C.0500 C.C50C 0.C50C C.05C0 3.C5CC
0.2322 3.210* 3.250* 3.2504 2.250* 3.25C* 2.25C* 3.25?*
1.6357 0.C818 0.0607 0.05*1 C.C*82 O.C*68 0.0*29 O.C***





SAFHE STC CEVIA7ICN 1.5C*7 0.0E3* O.GSia C.0*57 C.C2E5 0.02*3 C.31S7 0.C192
CLFLLiTIMt TEST TI*g 2.157 31.678 6i.*Sl 9l.*32 III. 0*e ISC.EC5 181.010 213.61*








SOFLE ETC CEWATICN 3.3201 0.0177 0.0177 C.017* C.C177 0.C19* O.C193 C.C192
CLUL/TIVE TEST TIKE 2*0.918 270.78* 301.220 231.226 24C.931 29C.671 *2C.5f3 *5C.73g
CLH.i;TIVE FJIU*ES 13.9200 15.**C0 16.7500 18.2800 11.8300 21.5:00 23.17CC 2«.S5CC
c.3500 o.osoo 0.0503 c.0500 c.csoo o.csco o.osec :.0«TC
2.250* 3.25C* 3.250* 3. 250* 3.253* 3. 250* 2.?5C* '.JSC*
0.0**1 0.0*28 0.0*3C C.0*32 O.C*36 O.C*50 0.0*56 O.C*V
ll.SC 12. *2 U.05 13.50 12.84 10. C« E. it '.71
Z cc
1.23
• SFECIFIEO FAILURE »»TS
.














o.tcdo o.o«co cose: c.osoo c.csoc c.c^co o.csco :.c«cc
0.2322 3.2504 3.250* 3.250* 3.250* 2.<50* 3.25C* 3.150*
1.2922 0.05*5 0.029;
8*. 61 9.C8 21. C5
C.0392
21.53
c.c*ai e.c*ec c.?*?c c.r«re
19.31 2c. C6 2o. as i*.*e
FCCEl ESTfiTE
fSTIf.'T: ER*CH «S
PE?CE^Tsrr c Cf JCTt.iL
FJ'.URE =4TE
jjc«it st: :evuticn i.82d2 o.o*3a o.oi7o c.oi*2 ecus o.c?*i o.ci:9 n.r;v.
CCUJTXVE TEST TI*i *.323 o*.115 12*. 571 16*. 251 2**.2i"; 30*.*37 ?t«,* >i6 *n.2?3
ccm/m: f«uu«ej 2.7900 a-aic* a.67oo n.«ccc i*.9*oc n.9;cc -c.sico ?*.coo
1C 15
(CTUl FlIlOFE »»TE C.050C O.PSCO C.0500 C.O5C0 C.C5CC 0.C5CC 0.0'CC C.C50C
FlAFSeC TEST 7I»E 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.250* 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.25J*
"CCSl ESir-iTg C.D*06 O.C*C5 0.0*13 0.0*15 C.C*25 0.C4J5 O.C*23 O.C*? s
EJ1!»«T£ =;»Ca ij 18. 3* 18.90 17.39 i7.06 I5.0* 15. C* 15. *» '5.06
FEAC:F*4CS "f tCTL/L
F4IH.SE 5/TE
SJFFlE STC CEVI47ICN 0.0110 0.0108 0.0105 0.0103 C.Clll O.C110 C.C1C8 C.C112
Ct->t.UT!'«S TEST Ti»= *3*.639 5*5.173 60*.7c5 465.23* T I * . 7 1 7 784.725 6**.9CC 9C5.C3«:





FEIN ESTIMATED FMLWE a»»E
z c-«e j
l.CC *.is






*CU4t FallC'E R4TE C.70C0 O.55C0 0.4250 C.4050 C.400C 0.4COO C.4CCC C.4CC:
f^.»^^£C TEST TIKE 0.2322 0.2S55 0.3S24 C.43i3 0.4363 0.4C63 C.4C63 0.4C62
fCCcl ESTIUTe 3.4375 1 .8C21 0.76*2 C5960 C.S433 0.4942 0.4829 0.4354
EST!*!*: EfSCP «S 391.08 227.66 79.81 47.15 25.83 23.56 iO.73 S.S*
FE = CSMJCf C 4CT1.1I.
FUlUc ?iTJ
JifUS S7C CcVUTICN 6.9756 2.3e62 0.7915 C.4336 C.480C 0.47C4 O.JSC 0.2626
Ctkai'TlVE 1EJT Tl»e 1.074 2.418 4.202 6.049 7.942 9.841 ll.t57 n.53C
Cl>U'Tm 'MICHES C.640C l.«!C* 2.11"! 2.9110 3.630C 4.27CC 5.37CC 5. 77"
15
4CTl.lt fllLCSE Rile C.4C30 0.4CC0 C.4CCC C.4003 C.375C o.;:oo C.IOOO C.CfCC
H/SMC TEST TICS G.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4C63 C.4334 0.612* 1.6252 S.ZS<"<
0.4266 0.4259 0.4199 C.i204 C.4CC5 0.3296 0.2499 C.1!!S





SifSLS STC CEvIATICN C.2152 0.1963 0.1891 C.19S1 C.2027 0.14E3 O.C9-«7 T.C567
COUfTIVE TEST TIf: 1J.442 17.319 19.1E6 21.C49 23.019 26.P60 34. '?6 49.3C4
CC't.i.* T !\iE PiUUSES 6.5E00 7.36C0 8.0700 C.730C 9.3300 1C.CECC 1C.89C0 l'.t4CC
i.:c
l.CC
• • SPECIFIED FMU'S R4TE
. - *E*N ESTIMATEO FIIIUH6 BATE
•
•




l.CC 4. 35 B.50 12.25 16.00
l.'O
i.:c






*CUU FatLL»6 S*TE C.7CCQ 0.55C0 0.4250 C.405C C.4C0C O.43C0 C.4CCC C.4-0C
PUNHEC TEST TIP£ 0.2322 0.2955 C.3824 C.4C13 C.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C62 C.4C63
2.9592 1.1648 0.51*4 C.5460 C.4436 0.4138 0.3994 C.3957
322.75 111.77 21. C3 34.81 1C.9C 3.45 0.16 ' .Cf
PCCEL !ST!NATS
PES C5^7iCE CI 4CK.il
SilU'E f-'5i
SiM = :.f STC CE\M4TICI* 7,4930 3.3214 J.3913 C.5;57 C.7234 C.3U5 C.1741 ,1626
ClfUATIVE TEST T1»E 2.136 4. EST 8.462 12.133 l!.e63 19.622' 23.41C 27.199
COU/'IVc FMllP-EJ 1.540C 2.9400 4.14C0 5.8600 7.3130 8.64C0 IC.ICCC 11.S3CC
4CTUL FittlS? SlTJ
t\.ts\( r. TEST T> =
C.4C0C 0.4CC3 3.4C00 C.4000 C.3750 0.2CC0 c.ircc c.c^c
0.4C63 0.4C62 0.4Ce3 C.4C63 C.4334 C.cl26 1 .6ISJ ' .? = :
C.3945 0.2927 0.3932
1.27 1.84 1.73
C.3.948 C.3931 0.3440 C.2548 0.'57'






it»i\.i 3TC CEVIA7ICS 0.1511 0.1524 0.134-i C.1347 C.1179 0.C89S C.0t98
ClCUiTlVE 'EST Tl'e 30.943 34.723 3e.4;9 42.187 46.178 52.627 «£.!£« 98.231
CIFUATIVE F1IIISE5 13.0700 14.4500 16.3100 17.5730 19.160C 2C.eCC0 <2.36C0 23. SIS'
l.CC
r c.4c
l.CC 4.15 S.«C 12.25 u.cc
* • SFECIF1E0 FMIUPE PATE














KTlil flKLSc :a T E
pianmc un ti>e
C.7000 0.55CO 0.4250 C.4050 C.4J0C C.4CC0 C.4«;:c C.^Cf
0.2322 0.2955 0.3a:- C.4013 C.4C&3 0.4C63 0.4CC3 C.4C63
C.9732 0.67E5 C.5168 0.4366 C.4171 0.4C53 0.4C17 0.4C6C
39. C2 23.37 21.59 7.80 4.2e 1.22 C.43 '.«
PCCEl iSTtClTE
5ST T^tTE 6PSC" 45
PJSC^TiCS Zf ACTt.il.
Ji»HE STC :E»I«TIC\ 0.7C62 0.4160 0.2551 C.1704 C.1717 0.1.J70 0.1267 0.U9C
CfUATIVf TEST T1»E *.313 9.798 16.87* 2*. 303 31.79e 3«.?27. 4*. 799 5*. 186
C'.'UJTI'.E rilt'.'SES 2.9500 «.«<"" 8. 870.1 M.7100 l'.l'CC I7.76C0 JCSiCC I4.C3CC
PI-JSE 12 13
tCTUL fil.CSJ SiT; C.400C 0.4CC0 0.4CC0 C.4000 C.375C C^CO C.IC03 O.C53C







»::5l ISTI»*T| 0.3999 0.4033 0.3S61
i!TI»Me =;?3S AS 0.03 0.83 0.48
P«SC£>UGE CF iCTtiL
Fl:tt«S »4TE
iffli STC CSvtATICN CHOI 0.1161 0.1023 C.0970 C.C9ie 0.C764 3.C4<;4 ?.C2T2
CCOll^THE TEST TIPS 61.676 69.133 76.672 64.172 92.154 107.194 137. 32C 197.432
















• . • JPfCtPlEC FAILUO? •«»
4
*















































KTI.U FAKCSE SAT? 0.7000 0.7000 0.7C00 C.7000 C.70OO 0./0C0 0.7000 o.t:o'
















C.83S4 0.775* 0.7719 0.7571
19-77 10.77 IC.27 8.2*
1.2429 1.8888 0.9333 C.6204 0.4628 0.35C4 0.3*91 C.HW
o.4552.UC 4.312
1.34C0 Z.lfC *.*i(1C
8.a09 10. 7e* 12.932' 15.076 17.222
5.S500 7.3^00 3.4500 lO.lfCO li.SiOC
PfAjF. 1C 11 12 13
ACTUAL FJit'J's »i T : C.353C 0.0500 0.O50O C.0500 6.0500 3.C5CJ 3.05:0 O.C530
PlAMSC TEST TI»E 3.2504 3.25C4 3.2504 3.2504 3.25C4 2. •'504 3.2504 3.2534
"CCEL E?TI»4Te 0.1580 0.0929 0.0o97 C.0S65 0.C499 0.C462 0.0438 0.C-.19
;«TTciTc =i;c» AS 216.05 85.82 39.45 12.96 C.25 7.64 12.45 U.29
B?SCEk'JCi :p ACTUAL
itfilz STC BSMISTICN 0.0532 0.0320 0.0249 0.018a 0.C152 0.0134 0.0122 0.C114
CL>Ll^T:v? T55T TI" = 47.306 77.465 IC7.418 137.666 167.677 197.535 227.437 257.471
COPULATIVE FAILURES 13.0SC0 14.55C0 16.0300 17.2900 1E.730C 20.2900 21.EoC0 23.3«3:
c.c •
• SPECIFIED FAUUPF BA'E
. • PE*H ESTIPATEC FAIII/OE PA'S








0.7000 0.7CC0 0.7003 C.7000 0.7000 0.7C0O O.70C0 0. 700C
0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322
MCCSt ESTICirE 7.0C34 1.7600 1.1444 1.6976 1.0905 1.CC12 0.9**0 0.6712
ESTIPIT; 5^3Ca »S SCO. 49 151.43 63.49 1*2.52 55.79 *3.C3 14. E5 >4.46
FErCr^TiCF. CF 4CT111
Ulllf! StTE
S*»?LE SIC OEVUTICN 27.3el6 1.6287 1.0661 J.41I7 C.S2T9 0.7431 0.5974 0.4E5'
Cl»U.*Tt%f TEST TI»6 1.C73 2.160 3.261 4.315 i.388 6.46} 7.526 3.6'C




C.0500 0.0500 0.C500 C.0500 C.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.C50C





itK'.t STC C:»IAT!:n 0.1209 0.0415
ClCUCHe TEST TIM 23.741 38.931 53.SC3 68.700 83.615 96.725 112.771 128.757
Cft-UMVE ?*ItL»ES 6.5300 7.15C0 7.9300 8.7100 5.3700 10.1700 10.8200 11.67CC
0.0710 C.0610 0.0526 O.C48e 0.O452 0.C437
41.95 22.05 5.11 2. 45 9.tl 12.6?

















0.7C00 3.7CC0 0.7000 C.7O00 C.7000 C.iCCC 0.7100 D.Ti^P
0.2322 0.232' 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2372 0.2322
F«T!»J7c 6Pa;a ±;
»!«<{r- T *C£ :? iCTI.ll.
FHH. = E )l!S
1.0961 0.7966 0.7845 0.7*51 C.7287 0.7515 0.7497 1.7551
56. 5E 13.81 12.07 6.45 4.10 7.36 7.11 7.87
C.2905 C.29C1 C.3404 3.2111$4»flE STC OSVIATICN 0.6540 0.4459 0.302a C.3081
COLIATIVE TSCT TI»>J 4.238 3.599 12.902 17.2U 21.527 25.794 3C.36o 3-..13C
CLxitiTive Pin use* 3.o«ao s.acco a. 3200 H.6600 i4.*7co i7.a«ao 2c.9scc 24.221c
Pt-i<: 11 12 13
ICTUI fiTL'J«E PiTE C.050C 0.05CQ 0.0500 C.0500 C.C500 0.C5CC C.05CC 1.C530
PlAMMiC T3S T TIfJ 3.2504 3.25C4 3.2534 2.2534 2.25C4 3.25C4 3.2534 3.2S14
C.1613 0.0950 0.0699 C.0565 0.3511 0.0472 0.04J8 3.C4U





SiXP'-E STC CEVIATICN 0.0377 3.0208 3.0154 C.0137 0.0120 0.CXC8 0.0095 O-C:"
Cim.iTIVE TEST TJ>i 94.264 154.544 214.944 234.997 335.177 354.957 «5?.45C V5.ft
Ci.»UJTIVE FAIIH5S 27.1800 30.2603 32.99CC 36.0100 2c.eiCC 41.55C0 44.P700 47.S2CC
l.CC
• SPECtFIEO FMIU'E 04*f










1CUU fAIlnRE BATE 0.7000 0.70C3 0.7000 0.7000 C.7000 C.CC0 8.4003 0. <roe
tUMiC TEST TIP! 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.<.:t3 0.*Ce^ *. **.!>?
»ZZV. E57I-47F a. 1372 3.23C7 l.3e39 C.939* C.3e9S 0.7Z61 0.61S7 O.-^O"
6!*rc;*: g?SCR iS I0e2.*5 361.53 5a. 55 .37.05 2*. 22 61. ?3 59. S* 35. C5
PFACS»TiCE Cf AC7LJL
filiC: ««TE
SOJlf. STC CEHATICN *l.65<.2 12.3930 0.3206 C.3237 C.6671 0.5166 0.*158 0.2?*2
CCKUmvi TEST WE 1.061 2.123 3.209 *.30S 5.37* 7.210 9.075 10. 'H
ClU-LiTHE FJILLSES 0.7*00 l.*9C0 2.2200 2.e*00 3.5500 *.*600 5.29CO e.ClO*
SKi'S K 11 12 13
iCTUil. flliASr R&7J C.*CCC 0.*CC0 0.1C00 C.1000 0.1000 O.UCO 0.10?0 5.100'
HA^EC TE;7 TIKE 0.*C63 0.*C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 l.c252 l.o2^2 l.e252
0.*S52 0.*59i> 0.26C1









f!IH. = £ s:T;
S1KH.C STC B5VIATICN 0.2153 0.2C43 0.1126 0.0776 C.0609 0.0529 0.C*?3 C.C*2S
CtCU'TIVE TEST Tit's 12. £56 I*. 7*2 22.2*1 29.722 37.201 **.67o 52.0** 5«.52i









• SPECIMEC F»!UJM! «»T«
. • "E*N EST1N**EP ftlLUSE H'E





l.CC <..-.s 8.90 12.25 16.00






tCHAl F4In.SE RATE 0.7C0O 0.7CC0 0.7000 C.70O0 C.7CCC 0.40CC C.4C:C l"..4C0C
PlAAIkEC TEST TI f€ 0.2222 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 3.4C63 0.4C62 0.4CE3
KCCEL ESTIH-E 1.7672 1.1281 0.88U C.8621 C.7812 0.5*77 0.'!277 0.4506
61.16 25.86 23.16 11. 59 49.43 ?«.^? '?.e55ST!>tT£ EUCfl t< 155.31
Pi^Cir'lC? r« AC 7 1. A
I
FAIUPE »Mi
<*»e L f iTC CEVWtCH 1.7462
CCUATivE TEST TIKE 2.158
O.^O' 0.595R C.44B1 0.7682 0.7647 C.?0t8 :.le!«
.277 6.441 8.553 IC.729 14.499. 16.2E7 22.03
cviLiT'^E f*:n.aej 1.3900 3.01C0 4.3300 5.9233 7.2400 8.c6CC 9.S6C0 U.25C
FY-1S- 13 11 12 13 14 1 =
*CTl*l FAILURE RATE 0.4C30 0.4CC0 0.1003 C.1000 0.1000 0.1CCG 3.1CCC S.1C5C
P(.'NN?C TEST TIKE 0.4063 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 l.6>52 '.129: '.629?
"C5EL ESTIMATE 0.4359 0.4184 0.2492 C.1883 C'554 0.1366 C.12J6 T.:'4C
5!TW™ ==5C9 iE 8.99 4.61 149.24 88.29 55.45 26.59 22. M 14. 9C
• S»C?!>7iSJ C? lCTLAL
•AIUPE (ITE
S*»ft: 3TC CEVJATICN 0.1644 0.1469 3.36o3 C.0576 0.0423 0.C383 0.02-(5 !*.C2««
ClKUATIVE TEST fll»; 25.831 29.565 44.552 59.418 74.438 89.220 104.331 119. 3C6
CI"U!T:vE FMU.RE5 12.7500 14.1900 15.760C 17.4503 29.0200 20. SEC" 22.1300 23. 7<0C
l.OC 4.75
• JRECtFIEC FMlU«E R1 T F
. • CEAN ESTIKATIC FMl'J'E RATE
c.;c
l.gfl 4.75









0.7C0Q 0.7C00 0.7000 C.7000 C.7C00 C.4CCC 2.4100 0.4C0C
0.2322 3.2322 0.2332 0.2323 C.2322 0.4C63 0.406? 0.4C63
-CCEL SSTIM4TE
ESTIMATE : = 'C» -'.








C.S352 C.1894 O.K63 1.5260 0.4559
19.32 12.78 52. C8 21.45 22. «6
1.2163 0.6270 0.4C78 0.3046 C.2523 C.l7e7 0.14°7 0.1374
4.294 8.561 12.342 17.130 21.419 23.5C5 36.410 43.831
2.7700 j.::c: 5.2200 li.iOOC 15.21CC 18.0700 21.C2CC 24.3CCC
PI-A5E
4CU4',. f4ILl.SE RATE C.4CC0 0.4000 0.1000 C.^000 C.1000 C.1CCC 0.1CC0 O.'COO
F140NEC JgST T If = 0.4063 0.4Ce3 l.o252 l.c252 1.6252 1.6252 l.t252 l.c252
0.4551 0.4389 0.2561 C.1931 C.1571 0.1355 0.1213 C.1116




SOFIE ETC CEVIATICN 0.1217 0.1213 0.0653 C.0431 0.C334 0.C276 0.024? C.C23?
CfUATIVE TEST TI»E 51.373 58.356 38.318 11E.437 '48.459 171.519 2CE.545 ?3«.t*T
CC*I.L*TJvE fAtlLPeS 27.0300 30.06C0 33.170C 2e.4600 25.43C: 42.35CC 45. '600 48.2?or
4.15
• EPECtftEC F»UU«t »«TE
. » »E«N ESTIMATED cjan"? fATE
*






iCTl*'. eiiL'JSS RA"6 C.7CC0 0.18C0 0.1360 C.07oO C.OoOC O.C5CC
PIANMC 75S7 TIVE 0.2222 0.SC29 1.5332 j.1284 2.7CE6 2.->'C4
"ccft estimate 2. 666* a.*:« 0.2102 c.i2&7 o.o9a9 o.ct<i8
?S7>M: ePSC« *i 283. "52 155.26 98. 29 66.7* «4.89 J9.52
p;;:!M(C: ct acri.ii
F-ILLS* = «7e
£->PLE JTC CEWiTICN 2.2451 0.3773 0.2323 0.2691 C.l<.88 0.C529
ClU'.iTivE TEST TI»« 1.C82 5.233 12.335 22.*i5 3*. 919 4S.9«C
Ci."CLJT:vc FAIU*E< 0.5800 1.4CCC 2.1100 2.6300 3.450C *.2CC0
!-::
l.cc
• SFECIMEO fMLUBE H»TS
. • PtMl ESTIH1TE0. f*!LU=l6 R»TE
.CC 2.25







c.Tooo o.ieoo o.ictc C.076C c.ceoc c.c;cc
0.2322 0.9029 1.5_'32 2.1334 2.7086 3.i'C4
1.4664 0.2349 0.1183 C.OS35 C.C6C9 0.0125
1C9.49 30.46 12. CS 22.93 1.51 4. si
PCQil. ESUKJTg
JStlxfTF €BP C<* AS
p*SCE»T«r£ cf *ctl:l
SJMl! ETC CSVUUCN 1.9720 0.U45 0.0705 C.129S C.C256 9.0220
CLCUKTIVt TEST Tl"e 2.131 10.442 24.453 44.542 69.742 99.445
COwliTI'.E rilLLRE* 1.520C 3.09C0 4.5003 5.97CC 7.4000 9.0400
2. 25
• SfECIMEO F4IIUHE IMTE










4C7l.il filLLPE SATE C.7000 0.1EC0 O.lOoO 0.0760 C.C6CC 0.3fC3
PlAMcC 7EST TI*E 0-2222 0.SC29 1.533.: 2.1384 2.7086 3.2?C't
1.2610 0.2117 0.1117 C.0803 C.C6H O.C*"!6
e3.00 17. tO 5.3* 5.03 1.77 C.7J
PtSCsl> T46! CF iCTL'41
FAIUPE ?:7 =
JixPU S7C CEVIATT.CI* 1.159* 0.1266 0.0577 C.0327 C.3204 0.0155
ClfUUTIVe 7SJT -!K£ 4.285 21.C18 *9.4<.7 68.95S 13«.35S 1<S?. 'Jl














0.7000 0.7000 0.70CO C. 7000 C.700C 0.7CCC
0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2222
6.3433 6.2<!45 1.5116 1.1498 1.7859 0.9669
115.95 64.26 155.12 3E.42E57IHTE EfBCR IS 835.47 799.2:
Pf-KEMiCS Cf *C!LJt.
Pilll.?: =<Tc
*.t¥l\.i STC CEW4TICN 16.5964 36.6E78 l.5a6a 1.0363 7.2352 C.66C3
CLrilJTIVE TEST TI»? 1.C75 2.154 3.221 4.309 5.385 6.442





• • SPECMIEO FAILURE BATE
• • CEAN ESHXATeo fAtlURE HATE
c.c
"cc"""*"" "2I25"'





p i- j ; E
fl»Nf. e C 1EJT TIfE
0.7330 0.7003 0.7CC0 C.7CO0 C .7000 3.73C3
C.2322 0.2322 3.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2322
NC:EL ESTI^iTE 1.9109 1.11C3 C.9«97 C.9227 C.8611 0.E247
EMI»i T E E«STR 4S . 172.98 5e.t9 35.67 31.82 23.01 17. E2
FSRCSmCE :>= iCTtJ'.
f*:t.L:E i(7c
!l>»li <TC C3VIATICN 2.2C62 0.96C9 0.611o C.2Be C.4451 0.3S3C
Ci'UJTftt TtST TICS 2.119 *.io2 6.3C: 8.5OI 1C.6*5 12.786
1.4200 3.11C0 *.77C0 t. •S300 T.eiCC 9.35CC.L'.JTivE rj;ti.3rS















































• SP6CIPIE0 PAlLUflg «AT£
•

















tUML FAlH.Sc SATE 0.7C00 0.7CCC 0.7000 C.7003 C.7CCC 0.7CCC
FliSNcC 1ES7 T!>E 0.232' 0.222? 0.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.2*22
KCCei EJTIKiTE 1.1S74 O.SfSO 0.82'58 0.7837 C.7802 0.7458
6 JT IK/TE c"«CS «! 71.06 2*. I* 18.54 11.95 11.44 9.40
F6SC5»TjSc Ct ACTUAL
FM'.LSE 'ATE
SA*FIE 57: CEVU'KN 1.0731 0.4462 0.3594 C.2971 C.262.C C.22C2
ClUUTIVe TeJT Tl!<E 4. 201 8.5?1 12.343 17.144 21.424 25.4SC




- SFECIMEO F4ILUBE P4TS








C.7C00 0.0500 O.OsOO C.050C C.0500 O.O5C0
0.2322 3.250* 3.250'. 2. 250* 3.250* 3.250*
»:CEl eSTI-a T E 3.000I 0.13*6 O.OeU C.OaoO C.C*90 0.0*?*
fSttCATI Ef=C5 A$ 228.50 169.20 62.6* 13.6; 2.0* 2.25
PErfCEMj^E cf actiji
Pf!ll.«E CiTE
J.'-PLE STC CEVIATXCN 3.3772 0.*S60 0.0S23 C.0539 0.0358 0.C2S7
CUPU MTV* 1EJT TIPE 1.C66 16. C** 30.71e *5.80C 6C.858 75.356
CLHI.IATIVE rMlU'ES 0.7100 1.5103 2.*7CC 3.13JO 3.8*00 *.6*CC
3.5C *.75
• SPECI'IEC PJItUPE PATE
. • Ptth !JTIO«UO PilU«E BATE
C.C
l.CC 2. 25






JCU*l EMIUSE Si'e 0.7030 0.0500 0.0500 C.0500 C.C50C S.05CC
PIAI^NEC 1EST TIK 0.2322 3.250* 3.250* 3.250* 3.2504 3.25C*
PCCEL eSIIf-75 1.2220 0.C512 0.05C6 0.0392 C.C*18 0.C25
SiTtHTs :»^Ca AS 7*. 57 2.*3 1.22 '.1 .A9 'b.As 15. C?
PESC=» T SCE C* 4CTL£LFMUJE HATE
S«"H£ ETC C-EVIATIC.N 1.0980 0.0*01 0.1253 0.0227 C.C23C 3.C7-5
CfUATIVE TEST T!>E 2.139 32.3tJ 62.36* 92.0?^ '2'. 329 15'. Iff






• SPKfMEC filH.BE PATE
. • 'EAP. ESTlrMEC PAIll^E PATE









C.7CCC C.05C0 0.0500 C.053C C.3500 0.35CC
0.2322 3.2104 3. 250". 3.250* 3.2504 J.25C*
"CCEl ESH>-iTE 1.1359 0.0449 0.0378 C.0392 C.C375 0.1568
e!7!«i -'E ePSC* AS 62.27 IC.U 24.46 21.63 24.94 22.44
PE»CE».TiC£ CF ACTIAL.
SAMPLE STC C5^:a7:c\ 1.1273 0.0228 0.0163 C.32U C.0144 0.0132
CUaitTXVE 7ES T TIM 4.308 64.787 124.266 164.253 244.683 304. ;eC





• • 3PEC1MEC PAILUPE fin









C.7C00 3.7000 0.7003 0.0500 C.C500 0.:5C0
C.2322 3.2222 0.2222 2.250* 3.2504 3.2!04
3.U01 1.9107 1.4546 C.1021







iiPfll STC CEWPTICN 4.1693 1.8729 1.6556 C.0706 C.C783 0.C27O
CCU/TIVE TEST TI«= 1.078 2.1*4 3.22t 18.175 22.337 47.633
ClMLMIVf, rtll\.fiS C.oCOO 1.4JC0 i.G803 2.9503 2.o?03 4.64CC
l.CO '.25 3.'0 4.75 t.C
i.;c
• SPECIMEC FMUPE PiTE
. • »'.H> f'HHIfO PMlUE PATE
l.CC 2.25








tCTLU rllLVE KiTE 0.7003 0.7000 0.700J C.05O0 C.CSOO 0.35CC
fUMVEC 1EST Tl>£ 0.2322 0.2322 0.2322 3.25C4 3.2504 3.250*
CCCEL EST!"iT£ 17.654* 1.1667 0.93Ce C.0861 0.C537 O.C-55
32.94 72.14 7.43 8. SOE?1!»J T E ESQ09 4S 2422.05 6S.81
PE'CECiCS CP 4CTl.»L
S/»f'.E STC CEW tATlCN •»•••». 1.02S4 O.o296 C.0461 C.C234 C.C186
CUIU'THJ TEST 71C3 2.134 4.277 6.413 36.133 66.232 94. aO




. • »«»» t'liwiiti nuuie r»*e
l.CC 2.25








ACUAl CillLS: *ATE 0.7000 0.7CC0 0.7C00 0.0500 C.05CC 0.0=03
PK^JC TEST TI»E 0.2322 0.222? 0.232? 3.250* 2. '50* 3.'5C*
C.C5C3 0.0*23
C.66 1!.*7
KOEl E$mm 1.2548 3.9132 0.8192 C.0769
tSMU'c EfSCS AS /•».»- ji.«o 17. Ci 53.7/
Js*eSM*« Cf 4CTL»L
fi!H.:= -"it;.
SAJflc STC CEvIATICN 1.1601 0.53*6 0.*1C0 C.02S7 C.C17* 0.0129
Cl>U*TIVH TEST TIKJ *.250 8.S35 12.825 72.919 132.073 193.287
CimiiitE failure; 3.1 sec 6.3ico 9.2tco i2.oaoo is.csco la.ctcc
J. CO
l.CC
• • S» EC If (EC (IIIU[ PiTf














PIANNEC TEST TI K6
0.7C30 0.2250
0.2322 0.7223
fCiEL ESTIMATE 2.ie95 0.63C7
ESTIUTE EPeCB l< 212.79 180.33
PESCE'TACE CF ACKAl.
NIufE SITS














C.04CO 1.6CC0 2.3200 2.2300




• SPECIFIEC FAIIUPE FATE














C.7030 0.2250 0.3000 0.5500 C.610C C.0 s C0
0.2322 0.7223 0.5^17 C.295S C.2664 3.2504
FCCEL ESTIMATE 1.5355 0.3774 0.-103 C.4614 C.S6SC 0.1256
IfTlftTE ERBC* AS 119.36 67.73 36.73 16.11 6.38 151.23
FEPCE^iCE GF ACTUAL
FAUI.FE »ATE
SJ'FlE ETC CEWATICN 1.8078 0.3559 0.5967 C.3514 C.3702 0.0536
Ct»ll«T|VE TEST TICS 2.152 8.799 13.780 16.439 13.896 46.642
Cl'UlTIVg FMlLBES 1.3800 2.94C0 4.52C0 6.1000 7.9500 9.45C0
l.OC 3.50 4.75
l.CC
• • I P£ C IP If C FtKlRC RITE
• • »tth CSTlfflEC FiltARE FATE
c.c
I.cc 2. as









•CTUl P41LLSE JiTE C.7000 0.2250 C.3000 C$500 C.6100 0.05C0
ei*me TEST TH-E 0.2322 0.7223 0.5*17 C.295S C.266* 3.2!0*
CCIl ESTIMTE 1.2623 0.2759 0.2641 C.3S07 C.4363 0.1140
EMT»*Tf EP«D8 ,< 80.33 22.61 11.96 36.2* 28. <.7 127.98
FE = C = M.:CE C* ACT!.!!.KIU'c S4TE
Se»fLE 5TC CEVIiTICN 1.1929 0.1555 0.1286 C.1534 C.1742 O.C371
CI"U*T!VE TEST Tlf; *.305 17.622 27.723 33. W5 38.013 97.892
ClCUiUVE FMLLREJ 2.99C0 5.9SC0 8.8200 ! 1 .^OO 15.3*C0 18.34C0
I..C
• • 3PECIFIEC F*HU«E P»TE












C.7C00 0-0500 0.6000 C.moo C.5000 0.2000
0.2322 3.2JC* C.2709 1.6252 C.32S0 0.8126
;.i?35 0.1C*2 0.6312 C.1839 C.2003 0.2121





Sil"e L £ ;tc CEvIATICN *.12*5 0.1813 1.5503 0.1921 0.50** 0.1S26
COU1TIV6 TEST TT>E l.C7l 15. <i5<. 17.191 2*. 7*0 26.225 30.C31












• • S»!C I*TEC rAlLUPS fi*7£
•



























































0.7000 0.0!CQ 0.6001 C.1P00 C.SOOC 0.2000
0.2322 J.25C* 0.2709 1.6252 C.3ZJ0 O.oWt
4.7415 0.0632 0.1653 C.1080 C! 536 0.16C2





Scrfli STC CEWATICN 2*.3199 0.0610 0.2669 C.0750 C.1179 0.1070
CIPILJTIVE TEST T1KS 2.130 32.160 34.663 49.818 52.822 6C.420
ClM-LAUvE FUlCRES 1.4300 2.93C0 4.4600 5.8600 7.3600 8.70C0
i.;c
• SPECI*!sO F»auRE RATE
. • KEAN ESTI«AT£3 FAILURE RATE
c.o
KCO**' 2.25






ACTIU F<It<.aE a»TE 0.7C00 0.05CO 0.6J01 C.10CC C.5C00 0.2000
FLJNNEC TEST TICS 0.2322 3.2!0* 0.2709 1.6252 0.3210 0.8126
KZZtl ES1IM4T6 I.3S** 0.0*67 0.09*1 0.0913 0.1258 0.1*19
c5T!»«t; Eases AS 93. *9 6.63 8*. 31 8.74 7*. 33 29. C3
PEaCEMJCE Cf 4CTV.AU
FilUFF SITE
SACflE STC CEVUTICN 1.5E88 0.0296 0.0513 0.0*26 0.C535 0.C610
CLHI.A7IVE TEST TIf; 4.2*8 6*.<2S 69.629 99.672 1C5.672 120.436













• • sFECiFiee *m-j&= <>j- c




















































o.toco o.*;co o.jooo c.2250 c.2joo o.2i5C j.3o:c c.**cc
0.2322 0.3*12 0.5*17 C.7223 C.ei2* Q.llll 0.5*17 C.*Cf3
PCCEL ESTIMATE 2. 1655 1.2SI* 0.?266 J. 4025 C.3071 0.2629 0.2741 3.27e?
e JT!»f£ Ei'Ca 4< 2C..36 187. '.0 208. 8B 78.89 «3.5£ 16. £3 7.SP ?C.'F
FEKCEfTtCE CF 4CTl«l
FiUl*i ?J7S
Si'FlE ETC CSVUTIC* 1.712<! 1.2175 2.3761 0.3381 C'777 0.'625 3.U23 3.1635
d.H.l* T tVE TJST TI>E 1.33* 2.7*' 5.213 8.521 l'.28« 15.437 IE. 1-6 2?.T5t
Cim*T!VC FAILURES C.5500 1.-.3C0 2.2100 3.0500 3.7"500 *.«0C0 5.26CC 5.E7CC
ACTLU «4ILL«= RATE
FLAf^'C TEST TiCE
1C u 12 13
0.*750 0.5'CO 0.610C 0.6250 C.6100 0.5500 0.30CO T.3'""
£.3*21 0.2555 0.266* C.260C C.2o6* O.ES'S C.5*'7 3.?=:*
"CC-L ;ST:»i7s 0.2S63 0.33E7 0.3631 C.*2*2 C.*53* 0.*68S 0.*'67 3.7V6
E!n.»;Tf =S5:r AS 37.o2 38. *2 37.2C 32.12 2*. 65 1*.7E «5.«7 3*5. 21
PMCEMACE Cf ACTLAL
f*ULFE 5<T£
SlCFlE ETC CSVIATICN C.1303 0.2C2* 0.2233 C.2*58 C.316C 0.23*2 0.2UE C.C535
C»»Um»s TEST TICS 21.665 23.316 2*. 225 25.*23 26.63* 27.S46 3C.517 <.'..'.'•.





• <PEC!FIEC FAILURE P.\tb









l.CC *.1S 8.5C 12.25







/CTLU FilL^SE ^ilf 0.7000 3.4500 3.3C30 C.2250 C.2300" 0.2250 3.3100 0.40CC
H.4HMC TcJI TICE C.2322 0.3412 0.5*17 C.7223 C.8126 0.7222 0.5417 C.4C63
MCCct :ST!»4Te
EST T"i*£ c: 3 ?' *S
PE«CEI"ACE CF ACUJl
Si»fLE STC CeWJTICV 2.4201
CCltiTIVE TeST T t»s 2.11*
CiniiTIVE MIIUES 1.5430
2.0712 0.3C55 0.4441 C.JC11 C.2486







0.9641 0.3452 C.1538 C.lCdS O.C566 0.1015 CT942
5.46b 13.457 17.114
4. 600? 4. 183"
24.621 31.344 34.371 4:. 172





0.475C 0.55C1 0.6103 C.6250 C.6100 0.55C0 0.33CC C.CSCC
0.3421 3.2?;: 0.2664 C.2633 C.2644 0.2955 0.5417 i.->^~.<-
»CC£l EStlxiTE C.Z631 0.2e33 0.3187 C.3532 C.3770 0.3«f5 C.3»e4 0.'?<J*
SST!»/"E :' = C» t'_ 44.61 48.49 47.75 43.97 38. 2C 27.55 29. !2 29J.61
ee*Cc*T*CE C? 4CTL4L
FitU'J -<TE
S»*Flt STC CcVIiTICN 0.1144 0.1092 0.1199 C.1297 C.1384 C.1498 0.1446 T.T566
CIH.IJTMS T?ST TIPS 43.361 46.123 48.581 50.967 53.426 56.146 (1.C64 91.349
CIPU'TIVE P4H.UR£5 13.0500 14.38CC 16.3100 17.6000 1S.140C 2C.63C0 22.2300 23.5S3C
UK i.?r,
l.ce
• iCIClMtt fJILUBE P<TE
. • KilN f!T!»JTEC PAUL'S »»T£
30 *.75










0.7C0C 0.45C3 0.3300 C.2250 C.2C00 0.225C C.3330 1.4.:j-
0.2322 0.3412 0.5417 0.7723 C.E124 0.1223 0.5*17 0.4.:t*
l.0ei4 0.57*9 0.3574 C.2743 C.2243 0.21** C.22ee C.2*T=





S^PLS JTC C3VUT:CN 0.3:51 0.3JC7 0.15*2 C.1061 C.C731 0.C7S7 1..1P.C3 <".rs.r
Cl*U*T'VS T£ST t:»E 4.235 10.955 21. Oil 34.271 45.286 62.670 72.571 H1.??7
CtPU* Tlv! phlcpes 3.oioo s.'.ict a.afuo ii.u2oo i:.cico u.occo 2i.ncc 2*.zi",z
13
*'Tl.£L 'Mli.31 «-TE 3.475C 0.5JC0 0.6100 C.6?5C C.6130 C.!5C0 C.3CC3 0.C5J0
PIAI^EC TEST TIfS 0.3421 0.2555 0.2ac4 C.2o0C C.2o64 0.2555 3.5417 3.2534
C.2736 0.2935 0.3251 C.3494 C.3697 0.3=53 0.3794 1.2CI*





S*«Pt.E 3TC C:v:i T '.CN 0.TJ37 O.OE55 0.0e77 C.3921 C.39C6 0.C674 0.38'3 0.C387
ClmU:T!VE T = ST It*; it. 220 91.754 96.751 1C1.574 Kt.504 lil.<«7 m.895 '8?. '20
CtPtllTIVl PAH.UPES 27.1300 30.0E03 33.0cOC 35.9703 ;£.E1CC 41.5C00 45.12C0 47.55CC
l.CC
• SPECIflfC MIIUPE PPTE











C.*COO O.5C0O 0.6000 C.70O0 c.ecoc O.TCC C.*CCC n.?000
0.*C63 0.3250 0.2709 C.2322 C.2709 C.3250 0.*0t3 0.5*17
»rCEl E?TI.-iTE 1.2017 1.029* 0.**e2 C. 9*3 8 C.S370 0.7277 0.6*29 ^.'f>2
:!Ti«IT: i-ZZZ IS 200.** 105. 33 57.71 3*. 33 39.50 *;.5* tC.72 79.05
SESCfiJCE CF AC T LAL
Fi!U = E FiTE
J^oFLt 5TC OEVIATICN 0.8653 1.02** 0.-J*23 C.6915 C.6107 0.4919 0.*;990 3."?7'
CIXUSTTV TEST T.H 1.901 3,*19 *.675 5.75* 7.016 £.522 lC.3 r? '?.«7S
C*.*"LU*T IVe FJiLLSES C.6330 l.JICO 2.3:C0 2.3100 3 .!*0C *.:!C0 5."": 5.ECC:
KUd rillL*: *4TE
PIACKEC 1= £T TlfE
C.3C0C 0.3CC0 0.3000 C.3000 C.3000 0.-000 C.3CCC C.3CC0
0.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*l? C.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 3.5*17
C.*-57 0.*C3* 0.39*6 C.3751 C.3512 0.3269






FaIU c E SiTr
«<»5(.E STC CEVIATICN 0.2358 0.2051 3-155e C.1731 0.1*1* 0.130* 0.1289 0.118£
Clfrll'TXtt T = ST TI«E 15.41E 17.919 20.576 27.857 25.381 27.E35 3C.39* 32.911
CLfbliTIVC FilLLSES e.**0C 7.11C0 8.05CC 8.8100 ?.-.eOC 1C.I*CC 10.9100 U.570C
1.2C 1.20
• SPECIFIEC FMUPe FATE
. • »*»h S'TIKlTEO fllllif RITE
t C.<C '
Z : -* c
C.2C <






*cun F4a-.ee hate e.tooo o.scce o.60oo c.7000 c.eaoc o.;cce c.4c:» <-.?:ic
FlJKNEC TEST TI*E 0.4063 0.3:50 0.2709 C.2322 C.1709 O.iCK OC43 0.5417
KCEl. SSTI»m 1.0249 0.9329
E<TI»;T= E^acs j; IS©. 23 B6.S7
fiiCENTtC! Cf ACTLli.
S*^fLf STC CEvUTICN 1.1811 0.8713
ClOLlATUe TEST TI)>£ 3.748 6.722













11.362 13.907 U.916 2C.CE2 25.463
*. T iOC t.35rt'- "'.5403 8.9KC 1C.4CC0 il.«2JC
(rl« 12 13
ICTWU FMLL = E AA T E
Fl^NEC TEST UPS
C.3C00 0.3CCC C.3C0C 0.3000 C.3CCC 0.3CCO 5.3CC0 C.-C.C
0.5*17 0.5417 0.5417 C.S417 C.5417 O.S'17 C.5417 0.5*17
xCCel SS1WC 0.4192 0.3746 0.362S C.35U C.3335 C.3275 0.323* <?.2'.7J
e H!»:Tt :;*C* 4S 39.74 24. e7 20.96 17.03 11.17 9.U 7.E5 5.93
PFACfcr*ACE Cf tCTLCl
F*IU»E SiTS
JifFLS STC CEVUTICN 0.159l 0.1346 0.1224 C. 104-3 C.C947 0.CE57 O.Cfl*a O.C9'9
COlL'TIVE TEST T>£ 30.701 35.75a 40.712 45.666 5C.70C 55.t66 6C.67e 65. 6*2













4 • SHCIMEC MUlftG *>#T£
4
* .





















































ACU/i MltLSf 'ATE C.*CCC 0.5CCC O.oCOO C.7000 C.60C0 0.5CCC C.CTO C.211C
Pli^EC TEST Tiff 0.*C63 0.3250 0.270') 0.2372 C.->7C9 0.3<5C 0.*1fr3 0.5*17
0.6368 0.6**7 0.6320 C.67U 0.4*8* O.tlU 0.5549 C.*78?




JiFK: S?C 0S*I»T1XN 0.529a 0.*113 0.271* C.2612 C.2510 0.1862 0.14*1 0.125E
C!.»l.i.AT!VE TEST TI>5 7.*71 13.**7 13.*70 22.792 27.821 32.61* *1.2S* SI. 174
ClCUlTlvE FAlUifti! 3.1200 6.21CC 9.0700 11.3200 1*.530C 17.6<C0 «C.«CC 2*. HOC
11 13
«C'Ul fM'.tSE »AT£ C.3CCC 0.3003 0.3J3C C.3000 C.23C0 C.2CCC C.21C0 C.-CTC
PIAMEC '.lil T[CE 3.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.5*17 C.«*17 0.«*17 C.5*17
0.*262 0.3918 0.37C5 C.3522 C.3*l* 0.3212 C.322* C.-UC
*2.C8 30.61 23.5(1 17. *l 13.61 1C.29 7.*E 5.3'
ITCE1 E5TIXATE
»«1*P«T« =:ac» A c
PEaCEMACE Cf ACTl.il
PtUtfE SATE
EAKPlE ETC CSVIAT1CN 0.1C*5 3.0925 3.0E-9 C.0719 C.<-e8< O.C6*2 0.04?7 0.C45'
Cl»ll«TlVS TEST T!»E 41.120 71.1C8 31.071 91.C8C 7C3.031 110.972 22C.975 '30.999
ClPlllTIvi FAIllPSS 27.1500 30.1J00 33.2*0C 26.1800 29.270C *2.2CCC *5.I2C0 *P.C5CC




















4 • SPcCIMEC MIURfi RATE




















































<CTt.il »JUmf Pi U 0.7030 0.3000 0.0J01 C.5000 C.2000 C.1CC0 O.tCQO O.'OCO
PIAHNEC 1657 TII-E 0.2322 0.5*17 3.250* C.3250 C.2126 l.o252 0.4C63 0.5417
fCGEl ESTIMATE 43.2422 0.6472 0.1078 C.3765 C.2358 0.U3S 0.191C 0.2181
2*. 71 42.89 63.54 52.26 27.31fJII'J:: e aoca AS 6077. 45 132.40 115.52
PESCENTAGE Zt ACTlAl
PtUl.eE »ME
SAf'lF. STC CENiUTICN ••••»•• 0.6149 0.1108 C.T281 C.2783 0.1745 0.1773 0.?238
CL*U*7I*E 7EST TIcE 1.C74 3.573 Id. 481 19.99C 23.722 31-225 33.112 35.S75





C.2C00 0.1500 0.3000 C.30C0 C.2000 0.1C00 O.ICCC O.ICO?
0.8126 1.CE35 0.5417 C.5417 C.E126 1.(252 1.6252 1.6252
0.2127 0.2CU 0.2208 C.2304 0.2295 ' 0.1959 0.1686 0.1518





SAfCUE STC CEMIATIC.N 0.194* 0.UE7 0.1710 C.1586 0.1455 0.1124 0.C865 C.C777
CIKL4TIVC TEST TIMS 39.351 44.288 46.78» «9.254 53.005 60.484 6E.C57 75.729




• 5PECIFIEC FAHU'E »»TE
. • Pim EST!"«TEO «»Ilii°? e»T6
;• Co
*






JCUn fiIW«£ RATE 0.7C0C 0.3000 0.0500 0.5000 C.2000 0.10C0 C.*OCO 0.3000
PLANNEC TEST TIFE 0.2*22 0.5*17 3.250* O^'SO C.8126 1.4252 C.*C63 0.5*17
CCEL ESTIMATE 1.661* 0.*5*1 0.0789 0.1567 C.l**6 0.1105 0.13*5 0.15*1
ESTIMATE ESSCa AJ 137.3* 6*. 68 57.86 68.67 27.61 1C.*7 65.36 *e.6S
SESTEMiCE Cf ACTLAL
FMILSE RATE
SAKFLE STC CEVIATICN 1.6267 0.5C2* 0.1076 C.3366 C.156* 0.C636 0.C857 0.0777
ClFLLATIVE TEST TI»£ 2.10* 7.te3 37.101 *0.105 *7.6C6 62.575 66.30* 71.262
COU4TIVE FAILURES 1.770C 3.350O *.8900 6.3500 7.9200 9.3EC0 IC.9800 12.5500
Pt- i < E 11 12 13 15
ACTLAl FAIILRE RATE C.2000 0.1 SCO 0.3CQC C.3000 C.2C0C C.1CC3 0.10C0 0.1CCC
FLASNEC TEST TIKE 0.8126 1.C835 0.5*17 C.5*17 0.8126 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
"COEL SJTIfATg 0.1600 0.1580 0.17*2 C.1838 C.1828 0.1622 0.1*94 0.1*11
ESTIMATE ESaca AS 19.98 5.21 *1.S* 38. T> 8.60 62.15 *5.35 *1.12
OERCEr-TJC-e Cf iCTLAL
FAULRE SATE
JAKFLE STC CEVIATICN 0.0e93 0.0838 0.3939 C.C52C 0.C822 0.C667 O.C5*7 0.05?0
CLULIATIVE TEST TIPS 7E.788 88.725 53.707 58.702 IC6.2*£ 121. 2C5 136.257 151.192






• SPECIMEO FAILURE RATS
. MEAN ESTIMATEO FAILURE RATE
C.C
l.CO t«#3






ACUAl FJILUSE RATE 0.7C00 0.3CC0 0.0500 0.5000 C.2CCC 0.1000 0.4CCC 0.3000
Fli.ir.FC TEST TICE 0.2112 O.IMT 3.25C4 C.3250 C.8126 1.6252 0.4C63 0.2*17
0.1C35 O.lSCe 0.1530
?.*8 67.20 5C.C
KSEL ES1I«ATE 1.15:6 0.3503 0.0600 C.0928 C.1123
ESTIMATE ESFCP AS 68.98 16.77 19.92 81. 45 43.85
PEi»CEl> T iCc C* ACUAt
FAIU.FE iUE
S*"S(.E STC CEVUTICN 1.3276 0.1967 0.0259 C.d*01 0.0**2 0.C397 0.0*93 0.C519
C(.FUATI*E TEST TICE *.2T2 14.288 74.066 80.098 95.03* 12*. 911 132.2*6 1*2.278
CCUiTIvE FAILURES 2.9900 S.8SC0 9.0000 11.7600 1*.E80C U.OSCC 21.32C0 2*. 4500
Pn<! 11
ACTLil FMLLRE RATE 0.2000 0.1500 0.3000 C.3000 C.2000 0.1000 O.ICCO 0.1C0C
PLJMttt TEST TIH* 0.8126 1.0825 0.5*17 C.S*17 0.6126 1.6252 1.6752 1.6252
KCOEL ESTIKATS 0.1560 0.1532 0.1658 C.1800 C.1817 0.1621 0.2*79 0.2378
22.01 2.10 **.73 *0.0l 9.15 62.12 47. r9 37.75EST I«*T6 gSflC" AS
eEHCEr-'ACE CP ACTLAL
Fllltfg SiTE
SAHfte STC CEVIATICN 0.0518 0.0*65 0.0*86 0.0*63 0.0*56 O.C*10 0.0322 C.C201
CLPbL'TIVI TEST TIFE 157.2*3 177.2*2 187.2*7 157.196 212.19* 2*2.173 272. 2SE 302.306




l.CC 4.75 i.'.Q 12.25 16. c:
• SPECIFIED FAILURE FATE


















C.*000 0.3500 0.3000 C.2S00 C.C50C 0.C5C0 0.05*0 C.6CCC
0.*C63 0.46*3 0.5*17 C.6501 3.250* 3.250* 3.25C* 0.2709
fCOJL ESTIMATE 2.2716 2.3319 0.592* 0.4192 C.1C90 0.07*9 C.C59o 0.07*9
E!T!»M£ ER9CB 4« *67.91 566.25 97. *6 67.66 113.06 *'.76 19.25 87.52
peftCE^74GE CF *CTLiLFJUUc sjTe
«A»-|.E STC CcVIATICN *.7638 12.3516 0.5611 0.269? C.C689 0.0*96 0.C3H C.C4CC
CLK.IATIVE TEST TIKE 1.878 3.969 6.*57 9.450 2*. 581 39.528 5*. 650 55.895
CIMIL'TIVE FtllUAES C.6300 1.6'CO 2.3800 3.1900 3.9200 *.tSCC S.*3C0 6. 1700
?M«J 12 13 l«
ACTCH F4ILUSE BATE C.6C00 O.tCOO 0.5500 C.*000 C.25C0 0.1CC0 0.0500 O.CKC
H4NNE: TEST TIKE C.27C9 0.2709 0.2955 C.*063 C.6501 1.6252 3.25C* 3.253*
fCCfl 5STIK4T- C.0907 0.1163 0.1339 C.l*86 C.1601 ' 0.1**0 3.10-7 3.C9IC
S'lIUTE £;"CR 4S 8*. 89 80.53 75.65 »2.66 35.97 *2.9" 119.38 31.99
PERCEMaCE C? ACTV.4L
EitU'E "ATE
Si^'lr STC CEW47ICN 0.053* O.C828 0.0629 C.0892 C.C99* 0.C792 0.C512 0.0*03
Cl>U*TIVE TEST TIKE 57.150 58. .'70 59.730 61.603 6*. 563 72.116 87.265 102.556





i.oa •15 8.5C 12.25 U.C3
• SFECIMEO FAILURE RATE
. • »E4N EST11ATE0 FI11URE JM'E
«
*
# . . »
4 *
I.CC *.7S 8.:: 12.25 16. CO
1.20






iCTt.il FAILURE RATE 0.4090 0.3200 0.3000 C.2500 C.0S00 0.0500 0.050C 0.40CC
FlANr.SC TEST TX*E 0.4063 0.4443 0.5-17 C.6501 3.250* 3.3204. 3.2JC4 C.2709
1.3927 0.6CC9 0.4657 C.3459 C.1024 0.C667 0.0523 0.0**5





SOFLE STC CEWATKN 2.2082 0.4395 0.240* C.1794 C.C*50 0.C243 0.C1E4 0.C246
ClU-UrnE TEST TI«c 3.72* 7. 987 12.9*1 18.95* 48.688 78.725 108.938 111.445




1C 12 13 lo
C.6CC0 0.6CCO 0.5500 C.4000 C.250C O.ICCO 0.050? 0.C500
C.2709 0.2709 0.2955 0.4063 C.45C1 1.625: 3.2504 3.JJ04
PCCEL ESTIMATE 0.0791 0.0960 0.1133 C.l?64 0.1347 0.124C 0.1311 0.CE7C
ESTI!1 !'! SKBCR AS 86.31 84.00 79.40 69.41 46.12 2*.C* IC2.18 72.93
PERCENTAGE CF ACTLAL
FMLL»E RATE
JACFLe STB CSVIATICN 0.02E6 0.0357 0.0409 0.0*31 C.C438 0.03£c C.C263 0.0220
CL»LL4TIVS TEST TI»? 113.946 116.459 119.16* 122.893 123.903 14*. 121 173.911 203.409
CL'LLATtYE FAILURES 13.6500 15.24CC 16.3700 13.3700 IS.830C Z1.1CC0 22.67C3 24. HOC
- C.4C
l.CC 4.75 I.SC 12.2! 16. CO
» . <4«c r FlE0 FAILURE UtTE
.








I.CO 4.75 S.SO 12.23 16,00
1.20






iCIl.il f*U'-3E »A7E C.4000 0.3:00 0.3000 C.2500 C.0500 0.05CC C.C5CJ O.610C
Pl»mC TE5T TIPS 0.4063 0.4643 0.5417 C.6501 3.2504 3.2504 3.2504 C.2705
CCCEl ESTIKME 0.5557 0.4452 0.3736 C.3396 0.0908 O.CtlS 0.05C6 0.C637
fJTieiTc e»»Cf» 4J 49.52 27. IS 24.54 23.32 81.51 23.62 1.18 85. 3e
ef»C^ T itf CF 4CTL4L
FlZU'E 5 *Te
S*»Ftl STC CEvUTICN 0.4130 0.22E5 0.1584 C.1179 C.C316 0. C 163 3.01*6 0.0174
rtPCLlTIVe TEST TI«E 7.498 16.CS7 26.036 38.054 58.276 158.210 2ie.639 223.662
Cl»UJT:\.E UllLtti 3.0000 6.UCC 9.3600 12.3800 1S.19CC 13.1500 20.9ECC 23.52CC
Ptiif 12 13 14
*C TL J L filu't RATE C.6CCC 3.6CC0 C.5500 C.4000 0.2500 C.1CCC O.O5C0 0.C500
KJXNEC IE JT TICE 0.2709 0.27C9 0.2955 C.4063 C.6SC1 1.6252 3.2504 3.2534
FCCEl ESTIMATE 0.3767 0.0905 0.1064 C.1189 0.1266 0.1190 0.0*63 3.0340
E£T.«:TF ?SSC» 1J 87.21 84.52 83.66 70.26 45.36 13.56 53.57 67.52
PESCcKTACc dt ACTC*U
fJIUfE 'ME
SiKHE STC CEVUTICN 0.0193 0.0218 0.3258 C.3276 C.0297 0.C368 0.0209 C.C168
CM>ll«TttE TEST TI»E 22E.655 233.718 239.165 246.732 .58.333 285. CIS 34S.552 408.775
CUH.IJTIVI. FilLUSSS 26.7100 29.5103 32.6700 35.5200 3E.7ECS *i.C5C0 43.9100 -6.550C
i.;c i.-c
l.CC
• SfECIMEO rinuif pite









JCTi.41 Failure RATE C.7000 0.0500 0.0503 C.0500 C.C50C 0.6CC0 0.6000 O.fCCC
Pt.iKf.fC TEST TIKI 0.2322 3.250* 3.250* 3.250* 3.250* 0.27C9 C.27C9 0.2709
-CCtt. E!1I»1TE 3.1219 0.10*6 0.0767 C.0553 0.05*0 0.1C88 0.1(57 C.2C02
(MCiTi E>.»CR AS 3*5. 98 109.20 53.3* 10.56 7.S6 e 1 .£7 72. 39 66.6*
PIACEMiCE CF ACTUAL
HU(.6£ SATfc
£iCfl.E JTC CE.IATICN *.33*5 0.1278 0.101* 0.0368 C.C371 0.1726 0.3S7t C.*3Se
CkCLL/TIVE TEST TII>| 1.07* 16.100 31.132 *6.1** 61.089 62.3*2' 63.58* 6*. 8*7
CH-UJUif FAItt.RES 0.7300 1.6500 2.*C00 3.1800 3.5800 *.7500 S.S4CC 6.23CC
PHIE 12
*CTIU fAIH.''E SATE C.6CCC 0.0500 0.0500 C.050C C.0500 0.C50O 0.0539 0.0500
PIA^EC TEST TIKE C.27C9 3.230* 3.250* -.250* 2.750* 3.iSC* 3.25C* 3.253*
fCCEl ESTIMATE 0.2253 0.11*0 0.3939 C.0803 0.C722 0.C69C 0.0672 0.C632
EST>4'E i'^'.S »< 42.** 128.08 87.77 60.56 **.*3 37.91 3*. 27 Zi.il
P?SKeMAG! CF ACTL/L
Ftllk*c «AT6
SACFI.E STC 06VIATICN 0.*56* 0.0799 0.0561 0.0*0* C.C328 0.C311 C.C297 0.0259
COUATIVE TEST TIKE 46.C90 81.2C3 95.926 110.912 123.809 l*C723 155.588 173.701
Ct»tlATIVE FAILURES 7.0100 7.71C0 8.5*00 9.2400 1C.C30C 1C.83CO ll.7*C0 12.*90C
i.;c 1.20
l.CC
• SteCIFIEO FAILURE PATE
. • r{AN EST1NATEO F/ILURE RATE










10 :te: - :
»ti!l
*CUu f JIH. = 6 RATE C.7C00 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 C.C50O O.tCCC C.6CC0 C6000
FtAKKEC TeJT lift 0.2322 3.2SC* 3.250* 2.250* 3.250* C.2709 0.2709 C.27C9
KCCEL £ S 7 tf 4"E 1.9160 0.C566 0.0*05 CO*** C.C**5 0.0707 0.0eS7 0.1162
ESTI'JTE EBSC" <J 159. *3 13.12 19. CI 11.?* 11.08 se.21 E5.0* SC.6*
Fe-iCEMJCE QF «CU*l
S*«K! JTC CEVUMCH 3.5101 0.0560 0.0252 C.0368 0.0333 0.CS4C 0.12«* 0.1S91
Cl»U4TIl£ TES7 TIPt 2.1*7 32.677 62.8*1 51.378 122.973 12J. *?0 12C.C1C 130.535
COlLiTIVE FMIUSE! 1.-200 2.6SC0 *.120O 5.6300 7.1*00 8.5SC0 9.87C0 11.190C
PKA'S 10
SCTV.il flint! RiTt 0.6CCO 0.0500 0.0500 C.OSOO C.0500 0.0500 0.0500 C.C500
HiMiCC TEST TIKE 0.2709 3.2«C* 3.2'C* 3.25C* 2.25C* 3.25C* 3.250* 3.25C*
PCCIl SSTIKATE 0.1*20 0.0933 0.0733 C.0692 C.C651 ' 0.C609 0.0579 0.C550
ESTTKiTE ESSCR <« 76.3* 86.63 56.50 38.39 3C.U 21.79 1J.73 IC.C8
erSCc^TiGE CF ACTUAL
MIUFE s*TE
S/«HE STC CSVUTICN 0.2162 0.051* 0.3361 C.0275 0.C237 0.C220 0.0199 0.C16S
Cl'fU'TIME TEST TIKS 133.023 163. l*e 193.286 223.606 252.301 283. *6* 313. *31 3*3.432




• I»ECIFIE0 FAILU»F »5"E
. • nUt ESTIMTEC FAIIU'E rate
l.CC •>!•>









o.rooo o.o:co o.oioo c.osoo c.csoc c.tccc c.tccc c.tcoc
0.2322 3.2*0* 3.250* 3.250* 2.250* C.27C9 C.27C9 C.2709
1.0939 0.0*95 0.0393 C.C379 C.C373 0.0523 C.07C9 Q.CSit





SOCLE ITC CcVUMCIt 1.0963 0.0273 0.021* C.0132 0.01** 0.C231 C.C3C* 0.0372
Cl"UIT!VE TEST TlfE *.30l 6*. 276 12*.*S0 18*.981 2*5.1*2 250.16* 255.160 263.155
Cim'TIV! FJltLREJ 2.9200 6.02C0 8.8500 11.8100 1*.7000 17.7'CO 20.7900 23.61CC
10 12
»CKU FJItUBt R*T£ C6C30 O.05C0 0.0500 C.050C C.C500 0.C5C0 0.050C O.C53T
PlINNEC TEST TI»£ C.27C9 3.250* 3.250* 2.250* 3.250* 3.2SC* 3.250* 3.251*
0.1058 0.0e68 0.0755 0.3682 C.C63T O.C591 O.C571 O.C550
82.26 73.63 50.98 36. *3 27.31 18.26 14.11 1C.C7
f.Cti. ESTIMATE
e'TTHTj. jSPCa f.
e = ;C = M:CE C? JCTUil
FilltfE SM«
iiOf^S STC CEVUTICN 0.3*13 0.0298 0.0232 C.019* .016* 0.01*6 3.313* 3.1123
CLH.L»TIVE 7EST TI»E 265.205 325. C17 385.302 4*3. *57 535.31* 565.918 625.92a 685.722
Cl»(.l*TIVE FiUJ'ES 26.390C 29.*800 32.5000 2S.*700 38.360.0 *l.25C0 **.38C0 *7.3300
1.2C
S.5C 12.25 1«.CS
l.CC •PECIF1EC F4IL.UH5 »« T 5










ttfi.IL fitLLSE P4TE 0.3000 0.3000 0.3C00 C.3OO0 C.1CCC 0.1CCO 0.70C0 C.7CCC
'imiC TEST Tl>£ 0.3*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 0.2222 C.2322 0.2722
1.8200 0.4«ei 0.6653 0.52*6 C.6056 0.76*8 0.79CS 0.8733




ilffll STC CEVIATIO *.780* 2.3516 0.7*9* C.50S9 C.6397 0.6660 0.5736 0.6303
Ck'U'TIve TEST TJfg 2.509 5.0*2 7.507 1C.020 11.US 12.158 13.223 1*.2«9
Ci.-l.LJ7I v£ FAUuaES 0.7100 l.*200 2.2600 2.9*00 3.5000 *.*7C0 5.37CQ 6.1330
PfJJE 11 12 13
K71H FULLDc HATE C.*C00 0.*CCO 0.*000 C.*000 C.C500 0.C5CC 0.CSC9 0.C53C
HAMSC TEST T[«£ 0.*C63 0.*C63 0.*063 C.*063 3.250* 3.25C* 3.253* 3.25?*
0.7238 0.6*28 0.59*1 3.5712 0.2266 0. I«C3 0.1C27 O.C8*l





S*»HE STC 0EVZ1TICN 0.5225 0.3726 0.31*9 3.298? C.C908 0.0*85 0.C35C 0.C230
ClMlkJTtVt TEST TI»E 16.166 18.C57 19.9*1 21.80* 36.765 51.970 67.it* 82.335
CIPUATUE dlaUS 6.820C 7.5300 8.2700 9.0700 9.92J30 10.6CC0 U.2CCC 11.9100
•75 8.5C 12.25 16.00
1.2c •
• jpgctFtEC »»iiu«e «»t=
. • MEAN ESTIMATED f»ILH»F SATf






KTV.H F»IUU»I AATE C.3C0C 0.3CC0 0.3000 C.30O0 C.7000 0.50CC 0.70C0 0.7100
P16H6EC 1651 TIKE C.5417 0.3417 0.5*17 0.5417 C'322 C.7322 0.232? 0.2322
"CCU ESItUTE 0.9424 0.4334 0.4904 C.4141 C.4922 0.9417 0.6090 0.6907
E5TIKME EfUCR 4! 230.81 45.14 50.31 38.03 29.69 22.61 13.97 7.C5
H*iih1tCi Cf JCTUAL
FilUfE fiTE
S*MIE STC DEVIATION 1.8064 0.3275 0.3510 C.2213 C.2896 0.3CC6 0.3497 0.3C93
CIH.H7SVE TEST TICS. 4.927 9.932 14.858 19.747 21.909 24.C61. 26.213 28.341
ClH.l*7IVE FilL-HEJ 1.9900 3.C4CC 4.7600 6.5600 7.470C 9.32CC 10.8400 12.470C
f>H!E 1C 11 12
tCtltl 'Mil': a»T= C.4CC0 0.4C00 0.4000 C.400C C.C500 0.0500 0.05CC 0.C90C
fliNNEC TEST TIf E 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4063 3.25C4 3.29C4 3.29C4 3.2904
0.5856 0.5325 0.5184 C.501S C.2063 ' 0.1326 0.1CC4 0.CS29





S:n*lE STC CEVI6TTCN 0.2372 0.1869 0.1898 C.1604 C.C580 0.C21 0.0282 0.C23C
CIPLHTIVE TEST T!»E 32.125 35.450 39.703 43.459 73.610 103.736 133.755 163.586
















1CTKI HU.L't DATE C.3C0C 0.3CC0 3.3300 C.3000 C.V000 C.1CCC C.70C0 0.7000
PlAMtCC TEST TlrE 0.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 0.2322 C.2322 0.2322
CCCEt. ESTIf»7E 0.4793 0.3668 0.3657 C.3373 C.4107 0.*909 0.5*5* O.fesC
I|1!*1TC ES«C» tS 59.77 22.28 21.89 12. 43 41.32 29.88 22. Ce It. 01
BESCE^iCE C( ACL At
f*UtfE SITE
Si»fLE STC CEVIATICN 0.4000 0.22** 0.1727 C.1377 C.l*05 0.1751 0.1985 0.'9C4
ClfllfTItl TEST TI»E 9.996 19.986 29.390 3?. 908 ««.20« 4E.47S 52.7** 57.C39
CLPLLATIVE FAtUCUSS 3.0300 5.9000 9.1E0C 12.0600 1«.<4CC 18.12C0 21.0100 ?3.<;0C
1C 11 12 13 15
ACH'L F*lLL»E RATE C.4CC3 0.4COO 0.4000 C.4000 C.C500 0.05CO 0.C5CC C.C5SO
FUMhEC TEST TIKE 0.4063 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.*063 3.2SC* 3.25C4 3.25C* 3. 250*
0.552C 0.5296 0.5202 C.5038 C.2070 0.1310 0.13C5 0.CS25
35.01 32. *3 30.0* 25.95 31*. CS lei. 90 ICC. 99 65. CE
HCUei ESTIMATE
eitt^jt; =;;c« is
Ji.»5tE STC CEVIATICN 0.15*4 0.1518 3.1315 C.1207 O.C*l5 0.C237 0.016* C.CI39
CL«LLATIVE TEST TTPE 64.569 72.C91 79.5*7 tf.097 147.563 «0e.226 267.734 327.823
CLPUATI^S FAltCBES 26.9100 29.8600 33.1100 36.3300 ii.tlCC *'..5*CC **.e2CC 47.5C0C











• SPECIF1EC FAILUPF »»T«



























































Result's of Test 2
This appendix contains the results for Cases 1, 3, 7,
and 18 . The planned test times were generated for a pro-
bability of survival of .99,
A detailed description of the format of the results can






/Cl'/I # * 1 1 «. s f tilt
»u»nt u:i iipe
C.7C2C 0.»2*0 C.3200 C.255C C.<120 C.I oc c.icic 0.1**C
C.0I*2 C.C222 COiH C.OJ9* C.C*72 O.C'.<* II.C(«* C.C4St'
CCEl ESTIKTE 11.8283 16.3C2* J.JSS* 2.7270 2.45C2 2.*1S* 1.23*7 1.2<C2
»«1I»/7E ! f"i /? *»23.«* 1604.13 1586.12 12(1.37 1(12.71 IZ21.Cc 4(7. S > ***.(2K'KftH C* ICTUl
«CU'E s/7|
Sl»*lf J1C Cei'iTlCN 24.77S5 18. (£24 5.32CS 2.9890 !.^74{ *.2512 1.2CE1 .5(5'
ClHim; Tj;T TOE 0.C71 0.1.7 0.2*2 C.53S C.774 1 .C«S !.»M 1.717
ti'udni F<:uif« c.ojcc o.o(cc c.cscc c . 1200 e.iccc e.zicc c.asce c.sicc
''!!( 1*
IC'Ul 'MILCE a*T< C.122C 3.11S0 0.1090 C.1010 C.CS24 0.C(7( 0.CE22 C.C774
C.CJSt 0.CK2 C.CS22 C.C993 C.IC7*- C.U*7 0.1221 0.1295
C.6i93 0.8*11 0.7S62 C.5501 C.99C3 C.45(* 0.5116 0.55*7
272. IS 6'.2.E'. 62i.28 ««*.42 <!7.<f C««.22 SIX.*!




ii*Ht Sit CEWCTICK C.52<!7 l.Ce*8 1.2113 C.7225
41*. EC
.421 l.*6E* 1.3351 C.5517
Cl»U(1!VE 16JT T>E 2.CE5 2.510 2.969 2.*6( *.CC1 4.572 5.1E2 5.E2C
Cl»ll'7UE fCU.SE! C.2«0 0.3203 Q.34CC C.38Q0 0.*2CC C.*KC c.*e:c C.52CC
• SPECIf IEC HUI.se CITE
. • >E1K EM|P»U0 ftlll'l PCTE






UTi.ll MIUM oil! C.7C20 0.4341 0.3201 C.2550 C.213C 0.H2C C.16IC .C.I<*C
FU»MC Tgjl MM 0.0143 C.C522 0.0:14 C.Ci<i4 C.C*)i o.et4s o.ot;* c.cest
«. 7172 1.4539
749.1* «70.Xi
CCU ESWTI It.3319 3.£J3C
iniwt i(«ct «r 2?:t.49 780. f«
«/!ll«t (Hi
I/M15 < TC CSWmCN 17.4*22 3. £113 3.3190 1.7987
COll/TIli 16<T I|»5 0.1*2 0.373 0.685 t.078
1.388? 1.3854 1.1818 0.7345







Cimmti r<iu«ti CHOC 0.2 ICC C.3200 C.3700 C.47CC C.«CCC C.«8CC C.77CC
imic Ten mt
C.133C 0.1180 C.1090 C.IOIC C.C936 0.CS76 0.C823 0.C776
C.CJS4 o.ct*' o.os22 C.C99; C.1C74 • c.:;*7 c.isil C.'K!
C.71C5 J. 44,9 0.3S34 C.2846 C.2194 C.2536 C.3424 0.223*
434.22 27!. 37 253.39 181.83 241.22 185.54 2 1«-SS 19«.77E!TI*I1( sPST' i!
NtllH Wit
JJMIE J7C CEMATICh 1.2£6l 0.4<<4 C.6959 C.2998 C.5723 C.2335 C.8563 C.2J53
Cl*U<M\! Il!l T!» = 4.UC 5.CC7 5.926 6.915 7.978 9.119 1C.332 U.62C
ci'iKTivt h:llfe« O.i'CC 1.C2CC 1.12CC 1.2200 1.380C 1.51CC 1.63C0 1.75CC
i.er 4. ;s 6.*C 12.2! le.C
4
1
• • * • •
•
• • SPECIFIED FAILURE HAT= •
•


















































<CTl«l FMlt.eE e/Tf C.7CIC 0.*2*S 0.3200 C.2i50 C.213C C.1E20 O.ltlC C.1«*C
«U'M( Iff SI !!£ COM3 0.QH2 5.331* COS')* C.C*72 C.C54S 5.C«i<. . C < 1
1
CCU IS'IflTl 7.3617 *.S*36 1.9«22 2.C595 1.C38* 0.6C*« 0.*27C C.37C4
»«»!!*« !l>» /« 991. 52 1029. CS 51C.C* 1(99.82 2*7. tC 22C.24 171. <? 157.'*
FeFCE> '<(? C» «CIl*l
•l»Hi !U CEVUTICK 11.2972 9.8999 2.89t; 1C.5**8 i.tltt C.1223 a.*22« C.7667







cinumt f/ulsh C.25CC 3.«7C0 0.73CQ t .CHOC 1.9900
tun
JCT1./1 *t IH.FE SJ1J
EKMIC i:5T TIfE
0.123C O.IU: C.1091 C.IOIO C.C924 C.CE14 C.C622 O.C77*
C.Ci54 0.CEJ2 0.CS22 C.C995 C.1C7*' 0.11*7 C.1221 C.129I
FCtll t'lIKME C.2E*2 0.2:-}* C.2C2S C.1782 C.17C7 0.1773 0.12*1 C.131!
|«1t»;Tt {'fCe t\ 113.71 97.61 87. C7 74. 48 {2.3* IC2.35 !C.7« 49. *«
!I»Hi !U CEU4T1CN C.*3«* 0.2*17 0.2388 C.2l*C C.292C C.<242 C.C'.il C. 1771
Cl'linni 1t!7 Tl^g 8.212 1C.CC6 11.8** 13.82* U.94C 16.2*4 2C.47J 23.2«C
CUU/'HI F/IU'cS 2.16CC 2.*2C0 2.5eCC 2 .770C 2.CICC 3.16C0 2.29CC 3.42CC
!.?< «
• :»!CtMEC FAILURE P»TE
. • •:«* ESTI»»TE0 fi!U«E «»T£
C.2C
i.:t «.i5








n/fftc it si me
C.7CCC O.C'CC Q.OJOT C.050C C.C5C0 0.05CC C.C5C0 Q.C500
C.31*« 0.2C1C C.2C13 C.2010 C.ICIC C.iCIC C.JC'C C.ZC'C
»Ctll EJ1IHTE 32.0E56 O.Jl?S 1.9*66 C.S339 C.7C8S Q.T113 C.7?C<: 0.3!
««U»t"!S '.-'I' I* *.*E2.t' S27.ie 3833.15 1767.81 1317.82 1322.65 12*1.7* 61C.5C
HiCi"'t(( C» 1C1UL
Fllll.ee =Hi
!I»HE SIC CEVliltCH J7.CC7e 0.3526 4.918 1; 1.4566 I.C87S UC373 1.1814 C123C*
Gl»U<~IVE TEST TtFe C.C72 1.C75 2.070 3.067 4.068 S.C62 6.C61 7.C6T
Cl'ium* FlIlAF'S C.O'CC O.CECC C.UCC C.2300 C.27QC 0.36CC C.*3CC C.46CC
full 1C 11 '2 13 14
ICUU KkUS »» T E

















C.22CI 0.2776 0.3250 C.3424 C.4301 0.2221 C.2413 C.ltSt
3*0. <1 453.
K







S«»flc !U CEV!»TIC> C.17-.S 0.4!72 C.8C21 C.4751 C.62Se CJCE7 0.28;* C.7 C S'
Cl'lli'IVE 155' TIK; l.Cfi «.Ct8 1C.C7C 11.CM u.cte 13-CtS 14.C61 15.C7C
CltlWmi F* TH.PE J C.47CC O.IJCO C.56CC C.COO e.ncc c.iecc C.7SCC C.E7CC
j: c.«c
«..; s.'c ii.;'. u.cc
• S'KIMtO FMIUSE BITS
. • Ct»N 6STI»UT60 F/lL'JRt BATE








<C7l/l XIlKE RATE C.7CCC 0.C3CC C.3503 C.0500 C.C3CC C.C'CC C.C!CC C.C'CC
UlANfC liSI TIM con* 0.2C1C C.2CIC C.2C10 C.iCIC C.2C1C C.2C1C C.2CJC
»CC!l c!1T"«Tc 21.3292 Q.St:* 0.3*42 (.3768 C.3535 0.:«3! C.2254 0.-772
<Ct.f3 36*. S3 3!C.E£ 334.42t'TIWE fPPC= <? 2S47.C2 102:. JC 628. 43 453.64
ti*lt*'-ttt C» iCTLAL
»»!lC»I «'?
!l)>li STl CEVWIICN IS.14C2 1.03S2 0.5C02 C.5325 C.3C64 0.«C!2 C.271C C.EC74
CmiJllVt MSI TIH 0.143 2.1*2 4.140 6.13! {.134 1C.126 12.121 14.121
tl'Unnt fiULRf! C.13CC 9.2201 C.3400 C.460C C.410C O.liCC t.ltcc C.KCC
tmt 12 13 14 15
ACU/l Ftillf! 'US C.03CC C.C3CC C.0300 C.03CC C.C5CC 0.C5CC 0.0'CC C.C'CC
H»Mt IE!1 T1H C.2C1C 0.2C1C C.2C1C C.201C C.5C1C C.2CIC C.7C1C C.2C1C
CCIl EillUlE C.1«5E 0.2130 0.210? C.1847 C'244 C.1321 C.l«CC C.CM4
EST I»£Tt !?-:= :'. ISi.ig 323. <,< 320.48 269.46 146 .it 16*. IS llt.«! 41.72
tf*t*HtCl Cf 'CTLAl
'HUM =nE
<I»K! J7C CEWATICN C.1136 0.9C55 0.4*78 C.5876 C. 1471 0.2141 C.2S16 0.C99S
Cl>U-'TU« TEST TIH 16.13! 18.122 2C.13C 22.131 24.12S 26.126 2E.126 30.12.7
ei»ll<T!tl FAILURES 1.01CC l.CSCO 1.2200 1.300C U4-.CC 1.3KC 1.63C0 1.760C
. SPECIFIED FAILURE R4TE
. • MEAN ES7IMATEO FAILURE RAT E
4 4 4 4
:.20









C.7CCC O.CICC CO'03 C.C5CC C.C5C0 C.C'CC C.CiCC C.C'OC
o.ou* c.zcic c.2Cic c.2010 c.;cic c.;oc c::ic c'.icic
<!.**76 0.3**1 0.3305 C.2375 C.2337 O.IC'E C.l*<* C.1I2*
USi.M !E(.17 StC.«S 214. «1 3<1.4« lll.li H(.£C 12*. 13
CCfl l!1IMTE
U'TH?! t*fC* ti
t(*ltfttt -f ;cuuWlufi :Hi
!**Ht «TC CEvUTICN 1C.C711 0. 3 ISi C.51C7 C.318C C.7C2S 0.1211 C.2ES2 0.1771
Cl'lL/TIVt T|$T TI»g 0.2(6 ».28* #.2E5 12.280 It. 249 20.2S2 2«.2e8 28.292
Cl»UJTt\t HIIUSSS C.17CC 0.«ICC C* ICC C.S50C C.<*OC 1.1CCC L.29'C 1.450C
!.•'( ic n
KK/l flUl'f (tit



















<i*i\.i s*c CEvtnic* ci:;c o.i2f
c.c<.*<; c.cs5i 0.120; c.caat c.ue2 o.cs«s o.ic-s c.c«st
8*. 75 SC.«« 141. CI 77.27 S3<.47 E«.51 1CS.1C ««.2«
C.IS55 C.CS7* C.**«* C.1225 C?7fe C?Ctf
ClHUMVE 1r!l T!»E 32.eSt 38. CSS *0.288 <*.2Sf M.37E J2.2E8 5t.2<;0 tC.?C
ClUlMIW fiULSES 1.6CCC 1.8CC3 2.11C0 2.2*00 2.«0CC 2.13CC 2.«CCC 3.'tOC
*••' a.'.C H.2*. le.CC
• • SfEClMEO FitLURE **TE








C » ' i 7
J 17E>!
inin fikit! b<t( c.7ccc o.iscc o.iC6a c.076C c.ctce o.a:cc
HthHC Hit !!{ O.on* O.Ciii C.CS*>a C.1322 C.1675 C.iClC
KCEl EMICME IS. 8*22 4..7E37 1.3417 C.4275 C.8S15 0.5CCS
ll(4.Sf 75'.. 66 1314.14 SCI. 7*I177M*« 'it't /« 27}«,.5< Jiii.f
»«iC!f'/tf rt 4CTI./1
»*1U«E =«'?
Il»*ll STC C(V»TIt» 1C.4311 6.5745 1.5*4; C.«)7q! C.S55C 0.*<31
cinu'Hf m: ti»{ o.c7j 0.350 o.ejz i.*a? :.n« 3.3ie
Cl»U<l!VE Kilt-SEE C.0300 O.OiCO 0.07CC C.IOOC C.160C C.3CCC
• SFECtMEO F»IIUP£ »»Te













<'Il.il MIH.ee 341E C.7CCC O.UCC C.1C60 0.P760 C.C6CC 0.C50C
fu»mc till Tin con* T.o'.-a o.js*e c.i3?2 (.id! c.aic
CCIl f!HWlE t.Ctt* I. iiil C.9321 C.7858 C.3«77 C.'5«
««!|»/T» et^CS «! 7t6.t2 7*S.C* 779.30 «.33.9l *9* .22 *l<!.2«
HtH'l Mi
S'»flf S't CEW4V.CN 2.0*2* l.«C*5 1.0*82 1.7208 C .5*7* 0.*iei
(IHlUU! 75ST T t»£ 0.1*3 C.Cff I.£42 2.95S *.62« 4.*2S
ClHlMUi »;itlCE! C.010C Q.1KC 0.3100 C.380C C.*6CC O.JeOC
l.CC
l.CC 2 a 3.1C *.li t.Cf
•
• SFECIMEO FMLUKE »»TE













































*C7Ul fllllSJ s*u C.7CC0 0.IEC3 O.lCtO C.076C C.CtCC O.C?CC
»WI>M£ MSI ms C.CU« O.C!!l 0.0*48 C.1322 CUTS 0.JC1C
»CCEl J«1!»JT6 I2.0JE* l.aiW £.7800 C.2C6* C.iiCl C.1374
61C.7? tJ5.E7 171.9C 2<«.« 214. £«
MUD! !*Ti
JI»HE J7C CEVU1ICN 17.3tlC 3. CESS i.itSi C.178C C.W72
Cl»U*UVE 'EST T:»6 C.2cfc l.3« 3.262 3.118 <.2!5 12.2S7
ClKW'UE f/lUFE! C.I 70C 0.32CC C.S7CC C.720C C.fiCC 1.C7CC
• SPECIMEO F»ILU»E »»TE








JCTIU fllltii' «i1f, C.3CCC C.3CCC 0.3000 C.300C C.70C0 0.1CCC 0.73CO O.TOOr
FimiC 1f!1 M*t 0.0235 O.C215 0.0125 C.0215 C.C144 (.(!«« C.C1<* C.C!4«
ccft i!t:»;:6 15.2224 6.S015 10.145* 4.S846 «.!22! 5.'<5? 2.1*7* 4.81*7
*;•.:« ieleit?.TI»M£ ? = ::« f. 4S77.81 22C1.17 3288.53 1«*1.55 821. 7e 685.3
gf«ff»UU Cf <CTt.iL
ft»t{.i SIC CCtt*H» 12.0522 .52*5 1C.3**2 t.*')P9 14.318! 12.S8C1 4.217? 6.41CJ







Cl»U*T;vl fillUPE! C.CiCC C.2CC0 e.asce C.33C0 C.MCC
11 12 12
ictlu win;; bjt! C.4CCC o.«ccc o.*cco C.4C0C C.C5CC O.CJCO O.O'CC C.C50I
Fim?C :e«i 7I»E C.0231 0.0251 0.0251 C.0251 C.2C1C C.2C1C c.acic C.SC1C
»CCH 5!U»i*c 4.5J56 3 . 1 <= 5 3 3.3C09 4.1636 C.5057 o.;<;<2 C.2*i5 C.27U
miiff wit
IC2a.SC 658.13 725.22 S*C91 511.38 *5«.«2 425. 7« **2.25
S«»cif £ T C CEvMTKK 8.4262 6.2^<C 4.6261 C.2C0S C.2215 C.355"; 0.6*11
ClKUtltVt T«ST • I»; I.C77 1. 202 1.327 1.452 2.455 2.«it 4.45S 5.455
CUUtllti FillU'ES C.46CC 0.4<iCC s.sece C.630C C.64CC C.tlCC C.72CC 0.7700
• 2PECIF1EC f*!LU«e K4TE












C.3CCC 0.3CCC C.3C0C C.3000 C.700C O.KCC 0.7CCC C.7CCC
C.3315 0.0335 0.0335 C.0335 C.C144 C.Cl'4 C.Cl*4 C.C144
7.619E t.3199 4.7355 5.2234 3.U<7 2.65C2 2.T39 2.465C





ilKll ST; CEVI4TICN 9.4SL5 9.C95C 7.3556 2.C223 6.644; 3.2814 5.C178 2.7750
C.l»U«Tlfct l!il TI»i 0.333 C.666 0.999 1.331 1.474 1.617 1.76C l.«3
nmi'iK mill*!! C.13CC o.27ca e.39co c.ssoc c.«60c o.ncc e.ticc c.oie
tVMI ; 5 '<
JCTt.it FMIL'6 tt'l

















2.4416 2.3661 2.2!<1 1.5479 C.3427 0.2422 0.2C9<; C.1385




ilKll «U C£VT*T IC* S.SCCE 5.23CI 5.06C8 2.5C15 C.?6C6 C.21~iC C.26'9 C.T447
Cl»U/i:W U'T MH 2.153 2.4C3 2.653 2.903 *.9C6 6.SC3 E.9C5 'O.S0<
ClMlHUI FilllPt! 1.32C0 1.12C3 1.240C 1.3300 1.3900 l.itCC 1.65CC !.1»0C
SPECIMEO MILUHE «» T E










ItlUt FillLFf S4T6 C.iCCO o.2cc: C.3CCC C.30O0 C.10CC O.KCC C.KCC C.7CCC
*l/»MC 1651 TIf6 C.0335 0.0325 0.0335 C.0335 C.Cl** G.C1<< C.Cl** C.Cl**
CCIl fHIWT: 3.5421 i.scsi 1.8587 1.39*6 2.5216 2.7251 List* 1.7C4S
i!T!»*T( «Fer; j;
*mi = j sue
IC67.SC 535. C2 519. 55 It*. 86 261. OS 26S.3C 128. C6 1*2.51
siMif su ceamtscn 6.7221 2.1K5 2.35*8 1.6112 5.3355 7.5C«S 2.0216 2.<i6C3
Cl»U'T!l! TEST T !»! C.ttt 1.224 2.CCC 2.666 2.S52 3.237 2.523 3. 80S
CmiMlv! FKiAFt! O.HCC 0.35CC C.61CC C.62CC 1.C2CC 1.25CO l.**CC 1.62CC
run 1C '2 13 14 15 It
*CUU l!!u:i 9»1E
Fl«»M( 1!!1 UM
C.*CCC 3.4CC0 0.*0C0 C.*OOC C.C500 C.C5CC C.C5CC C.C5CC
C.Oi!* C.C251 0.0251 C.C251 C.201C - C. 2C 10 C.2C1C C.2C1C
1.1*66 C.S«.<7 C.9717 1.0*78 C.23*C 0.1723 0.1C66 O.C62E




1 ji mi ?:sc= /$
n <-(.'.'•ta *} *cuii
f*:u = e -ni
S«»*IE J1C CCVUTIM 1.3CC0 0.S2C* 1.2S12 .220! C.16C* C.2556 C.C7*C C.C51'
Ci»uMlv£ ie<t t:>e *.2cs *.ecs 3.2c? 5.aos s.eit I2.«i2 n.E's 2i.6?-»
CinUTUE FIIH.SES 1.8CCC 2.CCO 2.2tOC 2.*000 2.53CC 2.7'CC 2.M-CG 2.«ECC
l.CC 1.00
SffCIMEC FHILBE P*TC
• E«^ EJTIHTED F»II.L»E B4TE
C.20
i.ec *.;•






Results of Test MODI
1. Test MODI
Test MODI used the AMSAA model to estimate the failure
rate of the items tested except as described below. A more
detailed discussion of the modification can be found in
Section V-D.
Use of the AMSAA model was modified as follows
:
a. The point estimate of the failure rate,
number of failures during a phase
r = 1
p total test time during a phase
was used whenever cumulative test time over all items was
less than 10 hours.
b. The slope of the reliability growth pattern was
estimated using the current point estimator, r , and the
previous estimate, r . , , of the failure rate as follows:
SLOPE = r - r- -.
p l-l
Increasing slope was then determined from the following
relationship:





If the slope was increasing, the point estimate, r
,
was
used as the current estimate of the failure rate. Then,
the AMSAA model was reinitialized, that is, time and failures
prior to an increasing slope were not considered in future
estimates made by the model.
2. The Results
Results for Cases 4 , 6, 15, and 18 are presented here as
representative of the effect the modifications had on the
performance of the model. A detailed description of the





KUIl FilliPf a*Tf 0.7CC0 0.5100 0.4250 C.4150 C.400C 0.4CC0 0.4CCC C.'OC
fl«*MC ISS1 TI C€ 0.2322 0.2955 C.3e2s C.4013 C.4C63 C.*Ct3 0.*CtJ 0.<.Ca3
1.3-45C 1.2SC0 C.9e8a C.8159 C.8067 O.tli; 0.7687 0.7757




<iIU : E :ilE
Strti.1 STC CEvlJTKK 0.6735 0.7356 0.6517 C.4S87 0.4655 0.5211 0.4922 0.K0!
Cl»U*TI\E TEST TlfE 1.C74 2.418 4.202 6.044 7.942 9. £43 11.697 13.58C
ClH.l«Tf>E FilLLflcS C.6400 1.51C0 2.0700 2.8900 3.550C 4.17C0 4.90CO 5.49C:
fH!f 10 12 13 15 L<
*CUH F*lLLBE S4 T f C.4CC0 0.4CC0 0.4000 C.400C C.3750 0.2CC0 0.1CCC C.C'CC
Fllf-MC 1CS1 T I " £ 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4C63 0.4334 . 0.8126 I .tiff 3.-5C4
0.8C16 0.3147 0.7922 C.8142 C.7981 0.4S75 C.4F1C 0.2O3C
ICO. 41 103.47 98.05 103.55 112.63 14E.U 3E0.97 46 5. ?2




S**FlE STC CEVUTICN C.5C95 0.4576 0.4492 C.7469 C.7561 0.4299 1.5370 1.C418
Ek»U«Tll£ TEST TI»5 15.442 17.319 19.186 21.049 23.079 26.860 34.326 49.3C4
ClPUmvE FlILUREi 6.4400 7.15C0 7.7800 8.2700 9.CS00 10.C6C0 10.56C0 11.640C
C.C
• SPECIFIEC FMIUH? »» T E












*eU/l filllPE «At| 0.7000 0.5J00 0.4250 C.4050 C.4000 c.4ccc c.<.cec . c.*ccc
Hil>MC 18S1 TICE C.2322 0.2955 0.3e:<. C.4013 0.4C63 0.4C43 0.4CtJ C.4Co.'
PCCEl EJTIKiTE 0.913? 0.7141 0.567* C.5329 C.5258 C.5024 0.5283 C.477?
IJtimTi EPflCS *S 39.13 41.11 33.50 31.58 31.45 25. 45 32. 0A K.ta
F/iufe em
S«»U6 SIC CEVUTKN 0.6C85 0.543* 0.3315 C.3376 C.2656 0.3714 C.3459 C.??47
ClPlUTm 7EI7 7 I»6 2.136 4. £87 8.462 12.133 11.383 1*. 633 23. '10 27.14?




C.4C00 0.4COO O.4000 C.4000 0.375C C.2CC0 C.ICCO Q.C1ZZ
0.4C63 0.4C43 0.4C62 C.4C63 C.4334 0.8124 1.6252 3.2504
PCCU ESTIMTE 0.5674 0.4526 0.5256 C.5553 C.5457 0.3559 C.1843 C.C858
E!H»m EPPCK I! 41.84 23.15 31.40 38.83 4J.53 77.54 £6.2! 71.55
*ERC£M«C£ Cf *C7L<1.
E/tU*t c/TE
ttHLZ STC CEVUTICN 0.348C 0.3131 0.3157 0.29-30 C.3674 0.2904 C.1443 C.r«59
CVftllTIVE TEST TIKE 3C.543 34.723 38.45? 42.187 44.178 53.427 te.iii ?8.?Cl
Cl'lliim FAILURES 12.97CC 14.45C0 16.0100 17.2200 18.69C0 :0.JECO 22.1?CC 23.53CC
ff.'C 12.25
• SPCCtfiEC FAILURE R»*«
.










IfTl/l F1ULPF PAlf C.7C00 0.5'CC 0.4240 C.<>050 C.4O0C C.*CCC C.-CCS «.«ftt
Fl^f-fC TEST TUE 0.2322 0.2955 0.3824 C.4013 C.4C63 0.4C63 o.*ct3 0.*C63
XCC£L ESTIeiTE 0.7576 0.6195 0.»<J55 C.4428 C.4775 0.4449 0.4*53 0.«679
e'lf'tTC E»9CII «« 8.23 12.63 14.22 9.33 19.39 11.22 11.3? !6.9P
FEP-CEMiCE :f <CTUl
fllllFS F<TE
SOKE JTC CEMJTICN 0.4ie0 0.34C4 0.2597 0.2565 C.3132 0.241* 0.2CE9 C.2144
Cl'll/TIVC TEST TIKE 4.213 9.798 16.874 24.303 31.798 39.227 46.799 S4.1EE







C.4C0O 0.4CC0 0.4COO C.-000 C.375C 0.2CC0 0.1000 C.C'^C
0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4C63 C.4334 0.8126 1.6?52 3.25:4
0.4674 0.4527 C.4400 0.«221 C.2S74 0.140E C.Ctc5
16.35 13.17 10.00 12.55 Sf.11 4C.E3 36.92
"CCEl SJTIUTE
en tk «te essc *sHZriUCCf Cf 4CTI./L
ninn ttit
J/FflE JTC CEW4TICX C.2C00 0.2363 0.2373 C.2154 C.2216 0.1574 O.C957 C.C787
CLPU/TIVE TEST TIKE 61.676 69.133 76.672 E4.172 92.154 107.194 137.320 197.432
Cl»UJTIVE FillLREJ 27.04CO 30.22C0 32.8900 26.1700 29.C600 42.C600 44.6CCC 67.8CCC
c.;c
12.2! 16.30
• SP»CIflE3 F4 1 LU«5 8»TE
. • K(iH '<Ttx»T60 FAIIU'E SAT E











iCUil F»HIFE »<TE 0.7COO O.7C00 C.7C00 C.7000 C.'iCCC C.«CC: 0.4CCC C'CCC
f^'MC 1EST TIfE 0.2322 0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 C.2322 e.*C«J 0.4C61 0.*Ct2
fCCU e£1IK* ,'E 1.3452 1.4*1* 1.37S0 1.4248 1.3628 1.C920 0.S1SE C.7451
««1'»*T« EfrPCP 15 S5.C3 105. SI S6.85 103.54 -!4.6e 112. SS 12"».«4 St. 27
RE'-CE^SCE CF (CIUl
Utu*( ;nj
SOFlE STC CEWiTICH 0.6434 0.8539 0.7«2<J C.7812 C.6S52 0.UU C.6374 <i.'.Zit
eimmvi mi ti»« 1.061 2.12a 3.20s 4.305 5.374 7.210 s.075 '.c.««e
Cl'UMlve FitU-REJ C.74C0 1.45C0 2.2C00 2.640C 3.4700 4.32CC 4.S7CC 5.ESCC
tCTI.il f*UU8E 9476 C.4C00 O.4CC0 0.1C00 C. 1000 C.100C 0.1CC0 0.1CT0 O.ICOC
PliMEC 7E5T TIM 0.4C63 0.4CE3 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
»CCIl 6<7I"4TE 0.7255 0.7220 C.3303 C.2436 C.2230 0.2152 C.2373 C.2224
E51K-ME ERRCD I! S3. 3"? 82. CI 220.34 148.63 123.04 115.lt 137.33 122.42
PEPCEF'JGE CF «CTl»LHIUFE P<TE
•OFlE ETC CeVUTICN 0.5162 0.5221 0.4434 C.2996 C.2C61 0.1708 0.3124 C.160C
CimMIVE TEST TlfE 12. £56 14.742 22.241 2*. 722 37.201 44.676 52.C44 5S.523




t.CC 4.75 8.SC 12.25 16.00
•
•
4 • SPECIFIES PIUURE »1TE •
. • »€»N EJTi-jTfO PAILUE *fl
• * 4 « 4
•* 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 •
l.CC 4.35 8.5C 12.25 tt.O*
1.20
(.(









KUU f *IL*.»£ RATI C.7C0C 0.7CC0 0.7COO C.70CO C.700C 0.40CC C.4CCC C.4TCC
FlA^fC TEST T IJiE 0.2322 0.2222 0.2222 C2322 C.2322 0.4C63 C.4C63 0.4C63
rCCU EJlIfiTE C.91S2 0.9SS0 0.3404 C9337 C6-.Se 0.54e7 0.52ft 0.4666
33.32 21.37 36.67 21.41 16. 6SE«7!»» T e EF'CR {'. 21.32 37. CO 20.05
eeecENTiCf cf actual
nuiH mc
StPflt STC CCVUT1CK 0.5C79 0.5S22 0.4C66 C.4841 C.S002 0.441; 0.4C15 0.279!
ClPlLiTIVE TEST TlCg 2.118 4.277 0.441 3.553 1C.72S 14.499 18.2e7 22.CJ3
CLCLLAfm ftlLURE! 1.3900 3.0100 4.3100 J.9200 7.0600 8.66CC 9.930C 11. HOC
(n:i 15
ACTUAL FAILLF-E DATE C.4000 0.4CCC 0.1COO C.100C C1C0C 0.1CCC 0.10CC O.ltJC
FU»MC U£T TH-E 0.4C63 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
CCCEL ES1!»A7E 0.3439 0.5073 0.2168 0.1753 C.154S 0.2546 C.1553 0.16,78
ESTIUTE ESOC; i« 27.22 26.62 116.84 75.27 54.54 154. 54 55.22 67.82
FEfCEMiGE Cf ACTLAl
muFE --m
JAMIE STC CEVIATKS 0.3230 0.3C46 0.2033 C.1891 C.1187 1.C256 0.0539 C.14»5
CL>LlATI*E 7EST TIk£ 25.321 29.265 44.552 59.418 74.433 8?. 320 134.321 115. 2C6
CL^LLATIVE FAILURES 12.75C0 14.0300 15.3500 17.450C IS.0200 2C.56C0 22.18C0 23.260C
c.;c

































































«CHU f * ICL«E B»7£ 0.7000 0.7CCC 0.7C00 C.700C C.70CC o.4cco c.*ccc ,c.4;cc
• IFF-MC TES1 TIM 0.2222 0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 C.2222 0.4C63 C.*C83 C.*Ce3
KCCtl CMIMTE C.7251 0..6U1 0.7970 0.79*9 C.7358 0.45C6 0.44E9 C.4S2e
.estimate =f«cp << 3.5a is.ta u.a* 13. s« :.n 12.44 12.24 22.21
F«F(E»TiCE Cf «CTL*l
fiiiife f-ni
Sirtlt STC CEVUTICH 0.4C87 0.41C1 0.3854 C.3754 C.4263 0.2427 0.1866 0.2*16
CiniiTHf TEST TI'E 4.294 8.541 12.842 17.130 21.41* 2a. SO* 34.41C 43.631
Cl'll/TIVE FAILUFES 2.77CC 6.05C0 9.2000 12.300C l!.21C0 18.C7CC 21.O2C0 24.30CC
cn'.t IC II 12 13 14
*CK/l FIIUSE FATE
FimiC TEST TIKE
C.4CCC 0.4CC0 0.1000 C.1000 C.1CCC C.1CC0
C.4C63 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
0.1CC0 C.'CCC
1.6252 I. 6252
C.4C87 0,4423 0.1673 C.1266 C.US1 O.liea 0.1273 C. 1224





S-FFFlE STt CEVUTKN 0.2C44 0.2269 0.1802 C.CS88 C.C479 0.C775 C.CS54 C.C608
C<.»UATI*I TEST M»5 51.373 58.656 8£. el E 118.487 148.459 1TJ.S19 2Cf.*49 »18.4»7














• S*ECX**FZ MXlUM batc




























































0.7COO 0.2CC0 0.0'OC C.5C0C C.20CC C.ICCC C.4C0C 0.2C1C
0.2222 0.5417 3.250* C.3250 C.S126 1.(252 0.4CE3 C.5417
»CCU £!TI»i'E 1.5230 0.9539 0.1409 C.6078 C.54C7 0.3337 0.59S2 0.<17t
ISllHTI SfSCP £J 117.57 217. <7 181.70 21.55 17C.34 223.72 4S.7<; 135.86
F6SCEM4CE CF K7i;i
UltlFE F.ME
S«»*lE SIC CEVUTJCN 1.0C93 0.8239 0.2124 C.5533 C.4577 0.22ES C.4S37 3.4566
CtHllTIVE TEST TI>£ 1.C74 3.573 18.4E1 19.990 23.722 31.225 33.112 35.575
ClUHTlVf flllLUti 0.7500 1.52CC 2.U0C 2.950C 3.53CC 4.3700 4.94CC 5.E4CC
pf«;e 1C u 12 13
JCH/l f'I L '.!E PATE C.2C30 0.15C0 0.3000 C.3030 C.2000 C.ICCC C.ICCC 0.1CCS
FliffC TEST Tie: C.8124 1.C825 0.5417 C.5417 C.S126 1.(252 1.(252 1.(232
fCCtl ESTIK.TE 2.4787 3 . 3 1 S 9 C.4945 C.6131 C.5C51 C.2279 C.3391 C.K.-C
P'UHU fPBCB 4! 1139.34 113.20 (4.82 IC4.37 152.52 227. (E 239. 14 (E.C
»(F(CM<CE CF JCTHl
FMUFE F/TE
St*tll SIC OEVTMICN 19.8375 0.2(24 0.3734 C.3696 C.3243 C.57-0 1.3141 C.15(7
CU>U.JTXbE TEST TIH 39.251 44.2E8 4(.7S6 49.254 53.0C5 (C.4E4 (E.C97 75.77S
ClFLLiTIVC FiUtF-ES 6.3500 7.3EC0 8.3100 8.7000 9.57CC IC.29C0 11.0700 11. 7?CC
l.CC 4.75 f.'C 12.25 U.CC
l.CC «
SPfC IFIEC F4ILUP5 »»re












*CUll fll\.{.»t »«TE C.7CCC 0.3CC3 0.0SOO C.'JOOO C.2000 C.1CC0 0.4CCC c.-"-ip
FIOMC lf!l TtCE 0.2322 0.5417 3.25C4 C.3250 C.E126 1.6252 0.4C63 C.5417
»CCEt ES7IK4T6
EST1KTE EPtce <S
1.0292 0.5Cei 0.0731 £.5402 C.3202 0.2040 C.S040 0.4673
48.46 69.36 46.26 8.05 <C.C9 1C2.99 25. <9 55.77
FESCEMiC-E rf jcniuFMU'E '/It
EifFlE S7C CEVI4TICN 0.5363 0.:<3S 0.0726 C.4624 C.2796 0.2326 0.2755 C.27E6
CUU11UE 7ES7 TIKE
CIPUMIVE FJIILFE?
2.10< 7.CE3 37 101 40.105 47.606 62.576 66.3C4 71.262
1.7700 S^S^O 4.8900 6.3000 7.620C 9.27CC K.9eC0 12.47CC
PH'f 12 15
<CUU FillAFE WE C.2C00 0.15C0 0.3000 C.3000 C.2000 O.KCO O.ICCC 0.1CCC
Fl/KMC 7ES7 TICE 0.3126 1.CE35 C.5417 C.5417 C.E126 1.6252 1.6252 1.625?
»CCEl EE7IHJTE C.35C3 0.2534 0.3880 C.3811 C.2694 0.1692 C.1496 C.14-52
E5TIKT? EFSCF e« 75.16 6E.94 29.34 27.04 34.11 69. 35 49.62 49.22
e{S£E^TiCE CF ACTLJl
FlIUFc «;1E
StPflt S7C CEVUT1C.N 0.3430 0.2258 0.2626 C.2299 C.1952 O.IIW 0.1032 0. 1C29
ClFlllTIVE TES7 Tl>5 7f.78c 8E.725 S3. 707 98.702 1C6.248 121. 2C5 136.257 151.192
ClFUmvE F*!IUSEJ 13.6900 15.5700 16.8500 16.6800 19.920C 21.41C0 23.29C0 24.f7<:c






SF^CtFIEO F4IIURE R4TE •































































/CU/l HIllfE BITE 0.7000 0.3CC0 0.C50C C.5000 C.2CCC C.JCCO O.A^CC .C.VCC
•l**MC TEST TlcE C.2322 0.1*17 3.210* C.32S0 C.8126 1.6252 C.4C63 C.!*U
CCCEL ESTIMATE 0.1(22 0.3412 0.0621 C.4766 C.3*8C C.13S3 0.*53I C.?q(
i'TIHTf. EPRCR AS 8.89 t" .75 2*.2! *.6e 72.96 3E.3S 13.37 3C.59
FEPCEMAOE CF ACTlAl
filn.ee P*TS
S*»flE STC CEWATICN C.*2C9 0.18*: 0.0376 C.3C83 C.317* 0.CE69 C.263* G.?6T7
CLPLliTIVE TEST Ttfc *.272 14.288 7*.C66 E0.C98 9!. 03* 12*. 511 132. ?«« 1*2. 27E
ClUUmE FAILURES 2.9500 5.85C0 9.0000 11.760C K.73CC le.CICC 21.32CC '*.'«<1C
fM!i 11 12 13
KTIU fJIV.t: RITE C.2C0O 0.1JCO 0.3C0Q C.3000 C.230C C.1CC0 C.1CCC 0.1I«
FUMCC TEST TI*E C.3126 I.CF25 C.5*17 C.5*17 C.ei26 1.6252 1.6252 1.4252
fCCEl ESTIMATE 0.2565 0.15*1 0.3250 C.392* C.2753 0.13*6 C.ll*6 0.12*2
11IMTC EfOC» i« 28.23 2?. 40 8.3* 10.80 37.66 24.J5 1*.5E 2*. 2*
PERCSMaCE Cf tZH.i\.
fllUtt F-JTE
SAfrflE STC DttXlTlW 0.1611 0.1C76 0.1E96 C.2558 C.1836 0.C752 C.C5C5 C.ireC
CLPLLATIVE TEST TI*E 157.2*3 177.2*2 187.2*7 157.196 212.19* 2*2.173 272.298 3C2.3C4
















ACTUl F-IIAPE PAT! C.3C0C 0.3CC0 0.3000 C.3CCC C.7CCC 0.7CC0 0.7CCC C.KCC
*l»Mt 7E!7 TI^E 0.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 0.2322 C.212? 0.2332
>CCtl E!7!f(TE 0.4356 0.5467 0.6*98 C.5917 C.E7C0 I. Hit l.«l*3 l.*724
.
E.TIP.TE EPPC <! 123.:: 88. 90 116.60 97.23 2*.2E El. 44 IC2.C* 1 1C .37
fSCCEMJC! Cf »CTUil
fMllFE ?.'E
S.rF.t STC CEVIATICN C.3S2* 0.3011 0.3908 C.*396 0.7138 0.8571 0.8548 0.8539
****** . .*—*—**>***—-—******.*.»——.-— . —-....—-.-———^——,—^—..—»>--——————»——>->—>
ClPU.nvE T5ST Til's 2.JC9 5.C*2 7.507 10.020 11.119 12.158 13.223 14.288
Cl'U.TIVE F.KUSE! C.7100 l.*2C0 2.2100 2.7800 3.3400 *.27C0 *.8l00 3.97CC
Pt-lJE 12 13 15
.CTIU FlllLFE FAT E C.*C0C 0.*CCC 0.*CC0 C.*00C C.C5CC 0.C5CC C.0SC0 0.C5CC
FUMEC TEST TIVE 0.*C63 0.*C43 O.*063 C.*063 -3.250*. 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.2!0*
PCCEl. ES1IMTE 1.0*49 0.9890 0.8992 C.9081 0.27*8 O.J*«7 C.CE3* 0.C715
HllXTE ESFCP .! 141.72 1*7.2* 12*. 81 127.02 **9.S9 1£9.*2 46.77 *2.CE
FEFCENT.CE CF .CTL.l
F/IUF: -ME
-JPFI.E JTC CEVIATICN C.7*0* 0.69E7 0.5733 C.6*3* C.3971 0.2137 0.1*50 0.C465
ClrUATIVE TEST TIPS 14.166 ie.C57 19.9*1 21.80* 34.745 51.970 67.14* 82.335




HE*N FSTIMATn FAIluaE UATg
•
l.tC *.75













C.3C00 O.3C0O 0.3C00 C.3OO0 C.130C C.7CC0





0.*C91 0.3CS C.*S06 C.*797 C.78*5 0.S8C1 O.dTTC 0.9*71





sipfie i1c cswatuh 0.2150 0.2511 0.2e7* c.2759 c.<£51 c.63e5 0.*2£! c.sc6*
ClPUiTIVE TEST TIFE *.927 9.932 1*.S58 19.7*7 21. 90S 2*.C£1 24.213 28.3*1
ClKliTIVE FAILURES 1.5900 3.0*00 4.7300 4.5600 1.«*CC 9.C4C0 IC.51CC 12.*7CC
PVASE K 11 12 13 16
ACTLil FAILURE PAIS C.*COO O.*0CO 0.*000 C.*000 C.CSOO 0.C5C0 0.0500 O.C!CC
Fli»F-EC 1EST TIM 0.*C43 0.*C63 0.*C62 C.*C63 3.25C*' 3.25C* 3.25C* 3.75C*
•CCEl ESTIMATE 0.6137 0.*e38 C.*971 C.5100 C.1312 O.C7*5 0.06C7 0.C595
E«T!»<*E EF«CR t< 53. *2 20.9* 2*.28 27. SC U2.*3 «e.9t 21. *C 19. C3
PERCEMiC-E CF ACTLAl
filtlFE SATE
SmiE STC CE^IATICN 0.*2*1 0.336* 0.3328 C.32*l C.1779 0.1076 O.C658 C.C*57
CLUIATIVE TEST TIKE 32.125 35.950 39.705 *3.*59 73.610 103.736 133.755 162. 9E4
CLFllimE FAILURES 13.67:0 15.C6CC 16.*2C0 17.6700 19.1700 20.8«C0 22.0*C0 23.E2CC
u. C.4C
c.c
• SPfCIPIEO FAILURE BATE
.










iCTvit F*ULPE RATE C.3CCC 0.3CC0 0.3000 C.3OO0 C.1000 C.^CCC C.1CCC C.7CCC
PlA»*fC 1IS1 Tt»£ 0.5*17 0.5417 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 C.2222 C.2322 C.2322
0.4185 0.3*13 0.*095 C.3681 C7206 0.7865 C.7496 0.7*02





Si»flE JTO DEVIATION 0.2S05 0.1S70 0.2«.E6 C.19U C.3467 0.«*24 0.*2t5 C.?SC?
ClPU'TtVE TEST TI'E. .9.996 19.9E6 2*.. 890 29.9C8 *«.20t *6.*i« 52.74* 57.C->9
Cl'lUTm F* IH.« = « 3.0300 5.9C00 9.1ECC 12.0600 I'.JICC 17.99CC 2I.O3C0 »3.<*CC
fK!i 11 12 16
1CTUU F£1LU = ; RATE C.*CCC O.-iCOO 0.4000 C.-C30 C.0500 O.G'CO 0.0'CC C.C5CC
FIAFMC TEST TIME 0.*C62 0.*C63 C.4C43 C.*063 3.25C* 3.25C4 3.25C4 3.2EC4
HCOEl ESTIPCTE 0.5CS7 3.4449 0.*842 C.**27 C.C837 C.C321 0.C52* O.C*82
6 « T 1 Ki T E EFFC* f. 27.42 16.2* 21.05 10.66 67. 2C 4.19 *.{« 3.66
FESCE'TACE CF ACTUAL
FaUlKE FATE
StXflf STC CEVIATICN 0.3713 0.2*30 0.2*03 C.2282 C.0963 O.C221 0.C289 O.C2l<
CLPLLATIVE TEST TI^E 6*. it'. 72.C91 79.5*7 E7.097 1*7.563 208. 226 267.726 327. E23
CIML/TIVE FAILURES 26.9100 29.8600 33.11C0 36.0300 28.50CC *l.5*CQ **.62CC 47.5CCC
l.JC
C.eC




» • SPECIFIES FAILURE RATE
•
•






















































Results of Test MQD2
1. Test M0D2
Test M0D2 used the AMSAA model to estimate the failure
rate of the items tested except as described below. A more
detailed discussion of the modification can be found in
Section V-D.
Use of the AMSAA model was modified as follows
:
a. The point estimate of the failure rate,






'total test time during a phase
was used whenever cumulative test time over all items was
less than 10 hours,
b. The slope of the reliability growth pattern was
estimated using the current point estimate, r
,
and the
previous estimate, r. _
,
of the failure rate as follows:
SLOPE = r - r. ,
p l-l






r i-i i. - 2rVi
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If the slope was increasing, the point estimate, r , was
used as the current estimate of the failure rate. Then,
the AMSAA model was reinitialized, that is, time and failures
prior to an increasing slope were not considered in future
estimates made by the model.
2, The Results
Results for Cases 4 , 6, 15, and 18 are presented here as
representative of the effect the modifications had on the
performance of the model. A detailed description of the






»CTlit F»II.Ltf SA7E C.7C0O 0.3JC0 0.*2SC C.*0SC C.*CCC 0.«CCC C.*CCC O.'COC
FIJMiC TEST TI>E C.2222 0.2955 0.382* C.*013 C.*C63 0.*C63 C.*C62 C.<C63
*CCEl ESIIMiTE 1.326* 1.31E6 0.9675 C.8075 C.6067 0.1*62 0.1767 C.7B*l
EJ1!»M« eFSCP li 89. *9 13?. 1* 127.6* 99.37 Kl.t! £6.36 «*.<E S6.C3
BESCEM/CE Cf iCUU
fiiufe p/tI
S*»>fLf ETC CEVIATICN 0.6978 0.7*15 0.65*5 C.*593 C.*653 0.*83* 0.*<)*1 C.'.'.7.C
ClfUJTXVf TEST TICE 1.C7* 2.*1B *.«C2 6.C*9 7.9*2 9.8*3 11.697 «3.?»6
ClnifT.'vi FJTHS6J C.«*00 1.43C0 2.0:CC 2.8900 3.3500 *.1!CC *.9CC0 J.77CC
FUSE 11
«U«l FMH.dE BATE C.*CCC 0.*CCC 0.*000 C.*000 C.3750 0.2COO C.1CCC CCSCC
FIA»HC TEST TIfE 0.*C62 0.*C«3 C.*C63 C.*063 C.*33* C.3126 1.6232 J.2SC*
KCEL ESTIMTE 0.8182 0.8239 C.792a C.312* £.7898 0.*8*6 0.29C6 C.2"2l
EJTTWE EPPCF t< 10*. 53 105.98 98.21 103.11 11C.62 1*2. 2E 190. «1 *6*.'3
FESCE^iCE CF 4CTL1L
FIIUFF K7E
SWFIE STC CEVIATICN 0.*992 0.*621 0.*572 C.7*S! C.7571 C.42C3 0.3*18 l.C*SC
ClMtATIVE TEST TI»E i;.**2 17.319 19.186 21.0*9 23.C79 26.CCC 3*. 326 *9.2C*












• SPECIFIED FAILURE RATE
J






























































*CTIM FllUti »>1E C.7CC0 O.5«C0 0.4250 C.4050 C.4CC0 C.4CCC C.4CCC C.'CCC
*U*MC 1EJ7 7t»E 0.2322 0.2955 0.3E24 C.4013 C.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63
C.9739 0.7546 0.5631 C.6275 C.5517









5/Kfie JTC CEVUTICN 0.6C85 0.5476 0.3305 C.6033 C.2743 0.3771 C.3637 0.3C44
ClrU/TIW TEST 7Ifc 2.136 4.EE7 .'.462 12.133 15.883 IS. 613 23.41C 27.199
Cl»U«TIV{ HILLS?! 1.540C 2.8*00 4.11CC 5.7400 7.16CC 8.41CC 1C.10C0 11.410C
11 12
ICIlll filial 3*T£ 0.4C00 0.4CC0 0.4000 C.400C C.375C 0.20C0 c.iccc i.r«:c
fUMEC TEST TU£ 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4Q63 C.4334 . 0.8126 1.6252 3.25C4
0.574C 0.6525 0.5374 C.5670 C.5484 0.2601 C.1S6C C.CE84
43.51 63.11 34.35 41.75 46.23 ' EC.C4 95.98 76.71EMlHTf fRBCP t*
*ESCEM*Cc Cf 4CTIU
niiuf tin
UKli STC CEVUTICN C.3474 1.6996 0.3229 C.3362 C.3533 0.2ES1 0.1523 O.C582
CIMUTIV! TEST TUE 30.9*3 34.723 38.459 42.187 46.176 53.627 6E.565 58.3C1
Cl'U'TIVE F*:luSES 12.970C 14.45C0 16.0100 17.220C 18.62CC 2C.5CCC 22.1900 23.9300
~ C.4C
c.;c







SPECt-HEO PAILURE JUTE J






















































ACUU F1UI.PE MTI C.7C00 O.ISCC 0.*2S0 C.*05C C.4CCC C.4CC0 C*CCC C*CCC
»l**MC TEST TUt 0.232? 0.2955 0.382* C4013 C.4G63 0.4C43 C.4C42 *3.*C4?
PCCEl ES1IHTE 0.7574 0.613* 0.5010 0.4458 C.«752 C.4S07 C.44*£ C.47C3
l!Tl>m EPPCP <S 8.23 11.53 17.88 10.07 IS. 81 12.47 11. IS 17. It
P£PC:H«E Cf KTLU
SiPHE STC CIVIATICN C418C 0.3492 C.2728 C.2616 C.2128 0.2457 C.214* 0.2141
CIPUMIVE 7E!T Tl»S 4.213 9.798 16.874 24.303 31.798 39.227 44.759 54.iee
COUpTIvE FaUUP.ES 2.95CC 5.84C0 8.3700 11.7100 14.710C 17.41C3 2C.830C 23.550C
12
ACTLll FAILLES SATE C.4C00 0.*CC0 0.4000 0.4000 C.375C C.2CC0 C.1CC0 C.C5CC
Ft^MC TEST TI*E C.4C63 0.4C43 0.4C63 C.4063 C.4334 0.8126 1.6252 2.25C4
PCCEL BSIIfJTg 0.44*4 0.47C9 0.4536 C.4404 C.4203 0.2571 C.1*C2 C.C494
FJTIKiTE EP = CP AS 11.11 17.72 13. 4C 10. 1C 12. C7 2E.53 4C.3C 39.'2
PEPCEMAf-E CF ACTLH
FPULFc SITE
«;»fLE STC CEVIaTICk C.2C09 0.2397 0.2362 C.2134 C.2216 O.J554 C.CS43 C.C202
CIPU/TUE TEST TICE 61.676 69.122 76.672 £4.172 92.154 107.194 127. 2?C 197.43?
cimmv! Fmu&ES 27.0*00 30.2200 32.3900 24.170c 39.C600 <2.c*cc 44.eccc *7.ecoc
» • SPECIFIED FAILURE RATE .
• •»C * _ HCAU CCTTUATCrt ClIHIDE O.TC l.CC
. • MEAN ESTIMATEO FAILURE RA^S






ACTIU F/llHI BAT' C.7C00 0.7CC0 0.7000 C.7CO0 C.7000 o.*ooo c.«.nrc r.«ccc





1.3*21 I.C711 C.S157 C.7404
SI. 72 Ui.77 128.93 9C.IC
»CCU SJTtKTE
IJTlHTf. EP'CK £!
fescEfr«cf cf «CTL«ifMUFE FME
StPflE STC CEVUTICN 0.643* 0.8448 0.7531 C.7801 C.6943 0.7167 0.6186 0.4E99
Cl»UliTIV€ 7IS7 TIPS 1.C61 2.128 3.209 4.305 5.374 7.210 9.C75 lC.««e
Cl»ll/T|VE FAIUPE! C.7400 1.41C0 2.1100 2.8400 2.470C 4.42C0 4.9600 5.ESCC
*>/:( 11 12 13 1*
1CUU FniLFE PAT! C.4C00 0.4CCC 0.1COO C.100C C.1CCC 0.1CCO C.1CCC C.1CCC
*l*FMC 1EJT TIPE 0.4063 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 l.<252
0.7254 0.7C96 0.3340 0.2607 C.2375 0.2262 C.25C7 C.2?69





ilK\.C S7C CF.VIATICK 0.5135 0.5292 0.4373 C.2927 {.2092 0.1717 0.31C9 0.1637
CkHU'TttE. TEST 1l*Z 12. £56 14.742 22.241 29.722 37.201 44.676 52.C44 59.522
Cmtmvf FAIlU^ES 6.6CC0 7.O2C0 7.8500 £.8300 9.63C0 IC.19CC !C.e9C3 U.910C
l.CC
• SPEC1FIE0 FAILURE RAT*












»H5f 12 3 4J41I
ICU/l FaUCFE PATE 0.7C00 0.7CC0 C.7C00 C.JOOC C.7CCC 0.«OCC C.4CCC 0.*CCC
PlAfcOEC 7E57 TI»E 0.2222 0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 C.2322 0.*C43 0.*C42 C.*C42
PCCEl SS7I"ATE 0.9152 0.9703 0.8*0* C.9337 C.e568 0.3*48 0.5277 C.«5*<
•Jl'UTE 6P5CS t< 31.2; 38.62 20. C5 23. 3£ 22. *C 24.71 21. S3 12.55
Fl'CEMACE Cf ACTUl
(llllf! FME
S»FFU S7C C£%UTICI\ 0.5C79 0.3522 0.*C66 C.4S41 C.4544 0.4*41 0.402* C.J732
Cl»ll*"Hlf TEST TIPS 2.158 4.277 4.441 £.553 1C.725 14.455 IE. 267 2».C9-»
CmiMIVE FATURES 1.3500 2.9500 4.31CC J. 9200 7 .060C 8.44CO S.58CC 11.17CC
IC 11 12 13 t:
ICH.it FilllRE KATE
FIAFPEC IE JT TIPE
c.*ccc o.*cqo o.iooo c.iooo c.iooo o.icoo o.iccc e.ieee
0.*C62 0.4C43 1.6252 1.6232 1.6232 1.(252 1.6252 1.4252
PCOEl ES7IXJU O.S'24 0.5131 0.211* C.1731 C.1586 0.2E52 C.1665 0.17*6
E5T!»M£ EFFCF i! 38.10 2e.27 111.36 73.07 5E.4C IE*. 22 44. *E 74.65
PERCEl^CE C* ACTUAL
Strut STC CEUATKN 0.33*5 0.2549 0.2015 C.1854 0.1254 I.C424 C.105C 0.1505
ClUtllME 1EE1 TI»E 25. £21 29.545" 44.552 39.418 14.438 85.220 10*. 331 115.304


















C.7C0C 0.7CC0 0.7000 C.700C C.7000 0.4CC0 C.4CCC c.-.rcc
0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 C.2322 C.2322 C.4C63 0.4C63 C.4Co3
CCCEt. ESi:"*T£ 0.7251 0.8171 0.7*19 C.792C C.7287 0.4545 0.4458 0.4S41
ES1IHTE E?«Cf /$ 3.58 16.72 8.8* 13.1V 4.1C 13. 64 1J.*< '*.!?
FSACE**iCE CF ACUAl
F/IUfE '/Tc
Jiff1 1 STC CEUATICN 0..C87 0.4C78 0.4044 C.3825 C.4318 0.2423 C.l8e2 6.2*11
ClHllTUE 76ST TIH 4.294 8.561 i.2.842 17.130 21.419 2E.9C5 34.41C 43.E3I




1C 11 12 13 1* 15 If
C.4CCC 0.4CC0 0.1000 C.1000 C.1300 0.1000 C.10CC C.1C1C
0.4C63 0.4C63 1.62*2 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
C.132C 0.12E5 0.11*2
21. 9E 3E.52 38. IS
O.'-QS
3C.E7
"CCEl tSflPtti 0.4C30 0.4399 0.1645 C.1306
EJTIKTE EFPCO /« 0.74 9.5E 64.48 30.57
«ESCE»T«C! Cf 4CTl.il
HIUfE fME
Strut STC CEVUTICN C.2055 0.2249 0.1760 C.0585 C.C487 0.1138 0.1131 O.C685
Cl»U*7t*E 7S2T TIfe 51.373 58. £56 88.818 118.487 14E.459 17S.S19 2CE.549 238-*37
CIH.I/TIVE FAILURES 27.0300 30.0600 33.17CC 36.4600 29.43CC 41 .97C0 45.26C0 48.22CC
l.CC *.'>'. S.'C 12.25
SPECIFIEO FAILURE RATE















KUM FMLLPE RA1E C.7C00 O.3CC0 0.0500 C.5000 C.2CCC C.1CCC 0.*CCC C.l'.ZC
HAAMC TETT TI*£ 0.2222 0.5*17 3.2SC* C.325C C.8126 1.6252 C.*C63 0.5*17
CCU Eill^ATF. 1.5230 0.S6S8 C.*C«8 C.7188 C.5982 0.2*7* C.615* C.6282
E!1I»«Tt EBPCB *< 117. J7 223.26 711.51 *3.77 1«.1C 2<i.<C 53. E* 15*. 7:
FERCEMiCE Cf *CU/l
FillLFE SiTE
J»KU ETC CEWJTJC* 1.0M3 C.8202 0.8308 0.6278 C.5C*3 0.-731 0.5CE1 C.*7?5
Cim/TIVE TEST TI*6 1.07* 3.!73 18.*81 1<5.990 23.722 31.225 33.112 35.575
c«.»iu"»:.e fm\.Rt$ o.7scc l.*£CO 2.1600 2.4300 3. 5100 *.22CO *.«cc 5.76CC
tn'.l 12 13 15
ACTLAl fULLSc BATE C.2C00 0.15C0 C.3C00 C.3000 C.2QCC C.1CCQ C.IOCC 0. 1CCC
*l*»MC 16S7 tl>i 0.3126 1.CI35 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.E126. l.<<52 1.6752 l.<<5<
•CCEL EMIUTE 2.5016 0.32C1 C.*S8C C.616* C.*9S2 0.3215 C.3*C5 C.17e2
I'llKU Ei=BC« i? 1150. 8C 113. 2S 66.01 105. *6 1*S.SS '<;].«* 2«C.!3 7E.3*
PERCEFUCf CF ACTLUfUUH i"i
S/PflE ETC CE\UTICI* 15.8257 0.25S8 0.37*0 C.3707 C.3226 0.5710 l.313e C.1617
Cl*llJTIVC TSET T !»•= 3S.351 **.2S8 *6.7S6 AS.25* 52.005 6C.*8* 68.CS7 75.72S
CIMIMIVE fiiuaf! 6.3500 7.36CC 8.3100 £.7000 f.570C 10.36CC U.07CC 11.72CC
i.;c
i.ec *.75 a.!C 12.2! 16.CC
•
• • SPKIFtEO FAILURE RATE" I










4 4 4 •
l.CC 4.75 8.:c 12.25 16. CO






ICU/l Mini' PATE C.7CC0 O.3CC0 0.0500 C.5000 C.200C 0.1C-C0 0.*CCC C.3CCC
FtmfC TEST TIM 0.2222 0.5*17 3.25C* C.325C C.E124 1.62:2 C.*C43 0.1*17
*»CCEl SiMPM! 1.C29Z 0.5182 0.0987 C.5584 C.3268 0.1922 0.*S22 C.*4C2
E5TIMM EPPCS> /« *8.*4 72.7* 97.43 11. 69 43. *1 92.2* 22. C* 52. *3
FIiufi mi
Slffll SIC CE.UTICN O.S38e 0.34*3 0.15?? C.*639 C.2906 0.1759 0.3322 C.249*
Cl>U/ T IVi TEST !I>£ 2.10* 7.C63 JT.lOl *0.105 *7.6C4 42.57* 64.204 71.242
Cll-ll/mt FiILC»ES 1.77C0 3.2*C0 4.8S0C 4.3000 7.8200 S.27CO 1C.SECC 12.4TCC
(nil IC
KTKl MHUFE »ME C.2000 0.15CC C.3C00 C.3000 C.2000 C.ICCO 0.1C00 O.KCC
HW!t TEJ1 !!£ C.8124 1.CS5J 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.EI24 1.4252 1.4252 1.4252
FCCEl E5TTHTE C.3500 0.2513 0.38S9 C.38** C.276? C.17C8 0.'7C0 O.K'9
SSTTxm Jf = CS :'. 7S.0C 67.51 28.4* 28.13 11.43 7C.«* 70.01 42.9*(ESCEMKE OP KTCH(HUM PHI
itfflf ETC Cf.UT-.CN 0.3297 0.2329 0.24** C.2298 C.2123 0.1212 0.1769 C.12*2
CIPU'TIVE TEST Tt>E 78.788 8e.725 93.707 S8.702 1C4.2«6 121. 2C5 134.257 1*1.192
ClfUMIV! filiLPES 13.6900 15.57C0 16.8500 1E.630C 19.9200 21.*IC0 23.2900 2*.24CC
• S?!C DIC fiUUPE SITE









«CUii emufc ppte o.7cco o.;cco o.o'.oo c.sooo c.2oac c.iccc o.4cro c.-ccc
FIOMC TEST TIM 0.2222 0.5417 3.2504 C.325C C.8126 X.tili C.4C43 C.5«n
rCCfl £ f 1 I f 4 T£ 0.7422 0.4393 0.0415 C.*776 C.334S 0-1264 0.4543 C.3<22
fninl! EFPCR I! 8. as 46.43 22.92 4. 43 EE.45 It.** I2.it 3C.72
fe*cem*ce cp ;ctl<ufiKU! Bill
SIPFIE 3TC CEVWTICN G.42C9 0.3183 0.0390 C.3073 C.21C3 C.CMI 0.2414 C.2672
CtfUITm TfST TI»E
ClKlHHf FHILPES
4.272 14.288 74.066 £0.098 95.034 124. til 122.244 142. 27E
2.95C0 S.81C0 9.0C00 11.7600 14.13CC 28.05CO 21.32CC 24.45CC
fh:e K a 12 13
i(tl«l FilU'E KATE C.2C00 0.1500 0.3000 C.3000 C.200C C.ICCC 0.1000 O.IC'C
(IIMEC 1657 TT»F. 0.8124 1.CE25 0.5417 C.5417 C.E124 l.*2!2 1.625? l.f*.-
»CCfl ET1IH1E 0.2575 0.1935 C.325C C.3983 C.2812 C.I4C3 G.22<? C.l'lt
«M!"ME SPPCP 13 24. 95 32.23 12.99 32.77 4C.60 40.24 22. IE 37.*?
PESCEM4CE CF 1CT141
ffiU'i a/lf
«l»flE !tt CIW4TICN 0.1616 0.1C60 0.1968 C.2533 C.1828 0.CI44 0.0535 C.1243
Cl»U/TIVE TE5T TI»! 157.243 177.242 187.247 157.196 212.194 242.173 272.298 3'2.;C«
(IHl/mS filll?i'. 27.4SCC 30.43C0 33.4100 26.6600 29.61C0 42.64C0 45.49CC 47.57CC
C.IC
C.'C
» • SPEC IF IEC fllL'JUc F4TE
.







fMM 12 3*54 7 »
ICTlll filllRE RATE C.300C O.3C0O 0.3C00 C.3000 C.10CC C.1CCC 0.70C0 0.7CCC
HOf.EC TC!T TIM 0.5*17 0.3*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 C.2322 C.2322 0.<:-?2
"CCEl EJUrAlE 0.6854 0.5159 C.6*7J C.6*09 C.932C 1.2916 l.*l*2 1.5C**
.
651 If/ft E»»C8 i< 128.55 91.94 113.55 113.6* 33.1* E«.!2 IC2.C2 11*. 91
RERCEM»CE Cf ACTIU
FIILIM a/16
«/>HE ETC CESIJTICN C.3E2* 0.3C68 0.391* C.39*l C.65*9 C.82C4 0.8361 C.E529
Cl'U«TlVE TE5T TI^E 2.5C9 5.C*2 7.507 10.020 11.119 12.158 13.223 U.28E
ClHlllH! FmL»E« 0.71C0 1.33C0 2.1800 2.7800 3.34CC 4.27C0 *.94CC 5.S7CC
Ml* 11 12 13
KUU FAILURE RATS C.*CCC 0.*CC0 0.*C0C C.*CQ0 C.C500 O.CICC C.05C0 0.C50C
flifMt USt Tift C.*C43 0.*C63 0.4C63 C.*063 3.25C* 3.25C* 2.2SC* 3.250*
l.0e*3 0.9EC0 0.895* C.9058 C.2*07 C. 12E1 0.C863 C.C911
171. Ct 1*5. CI 123.85 126. *6 -El. 37 156.22 72.53 82.17
KCEl ESTIMATE
f IT I* iTE ERRCR «5
percentage cf icti;l
nturt tin
i'PHf |1C CEUATICN C.SeOS 0.691* 0.4219 C.6619 C.3437 0.2*58 0.12E8 0.C75C
Clm/TIX TEST T!»E 16.166 18.C57 19.9*1 21.60* 26.765 51. SIC 67.14* 82.335




• 5REC If IE3 * AIIURE RATE
. • MEAN E«T|»ATf0 FUU'E °*te
*.15









C.3C0C 0.3CC0 0.3000 0.3000 C.7C00 0.7CC0 C.1CCC C.7C5C
0.5417 0.J417 C.5417 C.5417 C.2322 0.2222 C.23;2 C.2222
0.4C91 0.3<41 0.4504 C.4S95 C.7903 0.88C2 0.877C C.<;473
36.38 31.37 50.13 63.18 12. SC 25.74 il.IS 35.33
KCEL E!1t*JTf
«!TU*TE E'FCF <5
PtaCEN'tCE Of ACUJlmim em
IJMlE 5TC CHVIATICf 0.2150 0.2343 C.2807 C.2789 C.4813 0.E2E4 C.52E5 <?.!Ci4
CUUIlHf TEST TIKE 4.?27 9.932 14.858 19.747 21.9CS 24.C61 2«.2I3 20.341
Cl>U/TI\E FJILLRE! 1.39C0 2.9700 4.7300 6.5600 1.S700 9.C6CC 1C.51C0 12.*7CC
FI-J'E 1C U
JCTLJl FMLLRE RATE C.4CCC 0.4CCC C.4C00 C.4000 C.C500 0.C5CO O.C'CC C.CSCC
FliUMC ^t$^ UK 0.4C63 0.4C63 O.-Ct: C.4C63 2.25C4 3.25C4 ».»JC« 3.-*C
tCEL E51IMTE 0.6132 0.47ET 0.4953 C.5173 C.1325 0.C797 0.C7CC 0.C9?'
t'TIK'E EP»C» /! 53.31 19.67 23.82 29.33 164. 52 • IS. 48 «C. 1C <«.2f
FEPCEMiCE CF ACTUAL
FilllFE fJl?
S/PFIE STC CEV1ATICN 0.4347 0.3389 0.3316 C.3239 CUSS 0.1C69 0.C671 0.2C64
CU>U/TIIE TSST Tiff 32.125 35.SSC 39.705 43.459 73.610 103.736 122. 7!S 163. SEt















*Clt /l MIlUH DATE C.3CCC 0.3CC0 0.3000 C.300C C.7CCC B.1CCC 0.7CCO C.T'.'iZ
HA»»EC 1EST TIKE 0.5417 0.5417 0.5417 C.5417 C.2322 C.2322 C.2322 C.2-22
fCCtl ESTIMATE 0.3215 0.3610 0.4C89 C.3709 C.7200 0.7ESC 0.7!2t 0. ;*<;<;
E«T!»MF E"CR t* T.16 2C.34 36. 29 23.62 2.86 12.72 T.'l 7.13
*ESm T i«{ Cf ACU'l
FilUFE P«TE
S»*FU STC CSVIATICN 0.1815 0.31*2 C.3177 C.2027 C.351C 0.4414 0.4237 C.3Sa<:
Cl»U*Tlvf TEST TI>J 9.996 19.9E6 29.890 39.908 44.206 4E.475 52.7** 57.C39
CUUMUi FAILURES 3.O30C S.9CCC 9.180C 12.0600 l*.81Ce 17.9SC0 21.C3CC 23.S5CC
Fn!fc 1C 11 12 14
ACUil FJILU'E DATE C.4C0C 0.4C00 0.4000 C.4000 C.C5C0 C.C5CC C.C5CC C.C'CO
flAM>EC TEST TIhE 0.4C61 0.4CE3 0.4C63 C.4C63 2.25C4 3.25C4 2.25C4 3.2'C*
C.5C77 0.4640 0.4e44 C.4414 C.0807 0.C547 0.0611 0.C61?





S/OFIE STC CEVIATICN 3.3717 0.2447 0.2372 C.2281 C.C873 0.C29C 0.0266 C.C75C
Cimm>! TEST Tlk! 6*.569 72.C91 79.547 I7.C97 147.563 20E.236 267.736 327. E'3
CIKKTIVE F4IUPES 26.9100 29.86C0 33.11CC -6.0300 3E.E7CC 41.54CC 44.62C0 47.5CCC
St£CI«'fC fAUUSE »»TE
X'.th ESTIHTEO F1ILL4E HATE
4 4






Results of Test M0D3
1. Test M0D3
Test M0D3 used the AMSAA model to estimate the failure
rate of the items tested except as described below. A more
detailed discussion of the modification can be found in
Section V-D,
Use of the AMSAA model was modified as follows:
a. The point estimate of the failure rate,
number of failures during a phase
r =
,
v total test time during a phase
was used whenever cumulative test time over all items was
less than 10 hours.
b. The slope of the reliability growth pattern was
estimated using the current point estimate, r
, and the two
/\ •.
previous estimates of the failure rate, r. , and r. _. Thee
' l-l 1-2
slope estimated was in two parts.
r.
.,
- r. „ and r - r.1-1 1-2 p i-l
The estimate of the slope was considered increasing if both





^i.i - *ua 2- > 07
and
r - r. , > .07
p l-l
If the slope was increasing, the point estimate, r , was
used as the current estimate of the failure rate. Then,
the AMSAA model was reinitialized, that is, time and failures
prior to an increasing slope were not considered in future
estimates made by the model.
2. The Results
Results for Cases 4, 6, 15, and 18 are presented here as
representative of the effect the modifications had on the
performance of the model. A detailed description of the








0.7QOO 0.55CO 0.4250 0.4050 C.4CCC C.4CCC C.4CC0 C.'CCC
0.2322 0.2555 3.3S2* C.*013 C.4063 0.4C63 0.406} C.4C63
1.3264 1.2SC0 0.9888 0.8127 C.8C44 0.6C62 0.4842 C.47e«
89.49 134.54 132. 45 ICC. 68 1C1.05 51.55 21. C* 15.62
tfSC£M«C£ Cf JCTU*U
J*»U! STC CEVUTICO 0.6578 0.7356 0.6517 C.4S75 C.4637 0.52'E Q.316C 0.»567
Cirumvf TUT TIM 1.C74 2.413 4.2C2 6.C49 7.942 5.E42 11.657 I3.;eC
Cl'UMIVE FAILURES C.6400 1. 5100 2.0700 2.51QC 3.5500 4.27CC 5.C7CC 5.7?CC
"J'l 1C 11 12 13
1CUM FJIIUFE »»7£ C.4000 0.4CC0 0.4C03 C.4000 C.3750 C.20CO C.ICCO 0.C5CC
t\.**htZ TEST Tin C.4C63 C.4C63 0.4C63 C.4C63 C.4334 0.8126 1.6252 3.25C4
KCCEl ESTIK4TE 0.5C34 0.5153 0.5353 C.5432 0.4831 0.3456 C.2457 C.1275
E'lIHTf EFSC» *! 25.85 28.83 33.81 35.79 26.82 12. JJ 145.66 15*. 57
PE&CtMiCE Cf JCTHl
F/IUFE S/TE
SOFtF. JTC CEvIlTICN 0.3C57 0.3314 0.33*3 C.3906 C.32C5 0.2252 0.2752 C.CE14
ClFUiTIVE TEST Tin 15.442 1,7.319 19.186 21.049 22.075 26.E6C 34.326 45.2C4




l.ec 4.75 a-!C 12.25 IA,CC
•
• SPECIFIED FAILURE «4T =



















































1-CC 4.15 8.SC 12.25 U*C3
1.20
c.c








c.7cco o.;;co 0.425a c.*oso c.*ooc a.4cco c.scee o.*ccc
0.2322 0.2S5S C.3E24 £.4013 C.4C63 0.4C43 0.-C43 0.4C6?
•CCEl 6niH/T J C.9739 0.77*1 0.5674 C.5432 C.4428 0.4551 0.43<1 C.«'1<
EM1HTE «H=CI> /« 39.13 41.11 33.50 34.13 10.71 13.77 9.17 !.4C
fffCEM/CE CF 1CTUH
milt* (HE
!•»«,* STC CEVU1IO C.6CS5 0.5434 0.3315 C.5243 C.2595 0.2S14 C.2879 C.;2C9
£IKKIH£ TEST t ( , £ 2. 136 4.EE7 8.462 12.133 11.832 If. 633 23.41C 27.199
cimmvE fmua = ! 1.540c 2.9400 4.noc ;.860o 7.310a s.64cc lc.iooa u.3«oc
<u!(
ACUU Filll.eE SATE C.4000 0.4CCC C.4CO0 C.400C C.375C 0.2CCC C.1CCC C.C'Cf
FlAOMC 7EJ7 7I»E 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4C63 0.<334 C.E1Z* l.*2:i ?.;5C4
»CCH tH'.'i'E 0.4S5S 0.4394 0.4195 0.4398 C.4269 0.2*21 C.227t C.126!
(!HHTi EFFCF H 21.47 «.E6 4.87 9.94 13. 43 71. Co 117.63 l!i.«
*««E>7lCE CF «CTIU
ftlllft HM
SIKlt STC CEVIATie* 0.3«73 0.2«38 C.22S0 C.2441 C.1972 0.1*64 C.CS38 C.C404
ClUirmE 165.7 7I»E 3C.S43 34.123 38.459 42.187 4E.178 53.627 tt.'.ii 9S.3C1
Cl'UiTIV! FmURES 13.0700 14.3100 16.0100 17.5700 19.16CC 2C.ECCC 22.34C0 23.9310
l.iC
12.2* 7«.CC
• SPECIFUO FAILURE RATE









HUH f*ll>.PE »AU C./COC 0.5!00 0.4250 C.4050 C.0QC o.*cco c.*cnn u.*ccr
Ui>M*. TEST TIK 0.2322 0.25*5 0.382* C.4013 {.4C43 0.4C43 C.*C«3 6.«Ct»
0.7576 0.6:89 0.-737 C.4292 C.*348 0.*?S* 0.412] C.'VC




SMFIC SIC CEVIATK* 0.4180 0.3*48 0.2469 C.207T £.2363 0.2C92 0.1542 C1784
CU*UJTIVC TEST TI'E 4.213 9.798 It. 874 24.303 31.798 39.227 44.799 «4.iee
U'UHUi FtUlFE' 2.9*00 J..E4CC 8.S100 11.7100 14.71C0 17.74CC 2C.E3CC 24.C3CC
16
•CTLU miU e E P-ATf C.4CCC 0.4CC0 0.4CCC C.4000 C.375C 0.2CCC C.IOCO 0.C50C
r-l**»£C TEST TICE C.4C43 0.4C43 0.*C63 C.4063 C.4334 C.(U< 1.4252 3.25C4
»CC£l ESTtUTE 0.4C96 0.41(7 0.3936 C.3958 0.3913 C.31C6 C.2133 C.K4E
2.39 4.17 1.59 1.04 4.24 55-31 112.29 153.(3E'1!>.'TE EP3CS ti
F'SCEMiCF. Cf ACTULMlUIf "ME
!«»U6 STC CEVUTICN 0.143: 3.14CC 0.1282 C.113T C.U94 0.C959 C.C647 C.C4C4
CtPtL'TIVE TEST T!»« 61.474 69.123 76.472 E4.172 92.154 1C7.194 137. 32C 197.432
ClHinni FJILiaES 27.04C0 30.22CC 33.230C 24.1700 25.C6CC 42.C6CC 44.8CCC 47.ECCC
C.(C









*CUU ftJH.it BATE C.7C00 0.7CC0 0.7030 C.7000 C.700C 0.<CCC C.*CCC C.4CGC
FUMtC 1EJ7 TI*E 0.2222 0.2222 0.2322 C.2322 C.2222 C.*Ct2 C.*C£3 C.4C63
»CCEL SI7IX17E 1.3652 l.**l* 1.3728 1.42*8 1.3555 1.0810 0.9C29 1.«73l
E«1I»M! E"CF /< 95.03 103. «1 96.11 103.5* <2.6* 17C.2* 12J.72 *2.27
FESC£*7«Cf cf acu*iUllUi 'III
S;»HE SIC CEV14TICN 0.6*3* 0.8239 0.7*10 C.7812 C.£901 0.716* 0.62!« C.21£?
ClUWIVE TEST TIH 1.C61 2.128 3.209 4.3C5 2.374 7.210 <.C75 IC.Ste
Cl'Udivf FIILIFES 0.7*00 1.49C0 2.220C 2.8*00 3.22CC *.43C0 S.29CC t.C'.CC
PH'E U 1«
ICUU F(!LL»E BATE C.4CCC 0.*CC0 0.1000 C.1000 C.1000 0.1000 C.ICCC C.IC10
FlitMC TEST TIf E 0.*C63 0.4C£3 1.6252 1.6252 1.(252 ' 1.8252 l.«2*2 1.4252
C.5C98 0.4751 0.2701 C.*62* C.1733 0.1*58 C.13*3 0.1231





S*>FtE STC CEVIATK1 0.2718 0.2**6 0.187* 2.5930 C.1390 0.1C91 C.C791 C.C!* 1!
ClKMTtVJ 7E5T TI>E 12. £56 1*.7*2 22.2*1 29.722 37.201 **.«7t J2.C44 59. 523
Cl'lUTIVE F<UU = £! 6.6eOO T.3EC0 7.9800 8.9000 9.7CCC 10.4CC0 11.30CC 12.1KC



























































<CH<1 Mill*! HATE 0.7C0C 0.7CCC C.7CC0 C.7300 C.700C 0.4CCC C.4CCC C*^CC
»imEC 1E51 TI>E 0.2322 0.2222 0.2222 C.23Z2 0.2222 C.4CE2 C.4C63 C.4C6'
PCCSl ESTIKTE C.9192 0.9590 0.8363 C.9337 C.E2E6 0.6C61 0.507E 0.44P3
.ESTIHT? EPSCP i< 31.32 37. CO 19.48 33.38 ie.37 51.S3 26.95 12. C£iFFCEMiC? CF iCTKL
FilUFE f<T£
«<*FIE STC CEVUTIC* C.5C7S 0.5922 0.4C67 C.4S41 C.4394 0.2891 C.3397 C.2194
Cl»U<"MVE TEST TI»g 2.158 4.277 6.4*1 8.553 1C.729 14.499 1E.2E7 22.C93
Cim'TIME F.-ILUatS 1.39CC 3.C1C0 4.32CO 5.920C 7.1800 8.66CC 9.98C0 11.250C
11 12 12 M
<CTl.il FilUFE H<TE C.40CG 0.4CC0 C.1CCC C.1000 C.1CCC C.1CCC C.1CC0 C.1CCC
FimEC TEST Tire C.4C63 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252
CCCEI ESIIOi^E 0.4693 0,4462 0.2259 C1702 C.1426 0.1266 0.1167 C.llCT
(STIP/TE EFFCP << 17.32 11.54 125. 95 70.15 42.63 2t.S2 16.68 IC.7C
PEPCEMiCE CF <CTI.it.fUUfi file
«^>FLE STC CEVKTICN 0.2712 0.2156 0.0906 C.0626 C.C517 0.C45E C.C257 O.C3*9
ClPll/TIVt ""EST TI»? 25.831 29.565 44.552 51.418 7«.43E ti. 220 10*.?31 119. 3C6
ClF-lUTItE FJtlLRES 12.75C0 14.1900 15.760C 1T.450C 19.C200 2C.5ECO 22.1SCC '3.740C
C.2C




















































JCTl.lt F«Ul-"»E HATE C.7CCC O.7CC0 C.7000 C.70QC C.KOC 0.4CCC C.4CCC r.i'.M
«U»»EC TES7 Tin C.2322 0.2222 0.2222 C.2322 C.2322 C.4C43 0.*C(3 C.4C63
»CCEL EMIciTE 0.7251 0. £111 0.7828 C.7842 C.llSj 0.524C O.Ul! C.4'34
E!1!KT[ EFsrs iS 3.5E 15. e6 11.83 12.02 2.82 31. 4S 15. 3S 12.4C
FESCEK*«Cf Cf 4C7i.ll
FllUFE <s<TE
!om SIC CSVIATICN 0.-.CE7 0.41C1 C.34S9 C.3558 C.3222 C.2321 0.1E17 C.14C4
CIPU/'IVE TEST Tt>£ 4.2?* 8.361 12.642 17.13C 21.41S 2£.<C5 34.410 43.831
CUU/1HE F*!IUS£! 2.7700 6.C5CC 9.2C0O 12.3000 1J.21CC I7.65CC 21.C2CC 24.3CCC
FUSE 10 11 12 13 1* I! 14
KTKl filuJf »»U C.oCCC 0.4CC0 0.1C00 C.100C C.100C 0.1CCC C.1CCC C.JCSC
*U>MC TEST TIKE C.4C42 0.4C&3 1.6252 1.6252 1.4252 1.4252 1.42*2 1.4252
0.4173 0.4176 0.2115 C.1607 C.1338 C .1 161 0.1081 0. KOS





SJPFlE ETC CEVIJTICN 0.1407 0.1424 0.0141 C.0457 C.C33? C.C273 0.0225 C.C2C4
CinUlUf TJ.ST TIFE SI. 373 58.656 Se.818 11E.4S7 148. 4S« 17E.«1«J 2CE.'4? 23e.«?7




i.cc 4.7J ».!C 12.2! l«. CC
• SPKtMEO FAILURE S»TE
. • HE4N ESTIMATES FAILURE R»T E
•
« 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 .
4 4 4 4 4 4 4









ACUU FnilFE PATE C.7C00 0.3CCC C.0500 C.50CC C.2CCC 0.1CCC C.*CCC C.3CCC
HJMEC TEST TIH 0.2322 0.5*17 3.2*0* C.3'50 C.8I24 1.4252 C.*C42 C'*n
PCCEl 6JTIPAT6 1.523C 0.9539 0.107* C.*027 C.29*2 0.117* 0.192* C.2419
£«7I»i*E EFPCF A« U7.57 217.97 11*. 79 19. *7 *7.1C 57. *C 51.89 12. 7C
ttfCiUlCl CF ACTUl
F/IUfE WTE
S.PFll JTC CEvUTICN I.CC93 0.8239 0.1107 C.7*C* C.38*2 0.172! C.196H 3.2**0
CIPUATIW T65T Tt>| 1.C7* 3.573 18.*81 19.990 22.722 31.223 32.112 35.57!
C^PCLiTIVE FAILURES C.750C l.!2C0 2.2500 2.950C 2.720C *.*SCC 5.07C0 5.93CT
»n<! 10 11 12 12 15 It
•CUM /AIllFE PATE C.200O 0.1IC0 0.3000 C.3000 C.2CCC C.1CC0 0.1CCC C.KCC
Fli'MC TEST TIM C.8126 I.CC2! 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.8126 1.4252 1.4252 1.4252
KCCEL ESTt>«'E 0.2333 0.1928 0.2*56 C.2727 £.2*09 0.183* 0.1518 C. 1 31*
S!TI»M6 EFFCP AS 16.43 28.51 18.13 9.09 2C.*7 £2.«C 51.79 3' .*3
PEACEMJCE tt JCIUl
FAIH.SE FATE
SAP'lE STC CEVIATICK 0.226* 0.1416 0.2581 C.276C (.2*55 0.1299 C.C997 0.CE1!
Cl'UITtVE T«JT TI>5 39.351 **.283 *4.7£6 *9.25* 52.005 6C.*f* 4I.C9T 75.729
CinU'HE FAULK'S 6.5100 7.22C0 8.3100 S.1C0C 9.8100 1C.71CC 11.35CC 1? .990C
i.;c
C.IC
• SPECIFIEO FAILURE RATS
. • MEAN FSTIMATEO FAU.URE RA»E
* •
l.CC *.15








iCTL/l FJILLUE RATE C.7C00 0.3COO 0.0900 C.S00C C.20Q0 0.10C0 0.A0C1 0.;CCC
FliFFEC tin TIM C.2322 0.5417 3.2504 C.325C C.E126 1.E252 C.4CE2 C . ! « 1
1
»Ctfl ESTIUTE 1.0392 0.5C81 0.0E43 C.1876 C.1503 0.1C72 0.1500 0.1721
(J1IC/T8 ERBCR >' *a.*< 69.36 68.63 62.49 24.3! 7. IE (2.41 42.64
Ffac£> T 4CE CF «CU»(.
f;IlUf f/T5
$<*FIE «TC CEVUTICN 0.5388 0.2<29 0.1227 C.3">33 C.1465 0.C61C 0.1124 0.1137
ClPUMIVt 7EJ7 TI»>e 2.10* 7.C83 37.101 40.105 47.606 4«.!7< 66.3C4 71.262
CmiiTm F1IUS£« 1.7700 3.3«Ce 4.8900 6.3500 1 .9200 9.3EC0 IC.96C0 12.!!CC
9tt<l U 11 12 13 14 I! 16
*CTt.U FillLS? JU'E C.2CCC 0.1'CC 0.3000 C.300C C.20OO C.1000 0.1CC0 C.KOO
FUfFEC TEST TlfE C.8126 1.0E35 0.5*17 C.5417 C.E126 1.62S2 l.*::2 l.f.f>
PCCtl E!7If«TE C.1E01 0.1664 0.1985 C.1981 C.1861 O.lff* C.1447 0.1338
f<7I>tT£ EFFCR <5 9. S3 1C.93 33.85 33.96 6.94 58.38 44.71 33.61
FESCEfT/C! Cf iCTlut.
F*IUFE FITE
SIKH STC CEVIATICN 0.1424 0.11C! 0.1573 C.1275 C.C857 0.C6C6 0.C531 3.C472
ClPlLJTIVt ^t i ^ fj^e 78.788 83.725 93.707 <e.702 1C6.248 121.3C5 136. 2f7 1*1.192
Cl»U/TtVE FHICRE! 13.990C 15.ITCC 17.1SC0 U.6800 2C.110C 21 .64CC 23.2900 2*.f1CC
l.CC • SFfCIFIEO FIIIUKE »«TE












iCUU MIII.PS »*TE C.7C0C 0.3CCC 0.0500 C.5000 C.20OC 0.10CO O.*0CC f.'fcc
fUOKft 1 EST UK 0.2222 0.5*17 3.2SC* C.325C (,(W( 1.6252 C.4C63 0.5*17
»CCtl eslIflTS 0.7622 0.3512 0.0427 C.119? C.1367 0.K45 0.1*2* 0.1472
8«7!»il! EPPCP «« 8. 8S 17. C5 25.32 76.02 31.44 t.i* 4*. IS **.22
Sf SCEhT/C E Cf 1CTLJImuii ;jie
ti'tll STC CtvIJTICt C.42C9 0.1982 0.0377 C.200* C.1081 O.C*E9 0.08*0 0.C9C*
CLFUJTItE TEST T I C = 4.272 14.2E8 7*.C66 40.098 95.03* 124.911 132.344 1*2. 27E
Cl'UITIVE FMU°-c! 2.SSCC 5.85CQ 9.0C00 11.7600 K.880C 18.C5C0 21.3200 2*.*5CC
U 13
*CUU f < ILLS E Silt
limit TES7 tIKf
C.2C0C 0.15CC O.3CO0 C.300C C.2CCC 0.1CCC 0.1CC0 C.1CCC
0.8126 l.CtiS 0.5*17 C.5*t7 C.E124 1.(252 1.6252 1.(2*2
0.1492 0.1573 0.1769 0.188*
15- * t 4.(1 *1.C5 37.19
C.1869 0.16*2 C.l*79 C.127C





llffll STC CEVIATICN 0.091C 0.06C6 0.0696 C.0683 C.C616 O.C*9* 0.0363 0.C320
ClPUiTlVE TEST TIPE 157.2*3 177.2*2 187.2*7 1*7.196 212. IS* 2*2.173 272.298 2C2.3C6













ICU/l PJILLPE Pl'E C.3C0C 0.3C00 0.3C00 C.3000 C.10CC C.1CC0 0.71fQ C.KCC
U<mC TEST TIM 0.5117 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.3411 C.2322 C.2222 C.232* 0.512'
•Ctll £M!»>»TE 0.6856 O.ittt 0.6*52 C.5939 C.4395 0.9*78 l.C5f7 l.l"«!
f«Tl»/'E E'PCP. «J 123. SS 88. SO 115.04 97.97 8.59 2E.*C <t.5« 4E.4*
PES-CEM4CE Cf 4CTL«L
fJUlfE PJTE
S/PHE ETC CEW4TKN C.282* 0.3C11 C.3E77 C.*8** C.7*9* 0.E715 0.7922 C.6E95
CCFtl/TISE TEST TIM 2.559 5.0*2 7.507 1C.020 11.119 12.158 12.223 1*.288
(IHinUf F1ILLS = ; 0.710C l.*2CC 2.2eOC 2.9000 3.*200 *.*7C0 S.03CC 5.91CC
K ll 12 13 M u
i"CTL*l fMLUPE SATE C.*CCC 0.*CCO 0.*CCC C.*OOC C.C500 C.C5CC 0.0500 0.C50"
fUMEC TEST TIKE C.*C62 0.*C63 0.*C63 C.*063 2.7JC* 3.2'C* 2.2EC* 3. SEC*
0.8375 0.829* 0.7519 C.7233 0.17*3 C.1CC5 O.C7e* 0.C6C*
1C9.37 107.36 87.98 80.82 2*8.68 1C1.C9 tt.it 2C.87
PCCEL EETflTE
EElT'tTE EPBCP <!PEKCEMm Cf 4CTL/LHULfE °<TE
UMll ETC CEVUTICN 0.6796 0.66C6 0.6UC C.S380 C.1S*2 0.C699 0.0913 C.C282
ClPLtmvE TEST TI»E It. 166 18.C57 19.9*1 21.60* 3«.745 51.E7C 67.16* 82.335













ACUU FAILURE RATE C.3CCC 0.3CCC 0.3000 C.3C0C C.10CC C.KCC 0.70C0 (1.7CJO
*l*»MC TEST TIFE 0.5417 0.5417 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.J322 C.?222 C.2222 C.2222
0.4C91 0.3616 0.4460 C.4523 C.6223 fl.(i« C.769C O.C-M





SAFfLE STC CEVIATICN 0.2150 0.2724 C.3171 C.2569 C.4409 0.4153 0.5224 0.4772
CUFUATIVE TEST TI»E 4.927 9.932 14.858 19.747 St.90S 24.C61 26.213 28.3*1
CIFUATIVE FAILURES 1.5900 3.0<CC 4.T60C 6.5600 7.97CC 9.14C0 IC.6ECC 12.47CC
Pn:t 10 11 12 13 1* 1! 16
JC71U f*ULPE RATE C.4C0C 0.4COO 0.4000 C.4000 C.CS00 O.C!CC C.CSCC C.C'OC
FUM>iC TEST TIFE 0.4C63 0.4C63 0.4C63 C.4063 2.25C4 3.25C4 2.25C4 3.25C4
0.5621 0.4701 0.4579 C.4509 0.1327 C.Cf>62 0.0673 O.C586





S/FFlf STC CEWATICN 0.3305 0.189a 0.2C51 C.2147 C.C62E 0.C295 0.C2F? C.C??4
CIFUATIVE TEST TIM 32.125 35.95C 39.705 <3.459 73.610 103.726 132.755 '62.956
CIFU/TIW MUlflE! 13.8200 15.0600 16.550C 16.0700 l«..«eCC 2C.64C0 22.37CC '?.E'CC
t.:c
!.CC 4.75 *.«e u.s! u.cc
• SPECIFIED FAILURE RATE






4 4 4 «
« * * «
4 4 4 4 4







«CHU FAULPE BATE C.3CQC O.3CC0 3.3000 C.3000 C.10C0 C.'CCC C.KCC C.7C0C
H*»MC 1E!7 TI*£ 0.5*17 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5*17 C.2222 C.2322 C.2322 C.2222
rCCli. ESTIMATE G.*18S 0.36*3 0.3917 C.3*62 C.*936 0.4321 C.699* 3.<f«3
E!1I»ME EFFCB /? 39.*? 21. *3 30.58 15.39 29. *9 9.7C C.C8 1.96
FEPCEMiCE CF 4Ctl.il
FAIlLFE F/7c
Si»flf ETC CEVIATKN C.2905 0.2189 0.3C11 C.1619 C.29SC C.3163 C.2962 C.3??6
Cl»U«"TIV! TEST Tt*! 9.996 19.9E6 29.890 29.9C8 **.206 *t.*75 57.7** 57.^9




























CCEl ESTIMATE 0.5218 0.*624 0.4861 C.*39* C. 12-57 C.C7S* .C6*2 0.C553
EimfE EFFCt J! 30.** 15.60 21.53 9.8* • 1 5 S .33 5E.E9 2E.2* 1C.51
FeSCEFTACE CF ACTUAL
FAIILFE Fill
SAFFLE STC CEVIATICN 0.2717 0.2251 0.2299 C.1T4Q C.C792 O.C3*l O.C2*2 C.Cia3
Ct»UMIVE TEST TIKE 6*. 569 72.C91 79.5*7 E7.097 1*7.563 IDE. 226 267.734 327. £22
CLCLLATm fAULSES 26.9100 29.e6C0 33.1100 26.0300 3E .SCCC *l.5*CC **.62C0 *7.«CCC
• SP{C IF1E3 FAILURE BATE
. • MEAN ?ST!»iTE0 FAILURE BATE
- C.«C i







Results of Test MOD
4
1. Test M0D4
Test M0D4 used the AMSAA model to estimate the failure
rate of the items tested except as described below. A more
detailed discussion of the modification can be found in
Section V-D.
Use of the AMSAA model was modified as follows:
a. The point estimate of the failure rate,
number of failures during a phase
r =
total test time during a phase
was used whenever cumulative test time over all items was
less than 10 hours.
b. The slope of the reliability growth pattern was
estimated using the current point estimate, r , and the
previous estimates of the failure rate, r. , and r. . Ther l-l 1-2
slope estimated was in two parts,
*i-i " h-2 and rP " h-i
The estimate of the slope was considered increasing if both





r». , - r . > .2r. ol-l 1-2 — i".2
and
r - r . , > . 2r . ,
p l-l - l-l
If the slope was increasing, the point estimate, r , was
used as the current estimate of the failure rate. Then, the
AMSAA model was reinitialized, that is, time and failures
prior to an increasing slope were not considered in future
estimates made by the model,
2. The Results
Results for Cases 4, 6, 15, and 18 are presented here as
representative of the effect the modifications had on the
performance of the model. A detailed description of the






*CTIU miLSE P»7E C.7CCC 0.5'CI 0.42iO C.4C5C C.4CCC C.4CCC C.4C:0 0.4130
H*»»EC 1117 TIM C.2322 0.2555 0.3824 C.«CM C.«C<3 C.4C42 0.4343 C.4C63
»C£ll ES7WE 1.3244 1.3166 C.9475 C.8175 C.8C47 C.74«C C.71S4 C.<!Ct
l!ll»l.'| !:ec: 45 55.45 135.74 127. (4 59.37 1C1.48 U.Cl 75. E5 42.64
t«*CI»71tf :» JCTIUfMU'E s/TE
!<»UI HI CEVU'UCN C.657S 0.K1S C.6545 C.4593 C.4655 C.4S14 . S S <; 7 C.4443
TIT- I II ."I r ...... .rfi, .... .«»«»..».M««.»....»~»»M~i. I II ! I I t I I I
Cl>UfTm TE5T t;>5 1.C74 2.413 4.202 4.C45 7.942 5.842 11.457 13.I80
CUUithi fJlLLfES C.64CC 1.43CC 2.05CC 2.8900 3 .i ICC 4.23CC «.C<.CC J.77CC
fK!i 9 1C 11 12 13 '* 1! '.6
(CTIU FtlUlf «*T| C.4CCC 0.4CC? 0.4COO C.4000 0.375C 0.2CCC C.1CCC 0.CI00
r«M!C 1:57 TI^E C.4C42 0.4C43 0.4C63 C.4063 C.4334 • C.E126 1.4252 3.2!C4
CCH iJHHI! C.6C16 0.4C15 0.6177 C.5977 C.5444 C.412C C.270C 0.H22
'Mini! -fiC- ti 50.41 5C.27 54.43 45.42 «i.24 1C4.CI 17C.CI 2C4.44
ttHl'.tCt Cf 4CUU
IJPH! £'t CIVUTICN 0.3444 0.2«42 C.3E34 t.3770 C.34C4 C.7572 C.2C77 C.l«27
Cl»LLiTtVC I£!T X\H U.*42 IT.il? 15. U4 21.C45 23.075 24.E4C 24.334 49. '04
ClKUTIVi MKLISf! O.58C0 7.2<C3 8.0CCC 4.6900 «.23CC 1C.C1CC 1C.85C0 IT .44CC
• SPEGIMEC filLURE »1T(









<CHU flKL = ! «4'f C.7CG0 0.55C3 0.4250 C.4050 C.4C0C C.*CCC C.4CCC 0.4C33
umfc ien t i »• e 0.2222 c.2«.;: a.362'. c.4oi3 c.*C63 0.4C63 o.4C«3 c.4c«3
FFiCE'TKS Cf It'Ul
FilU'i :il!
5i»U! i't Cm*71CN C.6C35
C.973S 0.7946 0.5631 C.6317 C.5626 C.51C2 0.4927 0.«13«
<
2S.13 44.48 22.50 "5.97 4C.45 27. !9 23.4* 'e.*«
'76 C.32C5 C.0257 C.4219 226 o.3??9 c.;20t
Cl»U*7IVE U5TTI»e 2.136 4.E67 8.462 12.133 If. 883 15.633 23.41C >7.">9
CtUin^S FiHlFE! 1.543C 2.85C3 4.UCC 5.9000 7.21CC 8.64CC 1C.T0CC '.1.27CC
FH'i K 11 12 13 16
ICUU KILLS: R4T5 C.4CCC 3.4CC0 3.4CC0 C.430C C.275C C.JCC3 C.1CCC C.C50:
Hi»»{C U51 TI»{ C.4C62 0.4C62 C.4C63 C.4063 C.4224 • C.8126 1.6252 3.250*
KtEl ES11HTE C.4S54 0.47.19 0.4653 C.4749 C.4861 0.2763 C.2360 0.1286
23.65 '7.97 17.3? 18.7* 25.64 EE.I2 '•!.<£ J57.25£!1I':?E e;c;e t <
c-iCi'T.Ci Cf :Ctl'l
e*ilL--r 'IIS
<IKK JTC C£»U',C\ 0.2722 0.2569 C.2628 C.2450 C.244C C.21C3 0.1C22 0.C447
CLUIMIVE 'EST T I E 2C.943 34.723 38.459 '2.187 46.178 52.627 61. '{5 58.231
CinU'Uf FZIlLFES 12.O7C0 14.45C0 16.0100 17.5700 15.16CC 2C.6CCC 22.26CC 22.53CC
« • sp«cififo »iiLu»e »»?r









»CH»l 'IHL 1 : f»H C.K30 Q.V.C3 0.*2i>C C.<i05C c.*ooc c.*ccc c.*ccc q.*ccc
U/»I>EC 1E*1 II^S G.2322 0.255! 0.362* 0*013 C.*C63 0.*C4; C.*C«2 C.«C63
C.*52* 0.*5C4 C.«t'7
13.CS 12.64 17.15
»CCEl E!1I»('« C.7576 0.413* 0.5322 C.*618 C.*7CJ
S«7'»/T| fK«C= «S e .23 II. *3 25.22 1*.02 11.63
Sf'CEf'iCE CF /CTL/L
FltU'c WE
5«>»lf SU CEMITICS C.*16C 0.3*52 0.3C-2 C.25*! C.2521 C.22CS C.UZS
Ct'lU'MVj TEST U»£ *.213 •5.158 16. E7* 2*. 303 21.756 25.327 *6.755 5*.jei>




C.4CCC o.*ccc 0.4CC0 C.*000 C.3JJC C.2CCC C.1CC0 0.C5CC
C.*C43 :.*c<? 0.*C63 C.*:63 C.*33* C.8126 1.4352 3.250*
0.3258 C.2152 C.1262
6*. 51 115.2! 154. *f
CCEl 6!li»«'E 0.*i?4 0.*'C* C.*331 C.*219 C.*066
!!*IMt| Ee = C= J! 5.*C 12.55 8.2e 5.*7 5.03
MItlSE f*7{
Ut*\i 57C CEvKTICN C.l*7! 0.1565 0.136* C.1205 (.1133 O.CE47 O.C4*6 C.C387
Cl'U/mE 16S7 T i>E 61.676 65.123 74.672 65.172 52.11* 1C7.15* 137. 32C 157. *32
CIHHHU fmiSEJ 27.0'CC 30.22C0 33.2300 36.170C 25.C60C «2.CcCC **.6CCC *7.6CCC
SPECIflCD f»lLUBE «*ie









*CUil */ IH.SE Jill C.7CCC 0.7CCC C.7C00 C.7CCC C.KCC C.4CCC C.4CCC C.4C0C
'I Of. EC Ii!1 TIM 0.222? 3.222? 0.2222 C23»2 C.2222 C.4C43 C.4C63 0.4C63
CCEl EMl'Mf 1.2452 1.4*15 1.3739 1.4043 1.335? 1.C640 C.*C'6 C.7C35
*!l.r'4 T £ B*SC" 4! 95. C3 ICE. 26 96.28 IOC. 61 SC.74 164.51 124. 16 75. 64
«8fC!»'itS C» *CU4i
*/IU«E HI:
I-'MiC STC CEVI4TICN C.6434 C.e«*8 0.7521 C.7e01 C.6891 0.7149 0.6319 0.4647
Ct»"Lt*T IVC mi TS'I 1.C61 2. 126 3.2C9 4.305 5.37* 7.210 9.C7S IC.S6E
Cl'unui '(H.UKE! C.74CC 1.* ICC 2. HOC 2.8400 3.55CC 4.44CC 5.18CC 6.C13C
*>4«E 11 '2 12 '.4 15 '6
4CU«l HIll'S (Hi C.4CCC 0.4CCC O.ICOJ C.100C C.1CCC C.ICCC 0.1CI0 C.'CCC
FW'Mf 1£S1 HM C4C63 0.4C63 1.6252 1.6252 1.6252 1.4252 1.62*2 1.6252
KCEl i!H»l't C.5E7C 0.5612 0.25*7 C.1974 C.1613 0.1287 0.1356 C14C7
c'll'^c EfPC 45 46.75 *0.-e I54.il 97.37 61.32 2E.15 35.19 4C.72
tUCiftCi -f iCTI.41
Et'UfE =4Te
!*'fl* STC CEWiTIC' 0.32.3 0.4226 0.1492 C.1285 C.C889 O.C777 CCS?! 0.1C32
Cl»U/TI\« un TI»5 12.E56 i*.;<2 22.241 29.7?2 21.201 44.676 52.C*4 59.5?3
ct»iimt* f«xum* 6.6ECC 7.38CC 7.98CC f.teec 9.7CCC IC.'CCC 11.3CCC !Z.!50C
SPKIFIEO FAILURE RATE
«8*N ESTIM4TE0 '4ILUR5 »A T E
I.iC *..!

























C.91S2 0.?7C3 0.3«Q« C.S337








*.t*t\.t HC CIVUTICN C.5C7S 0.5522 C.4046 C.4841 C.4528 C.25J7 C.2424 C.21CC
CkKliTIlf TEST TI»t 2.J58 4.277 e.S!3 U.725 14.455 IE.2E7 22.C<;2
Cl»UH!\f FlIlAfrE! 1.350C 2.5IC0 4.310C 3.9200 1.KCC 8.44CC 5.58CC U.25CC
fnii 1C
*CUH **IllBE »Mf C.4CCC 0.4CC0 0.1000 C.100C C.100C O.IOCO
C.4C42 0.4C42 1.4232 1.6252 I.t232 l.*2«2
0.1CCC C.1CCC
'.4252 \.i'*.2
0.4457 0.42C8 0.2285 C.1644 C.1431 C.li'C C.l'. !5 C.'.Cie
12. «2 7.71 128. 46 4*. 57 <C.li J*. CI li.'l 5.77
C:fl :!H»ITE
i** f.l*-ill :» term
FMllfE f/'S
*i»Hl STC CEVI1TICK 3.2474 0.1521 0.1026 C.0577 C.C453 0.C444 0.0340 0.C21
Ck»ll/*I\E T? ST TT»: .821 25.265 44.552 35.41E 74.438 85.220 10*. 221 115. 2C4
CLMl/'IVE fiUUfc! 12.7J0C 14.15C0 15.74CC 11.4500 15.C20C 2C.58CC 22.18C0 22.T0C
• SP2CIME3 fAILU!»5 »4T;









KTIII (llUff »»'{ c-7«:cc C.7CCC C./CCO C.7000 c.iccc c.*<-co C.*CCC C..4CCC
>|.<KK'C ItST !IT 0.2322 0. Hit C.2222 C.2322 C.2322 C.*CO 0.4C43 0.4C63
CCfl S'll'/li C.Jiil 0.2171 0.7419 C.E14« C.7o83 0.5247 0.4579 C.45e4
e ?t i* r T e c s «cp /« 3.52 u.72 8.34 it. 37 s.jt 31. it 14.46 14.44
*HU«f (III
!IHK |TC CtVUYICh C.4C67 o.<.C7« o.*C' C.-183 C.3747 0.2596 c.w« 0.127?
CinWTlVf 7657 TI*5 4.294 8.561 12.8*2 17.130 il.419 26.9CS 36.41C 43.631
CIKUUV! Mimt! 2.77CC 6.0CCO 9.2000 12.3000 1'.21C0 18.91CC 21.C2CO 24.2CCC
(H!S 1C 12 13 14 I! It
i(7lU XtLLPi Dili C.4CCC 0.4CCC C. 1CO0 C.1CCC C.1C0C 0.1CCC C.ICCO 0.1CCC
Hir-Mt 1E<7 TIM C.4C43 0.4Ci? 1.6252 1.t252 1.4252 I.«>52 1.6252 1.4252
C.4149 0.4227 0.2133 C.1594 C.1346 O.lllt C.IC79 C.K09
3.73 5.49 113.29 39.63 :4.62 l).!t 7.64 C.9C
CC61 651!»<?6
««7!»*»i ep"" E ;
'
P?;(cf TIC 6 C« KUU
Flllli! s«7e
S/>HE STC C«Vt»TK» C.I444 0.1487 0.0646 C.C491 C.C374 0.C222 0.C247 0.C219
CLKHTIVl 7c£7 7II«: 51.373 58.(56 88.818 118.487 146.459 176.51* ZC6.549 236.437














ICn.ll FflUFf a*l£ C.7CCC 0.3CC3 0.0503 C.5000 C.2CCC C.JCCC C.4CC0 C.1C0C
fijfmc ie j i ri*t c.22<2 o.j«n 3.<!c« c.325C c.ei26 i.*;;; c.4C4? c.;*'t
•CCil £«U»*-£ 1.522C 0.9<<e C.4C66 C.5736 C.4183 0. 7«« I 0.3E1C d! 1 !
£«ii»/ie «;=>« /<
Fmi't 'M£
117.57 223.26 713.18 14.72 1C9.12 1<*.»!
J/»H« SIC CEWtTICN 1.CC92 0.a2C2 0.83C5 C.6132 C.4C94 0.284!
4C.41
C.4EE2 C.2S11
Cl»ll*f|v£ TE ST TI»= I.C74 3.573 16.481 19.99C 22.722 31.225 32.112 25. «7!
Cl»U/T|lf FftLlftE! C.75CC 1.4CCC 2.1600 3.69CC 4.42C0 5.C5CC 5.E7CC
tun 12 12 14 15
ICH.ll ftKlH 8ATE C.2CCC O.ISCO C.3CCC C.300C C.200C C.1CCC 0.1000 0.100C
mtnt 'c't T!»f 0.812* 1.CC2S C.5417 C.5417 C.E126 1.4252 1.4252 1.4252
2.3378 0.2756 0.4459 C.4433 0.4311 C.2t(4 C.2146 C. 16C4




I*»*li PC CEVUIICIS 19.7*54 0.23K C.6655 C.2964 C.381C 0.2275 C.20C7 C. 1 181
Cl»UiT;vf T£!T TJ»« 29.
-51 44.268 46.786 49.254 J3.00J 6C.484 66.097 75.729
ClKlMlvi FiHl'ES 6.390C 7.42CC 8.31CC 9.1000 9.61CC 10.51CO I1.35CC U.iSCC
- ( .«£





















































«CUtl #«!U«E (H! C.7CCC 0.3CC0 C.95C0 C.S00C C.2CCC O.ICCC C.*CCC C.3C3C
UMIC Mil 1I>! Z.iili 9,1*11 3.25C4 C.32SO C.tUi l.tlii C.4C43 O.S'II
•CCEl E JII^iTE 1.C3S2 C.5182 0.0SS7 C.Z49C C.23S1 CISCO 9.32E* C.4C17
• M!»/T| tftce (« *8.4* 71. i« SS.36 50.20 J«..SS SC.C2 17. ES 33. SC
SSSCIMiC! C« 1CUUK IU-E S|l{
Ji»flf «7t CEWA7ICN C.53S6 0.3<«3 0.15SE C.3890 C.J030 C.17SE 0.2S43 O.JS'J
CIKKTUE 7e«7 IDf 2.10* 7.CE3 37.101 «0.105 «7.*U tl.ilt K.3C* 7!.?«2
cmumi f*;iLPE! 1.77CC 3.2<CO 4.8SCC «.30OO 7.S20C S.3ECC lessee 12.5S0C
«M!f 1C 11 12 13
/CTLil «MH.S: ttli C.2CCC C.1SCC 0.3CJ0 C.30OO C.2CCC C.1CCC O.ICCC C.UCC
»UNMC IcET TI>E C.E12* l.CE-5 C.5«17 C.5«17 C.J126 ' l.tiil 1.4252 l.tJSi
C.2S2C 0.18*3 C.15<.8 C.KIS
«t.ci it.it !«.n «i.«j
»CCEl ?! 7 Iff 7f O.'OC 0.27tC C.3f * I C.371E
EHT'/Ti ifi'i t'. 71.32 84.C3 18. C3 23.91
*?;c?«i.'Cf c» jcuh
»<1U B I SITE
!J«l! ETC CSVUTKS C.3CS7 0.2157 0.3C28 C.2882 C.24U C.CSEO C.CTt? C.C431
COUltlVE TEST ?!* 7E.788 88.725 S3. 707 S8.702 IU.21E 121. 3C5 134.257 151. 1S2
Cl»llMI\E fiilA'ES 13.83CC U.«CC3 17.1EC0 U.6800 IC.IIOC 21.42CC 23.2SCC 24.E7CC
i.;c
i-ct «.;; a.;c li.is
- C.<<
• S»ECt*IcD FAILURE RATE









KUil FiltltE 54'E C.7CCC 0.3CCC C.0300 C.300C C.2C0C C. ICCQ 0.*CCC C".2:CC
r-l**-Mf 1£!1 Tt»! 0.2322 0.!<17 3.21C* C.325C C.ilit l.<232 C.*C<3 C.3'17
a.ts *t.i<;
a.otos C.U31 C.2373 0.1616 e.3?2* C.34*3
2Q.se 47.39 11.it tl.lt It.ES 21. *<
»CCEl ej1!»iTE
«E : CE>*iC{ tf 4CH.U
!/»HE SU CfVItTJO C.*2C5 0.31S2 0.0396 C.2237 C.1373 O.IC!* C.ltSt C.1E31
Cl»Ui*I\6 TEST Tl»c 4.272 I*.2£e 7*. 066 {0.093 5?.C3* 124.41] 132. 3*4 1+2.27*
U"U/"I\S F«U(.»S« 2.9<0C 5.81C0 9.0C00 11.7600 14.88CC 18.C3CC 21.32C0 2*.««CC
sun u 12
'CHU 'llll*! SJTE C.2CCC C.l'CC C.3CC0 C.3C0C C.2C0C C.1CCO O.IOCC O.ICCC
H/I>MC UST 71>{ C.«i2e l.CE-35 C.J*17 C.5*17 C.E126- 1.E2S2 1.42*2 1.42*2
KCEl E'Ttx/'E 0.2531 0.22C4 0.27*9 C.3298 C.273C C.1133 C.l*'* C.1323
f«1i»!-« :tfi tl *7.** *7.<* 8.37 9.93 34.32 1S.21 «5.38 32. 24
>JIU':
-ft
it*t\.l STC CEVliTiC*. C.U7* 0.1CE7 0.15*7 C.2071 C.l*17 0.C763 0.C586 O.C*71
ClKWTIVf Te«7 Ti»; 137.2*3 177.2*2 187.2*7 157.196 212.1?* 2*2.173 272.258 3C2 .3C4
Cl'lumE **KU S S£ 27.*CCC 30.*3C1 33.410C 34.6600 35.410C «2.44CC «5.*5CC *8.*?0C
I.CC *.;; E.*C 12.2! v.cc
SPECIFIEO FAlLUXE RATE
. • HEAN ESTIMATED fmuHE K*T E
•
• 4 •






ICUH Hlll.61 s«'f C.3CCC C.3CCC C.3CCC C3000 c.hcc c.icco o.iccc c.iccc
FW»H( 1E«T Tt »E O.W7 0.5*17 0.5*17 C.5M7 C.2322 0.2322 C.2322 0.2322
ecu esiwe c.*e«< o.n:s 0.447a c.tse; c.sau i.«37i i.2C2e 1.2313
««1!*;Tt ;;«;; *! lie.*! 11.U U5.« 112.83 13. S3 It. 73 71.82 7«.7<
«SJC6'life ' » <C1LUKill" W?
!<»'(.! STt CcVUTICN C3E24 C.3C4S C.3S14 C.3s;3 C.6S32 O.EtCC 0.8tt5 0.E507
COIWTIVE 1! = T 7I»E 2.!0«. 5.C42 7.5C7 10.020 II. IK 12.15* 13.223 I4.28e
a>ui:;U r<ULCE< C.7KC 1.33CO 2.1800 2.830C i.*000 4.3SCC 5.1CCC 6.CPDC
11 13
<<TUl filUtf tUl C.4CCC 0.4CC0 C.»CCO C.4300 C.C5CC C.C5CC c.o;co c.c«c:
fW»MC 1351 TI»>f C.*CS3 0.4C43 0.4C63 C.4C63 3.2504 3.25C4 3.25C* 3.2?C*
CCU EHIM1! C.<«224 0.6152 0.7253 C.4333 C.17S5 0.1123 O.C762 CCt73
£1.33 58.33 iSS.Ct 124. <4 !*.41 3*.6C«!il»ri jfecs ti 130. ss ic3.ee
tU'.tti.ta :f icuii
F/in«« stii
'/US SIC CfVtiTlCf C.8110 0.5-7S 0.S256 C.374C C.C8SS O.Ct'l C.C3?*
ci»umvE ^f!i m; it. Its ie.c*7 IS.<41 21.804 It. It! S1.S7C t7.lt* 82. '35
ClMU'IVl nuts is e.7tcc 7.53C0 8.27C0 i.fTee «.f 100 lC.tCCC U.2CC0 ll.VOC
l.CC «.*c tt.cr










tCHU IJIUJ! «*1E C.2C0C 0.3CCC C.1CO0 C.3000 C.7C0C C.iCCO 0.7CCC C.KCC
fl»^MC U!7 T:»E 0.5*17 0.5M7 0.5*1? C.S*17 C.Zii2 Cw*J2 C.2322 C.<222
c.*C9i 3.3<*i o.*e95 c.*9si c.*«*69




<1>ILE JTC C&VUTIO C.215C 0.23*3 0.376* C.2933 C.5928 0.*t69 0.*935 0.5060
Cl»UMI>f T««T TI*e «.927 9.932 I*. 658 19.7*7 21.909 2*.C61 26.213 26.3*1
ClHlItUt FClLUai! 1.59CC 2.9KC *.73O0 6.560C 7.97CC 9.1*C0 10.59C0 1Z.*70C
**t't 12
h*m;c its* Ti»e
C.*CJC 0.*CCC C.*CCC C.*000 C.C5CC C.C'CC O.C'CC C.C5CC
C.C63 0.*Ct3 0.*C63 C.*C63 3.25C*- 3.2!C« 3.25C* 3.2!C*
0.6367 0.*9£5 0.*821 C .*680 C.l*".C CCS*! O.C7f9 C.C616
59.67 2*. 63 2C.J2 16.99 19*. C6 E9.C5 S1.62 23.15
»CCfl (!HMTE
ej1J»*"»! Ee?C /;
»MU S P tlli
UKl 1: STC CSVUTIO 0.3*11 0.2C25 0.216* C.193* C.C787 0.C633 C.C565 0.C276
U»<.U T IVE 7EET TJi>; 22.12! 35.9'C 39.7C5 <3.459 7-.61C 1C2.736 '33. 7!! '.63.9E6
Cl»U<mi ftUU?E! 13. diCC 15.C6CC U.550C 16.C7CC !9.«8CC !C.E*CC E2.33CC ??.6»0C
I..C l.»0
• SPECIflEO FilLUSE »»TJ











1CUU fXUl.s? QilE C.3CCC O.3CC0 C.3000 C.300C C.iOCC C..CC0 CiCCC C.7CCC
flJMUt lt!l 7!M 0.5*17 C.!«l» C.5*17 C.5*17 C.2322 C.2J22 C.2322 C.2322
CCtl 6 JT!-4T( C.321S 0.341C C.*102 C.3591 C.5376 0.47*9 0.7311 0.7270
E'H'.'T! !f'C« I'. 7. It 20.?* 36.75 19.71 23.21 3.C2 «.3C 2.E4
J«»Kf SU CEvtATIC\ 0.1S15 O.?!*' 0.3270 C.1S76 C.289* 0.32*! C.*0ie C.3«e4
CIKWMVE 7657 TI»E 9.S94 19.«e 29.890 -9.908 **.2C4 *8.*1! S 2 . 7 4 <. 57.C39
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